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PART I
The scarcity of’ synthetic routes to ssTen«membered carbocyoles attaches 
considerable importunes to any new method of obtaining such compounds-.
The successful elaboration of bridged bicyclic systems to niediui&-siaed rings 
in this department 5 5 led to the belief that bridge-flesion of a suitably
substituted bi cycle- (3 P 2 ? I ^-octane molecule would afford a cyeXohspt&ne
2 "■»derivative, this being substantiated by the work of Stork' and Grok" -
When this c?ork tv as initiated in \%2? considerable investigation of the 
bicyclo«*{3»3)“*5aonane system had been completed but much less was known 
both about the preparation and properties of bieyclo-(3?2?l}-oeiEua compounds 
A number of naturally occurring compounds incorporating this bridged ring ayr:
have been isolated and identified - Jfo ffifinotesp®iies with the bicycXo-i‘5 42 r-l
- ■ A
octane skeleton are known but the sesquiterpene helminihospor&X {!}'
K
azid its parent hydrocarbon? sativene {2) f have been isolated and the
6former synthesised 4 Sesquiterpenes of the cedrene group.-, the parent
*? Q Q <j 0
hydrocarbon (3)*'""?, eedral {4} * ',0 and she Hole acid ($}' p ' are known
and another example which has this structural feature is tricyolhTetr^enol 16
A. considerable number of diteupsnes such as the gibherellinen typified by
t ? iy '■ •' 3)
gibbereXlic acid CT.) and those related to phylXoclsdene 1,8/' andc\ A
kaurene (9)1 contain this bridgedbicyelie system* The diisrpenoid 
alkaloids of theCtewes^ m group? e.ggarsyina (10) and veatohine { H  j also
incorporate .this skeletal feature '*'* \
A number . of methods of obtaining bicyclo-(2 92 „X)«octane .molecules hare been
reported but aa the m $ k *described in this thesis concerns the possible
elaboration of this system to seven-membere cl ring compounds by fission of
the one-carbon bridge? only molecules with a functional group at Cn are
o
considered„
The first preparation of this type of compound was reported by Stobbe* * in 
1912? using dry HC1 In ethanol to -cyolise the B -diketone (12) to £.,4— 
diphenylbieyclo-{3 ?!)—oct—2—en—8—ono {S3). Cyclisation of a eyclepnni-
qsiohb substituted, with a add® chain has raised,sod the axosjv
frequently used approach to the bi©y©X©“{3?2 0X}~oet&u*“8«»©ne syotom© ife©at«- 
aent of eyclopontaaca© and beasaXpyvurle acid using basic 
catalysis18* led to the formation of (14) without isolation of the inter** 
mediate diketone0
Formation of the ^ ino-keioneCl5) from the pyrrolidine ©gamine ©f ©yolo-
gi
pentanone and acrolein fcy Stork" provided the most widely used and versatile 
approach to this -ay ©tees o This molecule has proved to ba suitable for 
elaboration to a number of related compounds© Thus the tedious procedure
I q 20
of Woodward and Foote' *'s p involving py&lyftln of the 5J«osid® of the 
corresponding ketal{16)* afforded Mcy cXe~(3»2 # 1 )-oofc~2«8n~S~®&©(17) and 
thence the saturated analogue(18)0 ■ LeRel^ * used mercuric acetate oxidation 
of the asino-alcohol(19 )’ to prepare the eaamino«*alco2iol{20) which was 
converted to the ket©X(2l) and then the dioXs (22) and {23) *
A further ©sample of oyelisation of a qyolopentanone substituted with & 
three-carbon aid© chain was the base catalysed, reaction of the broao-' .
* 22 f ' '’. '\ketone(24) 0 from which bi©ycle«(3 «>20X)«oetan«8-os@.( 18} m s  isolated as a b;§
product(2-5^) of the desired B'pixnh(25Jo A practical rcsut© to [18) wau 
reported by Putsch© * The eyaso-kst©n©{26) was prepaid fey the ©nasia©
 ^A " ^
alkylaflon procedure^ s' and converted to th© sliro6&-aeetBte(27) which 
decomposed in basic solution to yield the bioyelo-kotone via th© dias© 
intermediate(28)®
25
DaubezT obtained bicycll© noleoulaa by treating the dik©i0“sster{29) or 
the related chloro compound (3^ ) with concontrated sulphuric scddo The 
former yielded the katol(3i) and the latter gave the corresponding 
dehydrated product(32) and the chloxo»aoid(53)« A further important 
procedure for the preparation of bicycle-(5 P2»X )-oot«2«»ea“8»»oiio molecules 
using a S-diketon© t, was net found in the Mtemtur© until the practical
work: described in the thesis was completed Q A paper published in IQ^Q
26 ’ ? 
by So Julia" described the oyells&iion of 2-cy©Xeh3£aa©ayX-2~GyeX©peni~
tho corrQspoming katosissO^} s M  (57) using ashydrous p^tol^Que 
mXphCBie aaid in &eo$io seid 0 Yi$He of wmp© obtained c.
fJ}be mm%nl major approach to ihs pro pars tics. of th^sa bridged coasgonndr 
utilised the tendency ©f unsmtiArated ring systems to uMergo tnuoatutmias* 
.feastioBiSo ®hsas. Copa?^ fm® BolToiysed bro&y 2,&to {‘$8,?
with tsdfl%©K>®©@tics aoM to obtain the e^©~&le©hai(3S) afiar 
ganoXyeiSa Similarly c^oIe~©eis~1U ^dleso(40) on traatmsnt with 
concentrated gulplai^ io acid ef$ox&e& a 73$ yield of this eoagKKmcL -. valid­
ation yielded the h$tcao(18)? 1 furtfear example of foAaaiion. of a.
compound with the desired Meyelis skeleton from a msdlms mag carbopyclQ
sh ■
has been investigated by heB@I ~ e Xareatneat of the bicycli© assets-
§
k»tos»(t5) with %®.m yielded oyoiofc©pt~4,=si^  oesboa^iic aeid (41)
which was reduced to oyolohopt»4»e2id s&rboxaMeby&o <> Be&ction of
?8this compound with &«mthyl S^ro^yXtwnino ” followed by p^raoeiie sold 
gave the nitron®(42) which was hydrolysed by acid to the koteX(43)«>
$he final major approach involved rearrangement of isore readily soeeos-
29ible bicyclie systems <> Cope converted &ati~^©i%0rncs.«-?™cX to tha 
tricyclic compound 1.44) * which fumishod tfes @zo—acetate of bicyolo-*
(5»291 )~0ctan-8~oX(39) oa hydrogenation0 A very low overall yield 
was obtained o Formelysia of bi<syolo-(2 *2 <,2 }~oet<3B© was ordginaily 
reported to yield tmns-Moyelo-CSv^^J-octano-S^-dioXC^-S)^ but the 
structure of this prod not was subsequently shown to be exo~sya»blQy>ele~
(3o2o1 )-ocban®--2i>8“d.ioi(25)-f hsBel**^  treated bieyclo^(2f,g ?2}-OCstai:l3™ 
oxide with peracetic acid and obtained only {23} but GrbhJs os hy&volygie of fh* 
same oxide„ obtained both (23) and (45) o Oxidation of the former resulted 
in the, dike tone (46) o BeBel^ obtained 8yn«8~bromobieyoXo-{3f2r,i }-oci~ 
2«®ne(47). and the dlbroadde(48) from reaction of bioyelo*»(2p2s2)~ 
octene with MiroiaosuccXniiaide, The former was &l&o obtained' by Z&lkor*-7* 
Hydrogenation of (47) yielded ©ndo^bromobieyeXo-43P291 )~oet&ne{43} • 
which was converted to exo~biGyGlo~{3,2 ,1 >~octa»~3~oXC39) with aqueous
silver aiifat© *'i%  deagmstxatlng tfca possibility of oowerting such broao- 
compound, s to bridge carbonyl moleculeso Grob"^ &2m& obtained bi<jyc.i&~* 
i'$929l)~oet§km as&ieaules by hy&rbiysiag (bo) and (5l)» the products of 
broainatioB of bicyoXo«»(2 e2,2)-»©ctadi©s®» 3?he former afforded the tin~ 
saturated br©B^hydris(52) wMls the latter gaw a diox, concerted fey &e?.ct 
into a mixture of compounds? from which the unsaturatod diols(5^) ana i,54) 
wove obtained,
An important .structural. feature of bA©yei®«»( 3*2,1 )-oetaii'>8«one 
which was expected to favour bridgs^f1esioa, was the apparent ©train 
inherent in this system* Shis was evident from the high carbonji
frequencies in tbs infra-red spectra of the following compounds? the
-. PO t . 26 -
unsaturated ketoaos(17;“' and (36) showed absorption at i?58emo *, the
p “dik©tone(46) at 1754cm<». ~ for the fiv©~2i®mb©r®& ring carbonyl s M
the keto~ester(32) at IToOsso^^o Again the difficulty experienced in
converting a tetrahedral carbon atom at CL to the trigonal atom ©f a
, 2-°
carbonyl, exemplified by the resistance of the alcoholsv39) and -(55J *
$ P0
and their £C” unsAtumted analogues' to oxidation and by the difficult 
conversion of the ketal(56) to the ketone (i?)^ was further supporting 
evidence P
An attempt by another worker’'^  .in this department to prepare 2-phanyl- 
bicyclo-(3»2»X )-oct«**2-*©a~8-»one(57) using hydrochloric and acetic. sold
treatment of the diketone (58}, in a manner ‘similas? to that employed
36 "
by Cop© for preparation of the bioyclo-(3 ?3 ,l)~nomne analogue(59),
led to an excellent recovery of acidic material and a neutral
compcnmd identified spectroscopically as a b’-l&cioxiGo It was 
35shown that the acidic material- was 4-phenylcyclohspt-3-©ne carboxylic 
acid(60) and the neutral product was the related lactone(61}„ ffiie
skeleton of the former was proved by hydrogenation and deoaxbosylatioa
37to phenylcycloheptane* and the relative positions of the double bond 
and carboxyl shown by oxidative cleavage0 As shown in scheas© (a) 
ozonolysis using an oxidative work -up (^0o) furnished acidic material
wMek9 when treated with acetyl chloride, afforded a mibstituisd 
succinic anhydride (62) isolated from the crude reaction mixture by 
crystallisation
!mis reaction apparently offered a simple method of synthesis of 
substituted oycloheptene ocmpsuads from readily available substituted 
eyelapsntanoaes, the acidic suture of the product affording a very 
convenient separation from by-products and starting’ material* She obvious 
novelty sad potential usefulness of this reaction prompted investigation 
of a number of questions which it raised?
(a) the anticipated product of this reaction* 2«ph@s^XbioysI<»~
,l)~eei-2~es~E~@n©{5?), was not detected in the reaction B&xtcxeo It
was assumed that tMs compound was -formed initially but the eeasid-GrsbXe
strain expected is this %p© of molecule had resulted in f&sil® bridge^
fission* However, this assumption could m t  be verified without isolation
of (57), and at the time this study was initiated considerable effort by 
35
another woz&e?' had been directed, without success, to qynthssloe m s  
possible intexaediate«.
(U) if (57) was the intermediate la the reaction, acid catalysed, 
brldge-fission, by'protonatloa of the double bond, would ba expected to 
yield 4~phe3^ 1oycX$hepi-4~ena osrbosylle acid (63) ss the product, as 
-shown in scheme (b)« However, oxidative cleavage had shown the product 
to be the A iooaav ( 60}» It was tkaxQtaze essuaad tfcst the 6 ’ aeia 
(63) was formed Initially and isemerised in the acidic aedius to (60)«
Such isoiaerlsations are well-known but in this case there appeared to fee 
no driving force for complete migration of the double bon£U It seem®d 
likely that a mixture of both isoasrs ms, in fact, present In -the reaction 
product*
(c) if the. MoyoXo-{3*2*1 )-oct-2-en-S-on© system was the intermediate 
in the elaboration of a ' lf5~diketoiie to a oyclohoptesis acid, was this 
facile cleavage a general property of such compounds or w&rs the phenyl 
substituent an essential feature?
The purpose of the work described in this tfca^ io was mo AarestAsate tftw? 
scope and limitations of this reaction*, to establish the bridged ■ bi&y&Xio 
compound as the intemfiediate ©ad if possible g to elucidate the v^ slmniaa-.
A suitable starting point sppo&r&d to fes investigation of tlia syoiis&tion
, * 1- s ,. . ,,
of 2~{1 f;3 «-dipk@nyX~3 -esopropyli-oyejLcpenfcsuene(12 J with l^drcohloric 
and ecetio acids since the expected iatsnsediat® In this particular 
reaction, the bioyolo-ketoiseCi?), had hmn known sine® 1912'^« Cosaper&soE 
of the products from similar treatment of (12) and (13') was regarded as 
the first step in establishing the possible zaech&sis&o
&n
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Condensation of cyolopentaaosie mid feenml&eeiophesone (l) 
in the presence of & ^atalytio quantity of piperidine as 
described fey StobW >r resulted in \'i semis oils from which 
2- (l %  58 «dipb.9ffi,yl®3 ^o^opr-opyl )«eyclop9ataa©ne (2) ®oul& 
fey crystallised only with difficulty*' Investigation of 
the reaction employing varying' quantities of catalyst and 
temperaturess resulted not only in improved yields and 
easier purification of the diketone (2) "but tsm a reaction 
using m  ezoese of piperidine® a 55$ yield of a higher 
siting ocsapmaad was isolated. EacsystalliaatiCBk from 
cessmericaX grad© solvents Induced decomposition of this 
material p Ik© resultant oil smelling strongly of piperidine 0
*1
She infm«*r©& spectrum showed bands si 16910©©™ (aromatic 
ketone) and l627o$0~~(double bond) feat no absorption for a 
five^momberod ring ketone© 5Ms evidence together with 
analytical data which indicated tbs formula C^Kg^KO* 
suggested the enaxoine structure (3)0 Hydrolysis of this 
cciagicwad to tbs diketozse (2) was readily accomplished fey 
heating an ethanolfo solution with dilute sulphuric acid 
and Seating the ©uaxnin® uader seduced pssassus© 'for one hour 
also yielded the &ik&toae»
Si© fosmtieea of this product in & reaction in which no 
attempt m s  made either to remove the water formed or to 
ereXwd© atmospheric moiatuse (the reaction \ms carried out 
in a conical flask m  a steam hath)® is somewhat■.susprieiago 
$h® very short reeatlcin, time snd low temperature used i® 
also surprising in view of the 5**8 hour reflux employed fey 
Stork for forsiaticsa of tbs piperidine enamtes of oyole*' 
pentanoae# although this oo&ld® perhaps® fee espialnsd fey
tb.8 absence of solvent© T&s mode of formation of the enajBlne (3 )  
c&o. h-5 iniei p^reted in two ways? (a) reaction of cyclop enianon-e 
and piperidine to fom the en&iame (4} end then alkylation with 
bensalaeetophenon©? or (b) Kieh&el-'»type condensation to form the 
dike tone (2) followed by reaction with piperidine to yield the 
enamin© (3) > $h© second postulation is rendered invalid 'ey the
obsormiioB that the dlkotone (2) treated under Identical conditions 
with piperidine failed to yiald the enaad?ie0
’Bie. apparent establishment of an eaasdne alkylatien meoh.ani.31r!. in this 
reaction brings into doubt the assumption that secondary amine 
catalysed condensation of simple ketones and elecirophilic olefins
3}
proceeds by formation of a oarbanicn. or enolate of the former compound/’, 
It is eoaoeimble that, even in the presence of catalytic quantities of 
secondary amine <s initial formation of an enamine occurs followed by 
condensation with the wns&turated eor&pomd and hydrolysis ‘employ!r.g 
the water, formed in the first stap or traces present from the beginnings 
formation of a quantity of the enamin© using an excess of piperidine 
m y  be rationalised since decomposition of the product to recover the 
has© far further reaction to take place is no longer necessaryo
atment of the dike tone (2) with concentrated hydrochloric acid and 
acetic add at reflux yielded a crystalline add© ‘J6he mother liquor 
afforded further quantities of the acid together with a small yield of 
neutral materia!» It m s  anticipated that the acid m s  234^ diphenyl^
oyel©hept^Jb-ene carboxylio aeid (5) W  analogy with the mono-phenyl 
series previously investigated but the njm^ To spectrum of the methyl 
©sies? &bomd tfcs ©Xefiiue. proton signal (jM5!JT) as a triplet and not 
&b the doublet erpeoted© The ester was therefor© assigned th© structure
(6) and the aoid formulated as (T)p the product expected from mechanist!© 
considerations0
As discussed in tbs ±atxo&m%%m9 it wan thought that in acidic? solution
the acid with the double bond (S)9 expected as. the initial product3
4 Awould equilibrate to a sixtaye 6f the and £f(’ acids by protonation 
as shown in scheme {&), (8) «» « (9) o’ J&'i&ene© for this isojusrisation
and ^ ^investigation of the acids obtained- from the diketones {2} and 
(3.0) are discussed later(po27)<> -
Crystallisation of the neutral oil furnished a mix-bare consisting, of two . 
rasin components which were separated by chromatography 0 The less polar 
compound was' assigned the lastonic structure (11) on the basis of its infra­
red spectrum (Vcfo^ W T 80® ^ )  nom.r0 spectrum which shewed a broad 
muliiplet at 6„8«7o3T(2H? C^and C4)s end singlets at MllT(IE* Cg) and 
5oOT(lE,> C5)0 The conformation of the lactone shown (lla).> may be deduced 
from the absence of splitting of the protons and Ey which can only 
; be explained if £  « / HgH^ « £ « 90oo
The other component exhibited carbonyl absorption at.17$0omo^ ' 411 the infra­
red spectrum* Analysis indicated the presence of two oxygen atoms and the 
absence of hydroxyl absorption and non»reducibility of the carbonyl group. 
with sodium borohydride suggested a ^ ^ lactpna structure 0 The postulated 
structure (12) was supported by the absence of a signal ^  5 T for the Xacionic 
proton H«C~Q==>C**0 and the presence of somewhat sufcspiii quartets centred at 
.6o5 T(1H) and 7o02T (2H) i 12 the n«m*ro spectrum appeared consistent with 
an ABC system incorporating the protons on Cg and G^0 This required a 
molecular conformation such as (12&% where little or no coupling occurred 
between the protons on 0^ and Cgo ’
The ring expansion reaction having been successfully applied to the diketone 
(2), it remained to prepare the bioyclo-ketone (13) for comparisono Stobbe' 
reported this compound and the bieyclo~(39 3 & 1)-nonenone analogue as the [& • 
unsaturated ketones (14) with the double bond in the anti-Bredi position * at 
the bridgeheado The correct structure for the latter was established by
Oops ° from & comparison of the oXet spectrum of its
Euitropfeeiaylhydra«one derivative - with, that of the feydrogena-fcsd ketone,-: 
Since the experimental details recorded fey StobW were vague-; a number 
of reactions using day HCX in ethanol were tmdertaScen0 All yielded 
gums from which email quantities of a compound, subsequently shown to 
fee the desired product? were isolated fey ohromatograph’V'* Ifu-s solving
the reaction mixture in ether and washing with aqueous base afforded 
improved yields but the quantity of imreaeted diketone (2) mad© oxgr8tal~ 
lisation of the product difficult* Substitution of acetic acid for 
ethanol as the reaction solvent failed to effect any improvement*
The difficulty in reproduo ting Identical reaction conditions., caused by 
the use of dry Bill? made an alternative acidic catalyst desirableo 
Concentrated sulphuric acid at 0° caused sulphonatian of the phenyl 
groups and polyphosphoric acid yielded partly reacted mixtures„ Treats 
ment of the diketone (2) with boron trifluoride etherate in refluxing 
bensehe§ however? yielded the foicyolo®k.etone together with a consider^ 
able quantity of the oycloheptea© acid (7).
At this-stage it appeared obvious ths.i? if the Mcyc3.o~ketone was the 
intermediate in the fbssaailon of the cycloheptene acid* cleavage of 
the oarbongrl bridge could only result if ■ water or some other potential 
nucleophile was -present* In the boron trifluoride reaction? which was 
carried out in strictly anhydrous' conditions? only water formed in the 
initial aldol condensation of the diketone could have effected the 
cleavage to f o m  the acid* Accordingly# the diketone was refluxed with 
anhydrous p«toluene aulphonio acid in benzene using a water separator to 
remove the water - forsited in the reaction^ This resulted in en .acceptable 
yield of 2a4rad:Lphenylbioyclo-(3«291 }=»oo t«2“ea~8«cns (15) easily 
separated from the starting material by crystallisation0 -Che n0m0ro 
spectrum? which showed a quartet at 5 * 55 T for .the benssylic proton at Ct, 
and a doublet at '%S& T  for the oXefinio proton, proved the ^ - 
position of the double bond* The infra-red spectrum absorption at
1755^0 tlae carbonyl group was regarded as evidence of the strain
inherent in the bicyelo«‘( $ ^ 2 ?. 1 ^ octane system with, a trigonal carbon at
v
treatment of the biayclo»ketone (15) with bydroohloric acid in re fluxing 
me  tic acid for 6 hours yielded the expected diphenyl acid (?) v affording 
eanfizmation that the ketone (13) was the probable intermediate in the 
acid catalysed ring expansion reaction*
Two possible approximate mechanisms were postulated at this stage, both 
involving protonation of the double bond of the bicycle^ compound* Scheme
(b) then envisaged nucleophilio attack of the elements of water at the 
bridge carbonyl while scheme (•©) visualised formation of a ketene inter*
c7
mediate ■ suggested previously in the cleavage of a bioyalis a*. «diketone * *
In the latter case this mechanism was later retracted
With*' the establishment of this point» the technique used for preparing
the ketone (13) was applied to the diketone (10) to obtain the elusive
2^phenyl'bioyelo*(5»2tl)*oct*2*en*S*one (15)» tfse of toluene ao solvent
afforded a solid mixture of starting material and the desired product,
which was isolated by chromatography* The structure was confirmed
-1by the high carbonyl frequency of 1758cn* in the infra-red spectrum 
and the presence of & triplet at 4*1 ^ for the olefinic proton in the 
xuiDor, spectrum^ 1Mb compound has subsequently been prepared in better 
yield using modified conditions
During consideration of possible systems for use in determining the* 
generality of the ring expansion procedure, it seemed that the effective* 
ness of this reaction might depend on the stability of the oarbonium ion 
generated at C£ of the bieyolo^intermsdiate 3 by protonation of the double 
bond* ®he excellent yield of cycloheptene acid formed with a phenyl 
substituent at .this position, suggested that stabilisation of the carbonitua 
ion by
thiophon©,, a het^rocyeie cuhrib Atixig oonsidcr&ble sron&iic character. 
w&o cliOEOii as a suitable substituent to initiate this study*
Two methods of preparing the* required dike tone (16) seemed feasible,
a general, method for the formatic:a of ls5-dilcetones Investigated by 
q
Ciil efc«, aX* or reaction of the enol-lsctce® (l?) with the appropriate* 
Crignard reagent *£jia former sequence was selected since- it
involved only two stages and a simple experimental procedure*..
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2-Acetylthlophene** was converted to the corresponding Mamiich base 
hydrochloride (18) and the free base, 2-thienyl- £ -dimethyiaaincot^l 
ketone, refluxed, with a three molar ©reess of cyelopontancnec . Removal 
of the excess ketone and'd&sitillEF&^fhrnittbad two fractions,, the l.cnor 
boiling being identified as 2-acetylthiophene (19)* The higher boiling 
maiexlal v/Mch solidified2m«p >16p«>1.64° f, exhihi ted double carbonyl 
absorption at 1753too"‘*' and l670cmo“*,fe An the infra-red spectrum* but 
the former value seemed too high a frequency for normal five-membered 
ring .ketone absorption ' ^ and the melting point was very considerably 
greater than those of X*5~diketones 0* comparable molecular weight,,
That this compound was not the desired dxketeno (16) was canl*i:cmed 
by analysis and*, although it has not been identified, the isolation of 
2»acetyltMophene -suggested that formation of the dike tone (16) had in 
fact taken place but that it. 'had -then undergone a retro-Mickael reaction 
as shown in scheme (i)e (16) -  -  ->
This reversal of the condensation was thought to have arisen from the 
use of excessive heat during the reaction or* more probably* as a. 
result of distillation of tiio product in the presence of traces of 
dijaethylaroine0 In all subsequent preparations of this type* neutralisation 
of the- reaction mixture prior to distillation prevented-decomposition in 
manner e
C* O
Repetition of the reaction at 90 ~100 and neutralisation of the product
with acetic add,-; followed by ether extraction in the usual manner-; yielded
a solid mixture of two compoundse Crystallisation from ethane! yielded
/ CC1 -.-1
the more polar compound, C15H20Q3S2» which showed \f 1755om,, "" and
layl'/C;,, ^ b k o  l:.vtb'.rx: peak 'bo±:n._;;; rnpro^iuwnnky iwica uk'.’ in t aval;;/ ■./!
Pti-2 cyclop oni^ oxat* absorption® fBi& fact that tala cruuouud vv.ultca < ,:;j 
oondcnscddoa ad two nalacrCtos of the thioahsxia costoound alia cycio-pG;airra,:K; 
is us confirmed by the £02s*r* opeebyam which ohcvOd a i’cita^ paoior: triplet
for tho roikylene protons adjacent to ins iblonyl ketcab" function rail 
siss iirienyX probe-unu Since tho oC»psttton& of iirk cyclop enbanono wiry 
ware eaaaoaXaci in the rs&±l%?%mG complcz* »,&•:<?* spectrosoopy era’ll neb be 
used to differentiate between ihs iso-norie structures (20} and (23.)*
At this 8 tag® ft it was folt that the gs&^substitatad state tuz?& (20) wua 
the more probable on the .basis of the pattern known to result frosi Itlahatl
condensation \dth unoyuurrbrieelly substituted k©tones, but this opinion
is no longer hold (goo pf, 3c* }0
Repeated reorystallioatlon of the reaction product failed to yield bh© 
l®m polar eoiapoa^t in a pure etat© and it was used in subsequent reactions 
on the assumption that it consisted mainly of the desired diketone ..{i6j0 
Xi was later discovered that distillation using a Wood’s setai bath provide!: 
a separation between the ziionowjsnd products of the roaeiicr-,.
Giuod the iiigh molecular weight Eatsrial resisted distillation* In ii;U; 
fiiennes a pure cample of the diketone (16) was obtained for :ihana.?t,voleo:!,;
hklle difficulty was coing swrperieziead in obtaining the dike tone by this 
route, invostigati.02a of the alternative procsdiis*e using the ouol^lactone 
(U) was ondcrtak©n« A.« a first stop it was decided to prepare the known
compound (10) B since an authentic scinpls m a  available for ccvpariGor. *%
Condensation of mstfeyl acrylate -and the pyrrolidine e&sisia.o of eyelo- 
pentagon© (£2)  ^yielded the ketones ter (23)3 which was kytolyspd by 
has© to tfca corresponding kcio*»&eld (24)® Korc concentrated solutions 
of ban© and longer reaction times resulted in dscompositiosi to acrylic 
acid polymer* Attempted cyclisation of the kebo*»acd& with acetic anhychkUle"
KlGlded.an oil ^^lo^cai**4 dnd XTSOcSo^g pretsussbly miucd e&kydri&Q
J; O £
'" w &n<3. only a low yi©.t.d oi the ©nol*-l&etcne (17) was obtained
by distiXXaiioru Addition of a small quantity of fused sodium acetate
XV ” '* ■>to the reaction mixture * 8 however* resuitsd in a 7fi$> yield of an oil
which showed two spots on t«lac« . She infra-red epecirum absorption
at I?78cm**M“ and the absence of an olefiaio proton signal in the ruao^c
spectrum cmflssaed that the ma;)or product was 2~(25-carboxyethyl
JbydroatycycIopeat^X-ea©^ S -lactone (X?&)*> the impunity being expected to
have the Isomeric structure (ijb)0
treatment of the enol^Xactone mixture with an ethereal solution of phenyl 
magnesiiurn bromide yielded an oil which was distilled into two fractions& 
the lower boiling being rich in a compound which shotted absorption at 
X750cffi*'^ &&& possibly weak kytteryX absorption in the infra-red spectrum*
Shis was considered to be 2^ hydrosy<*>2*«*phenyXbicycXo«*{5^ 2»XJ-ocian^S^ono
■ "(ft • *’ Q 20
-(26) by analogy with the products obtained from similar reactions -
The higher, boiling^ more polar compound solidified and was identified as
the desired dike ton® (10)0 However9 the recovery of pure dike tone £z»cm
this reaction was poor end since the thicphena substituted compound (16)
had by this time been prepared* it was decided, merely to establish the
overall efficiency. of the reaction from the eziol^laotons to the eyelokep-
ton© aoidg, by treating the crude Grignard product with hydrociiloz’ic acid
and acetic acid* since it is expected that both products would react
successfully under r:ing«©zpansion conditions* Xhis procedure furnished
a ' 54$ yield of acidic material identified as 4*»P&©nylcycIobept«3oo©ae
oaaftoaylic acid (27) by comparison of its infra-red spectrum with that
of an authentic -sample '^0
2he mixture of thiophona substituted dikeiere (16) and triketone (20) 03.'
(21) 'was reflux&d with concentrated hydrochloric acid and acetic acid
yielding a very dark gum* XMc afforded acidic and neutral fractions,,
the latter being' almost pure unxeacted triketone (20) or (21)® although
the infra-red spectrum, showed a weak absorption at 1780cmattributed
to the presence of a lactone» The acidic material showed absorption in
■*1 1 
the infra-red at 3500-2SQQcmc“* (acidic hydroxyl) and (oarbo$$%)
but attempts to distil this, rossuXted in frothing of the oil and crystal!** 
isaiion was also uniniocecsfnla Itcoatueiit with diascm©thane yielded, a
dark viscous oil which showed absorption at lT$Q&i0n°^ (ester) in the 
infra-reed spectrum and consisted of a major component with four acre 
polar impurities {tj4c0)o Distillation afforded a deep yellow oil 
but further purification proved to be impracticable* Beither the
acidic product nor the astor showed typical tMophene absorption
21 ’ ' bands found in the infra-red spectra of their precursors' and in view
of the3© two points this .reaction was abandoned. An attempt to use
p-toiuene sulpbonlc acid ;Ln; undried benzene solution in place of concentrated
hydrochloric acid and acetic acid® furnished & dark sludge which fed a
strong odour of hydrogen sulphide* Use of a catalytic quantity of the
acid produced a cleaner product but the infra-red spectrum showed that
the reaction was incomplete and t«2.*c* indicated that a complex mixture
of cexpounds .had been formed0 Ho further investigation of this reaction
was undertaken® in spite of the fact that pure dike tone .(16) had become
^  f
available, since the experience gained above suggested that the desired 
thiophene substituted cyeloheptene acid was not produced*
Although this application was unsuccessful® 'valuable Information concern­
ing preparation of the diketone system was gained. Neutralisation of the 
crude product eliminated the retro~!*$iehael reaction and distillations even 
when solid material.was obtained9 was the most satisfactory method of 
purifying the diketone, This end subsequent results suggest, that 1^5^ 
diketones prepared by this route without purification by distillation.,
Q
were in fact contaminated by a tri.ketona when used for further reaction c
Attention was now turned to the synthesis of aliphatic substituted cyelo.- 
hep ten©, acids using the ring expansion reaction 0 If the mechanism proposed 
earlier was correct* then the tertiary carbonium ion* generated by 
protonatioa of the double bond in the bicyolic intermediate would be 
stabilised to a lesser extent by an aliphatic substituent than by the
phttoyl group and as a result lower yields were anticipated*
The attempted* preparation of 4-ja0thylcyclo^ i3pt-4~en© carboxylie acid (28j < 
appeared at first sight® to be a suitable starting point® since the dikotoa© 
(29} required as' starting material was knows, \  ihriher consideration 
however 5, , shftwsd that this case was complicated by the possibility of 
oyclisation not only to the bioyolic system* but also between the side 
chain methyl group and the ring ketone function (50)o
Study of the literature afforded lliii© usefuX information conoouning the'.; 
favoured path of reaction of the diketone (29) or the analogous cyclo--:.
hexanon© easnpound (32.),® sim® neither had, been -isolated prior to C~LXX9s
9 " "preparation * t However* base catalysed reactions in which.this type of
l95*“diketone system was an intormsdiate*, led to the isolation of perl$ydr©~
ry V  g y |  tjrr
intatcne© or octal ones 9 although, in low yield ana m  some
cases accompanied by ketols which may have had bridged bicyolic atxucturos 
26
o Molecules used in steroid synthesesiv incorporating this diketcne
structure as an intermediate also yielded j2, -unsaturated ketones on
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cyclisation with base ” 9 c. On the other hand® the related csrbefch*
osyl&ted compounds (32) and (33) could readily b© prepared and elf hough
basic catalysis again resulted in cycXAs&tion of the latter by the 
??unwanted rout© treatment of these compounds with concentrated sn3.phur.ic
.07  ■ , ■ ’
acid ■ yielded X«eth.oaycsrdvOn;irX-4wi'jydro:^ 4^2.etI^ ;'lfolcyelo--(3?2irl)^ cc-fean‘« 
Q-one (34) and l-ath.o:syc.arbonyi ^ 4“metfaylbieyolo-(3 *3 *3-l^ncn^pu-on^^one
(35) respectively* Bauben ^  also reported the isolation of the ethyl, 
ester of 4*;m©t%XcyoIohept~4~&ne cax-boxylic acid (28)® albeit in very low 
yield* together tilth l««0thoxycarboKyl-4“,®®^TlhicycIo«-(3*2*1)«oct-2-en»^  - 
8-cne (36) from similar treatment of 2-ethoxycarbGsyl*2~(3e^ hlorQfcut~ 
2-ene)-cyeIqpentaiaone (37) winch ip believed to react by initial conversion 
to (32)..
Consideration-of this data suggested two factors which might influence tils ' 
reaction path* (a) acidic catalysis and (b) introduction of a potential 
angular carbethoxy group which might inhibit formation of (38)® an 
intermediate in the formation of ihe«^ f -unsaturated ketone* Bespite
19.
conclusion dr&wa by ISauben* that the formation of tbs bridged bicyclio
■system depended on the izao of strong acid and the presence of a potential
angular carfesthoxy groupt in the absence of evidence to the contrary it was
28felt that the use of acidic catalysis alone might be the important factor o
Accordingly, 2»(5~oxofcutyX)~cyelopentaao&d (29) was subjected to both hydro** 
ehloxfio/acetio acid reflux and concentrated sulphuric -acid at room temperature 
hut in both cases a negligible yield of acidic material was recovered and 
this was discarded without investigation because of the low yield* Both 
neutral fractions consisted of a mixture of compounds from which 5*6t7»&^ 
tetra^ jydroisioan^ "1*©^ (3^ ) was isolated by distillation,,
iSJhe- failure of these reactions to cyelise in the desired manner led to aceejjtK2.ee 
of teibsn’s conclusion that the e&rbethosy grouping was essential* Th& diketo-
g*7
ester (32) was therefore prepared ! and treated with hydrochloric and acetic
acids in the hope that the high reaction temperature might result in bridge™
fission of 'the ejected intermediate ke tens (34)., Shis procedure* however,,
yielded only 10$ of ortide acidic material which, was not investigated because of
the complexity of the sir tee and the low recovery s Distillation of the
neutral fraction yielded a mixture of two compounds which were separated by
chromatography <, Tbe more polar was identified as the ^ *p -unsaturated ketone
{30} and the other* which exhibited- a carbonyl absorption of 1725cm0'~*' in the
infra-red spectrum and showed no olefinic protons but a broad two-proton
singlet at 7*27 T  in the nfcmerd spectrum* was. tentatively assigned the
3<f
isomeric structure (&&) although satisfactory analytical figures could not be 
obtained*
The infra-red spectrum of this material retaken after it had been standing for
«>3a few daysj showed absorption at 1685cm0 '* attributed to foiMsatios. of the «•< , p■ 
~xmsaiurated ketone (30) by double bond migration,* rfhe formation of these 
decarbethoxylated compounds was assumed to have occurred by initial hydrolysis 
*»<* de^arboxtlation to yield the dUcetens (29) 9 which then underwent ring: closure,
A result hum S-csn reported, by Wilde using the sarae reagents
to d&earbethcxsyX&te a related cos^owl*
Since this tad defeated the purpose of intraducing the carketlxcaiy group 
it \qs decided to replace this fvaotios ’Kith a aiethyl group which would 
be retained during the cyclisation,' for ther-e is evidence that s rsatbyl 
group can likewise favour bieyclic structures f^Mbthyleyele^
y:i
pentaxLone was prepared by mathylation of 2«carb8thoiyeyciopentaaone
T->
followed dy hydrolysis and deearboagrlatlos with hydroehlorie acid -" * 
Mgoroua purification of the intermediate ensured that the product was 
free from cyolopentasone 0 -Asetoethylatien of this imsyiomiricaliy 
substituted ketone by ref inking it with dieiJayl^inobuisn^i^ona (40) 
yielded .%Gp of a dike tone ( V  ^ ^4 1759«m0^  and 172^cmc*”^ j which ■
©shiMted a doublet at S©94 *** for the Ting ©ethyl in the spectruH0
3Ehis clearly indicated that the product was 2~(35~o:cohttiyX) thyl-« 
oyel©pentanone (41) end not 2H ;5 *-o^olmtyl}‘*2«methylcyclope''itanone (42; 
the product expected fro© a Miehael-type condensation *1 ~~ of an un- 
syiBffietrically substituted ketone and an eleeiropMlic o l e f i n f a s  
implications and possible ire chan ism of formation of this unexpected 
product will be discussed later (see Popf )«
An alternative synthesis of the gs&~&isubsiituted' cyclopentsnone (42) 
was now required.* As mentioned previously* the strongly basic conditions 
required to generate the anion of cyelopa&iauoae resulted not only in the 
initial condensation but also cyolisatioa to -the perhy&roindaaone skeleton 
when reacted with methyl vinyl keioae or- diethyiamiaobutan-J^one metMo-
9>* *5/5
dido ’ * Boss and Levine ' recently studied the condensation of methyl
vinyl ketone-with ©yclohescanone sad 2«*methylcyclohexanone using lithamide „
triton B and etbanolic potaesim hydroxide as catalystso All three induced
eyelisaiion of the initially formed diketones & condensation with 2~metbyl^
cyclohesanone occurring as expect®d on the more substituted c,(- carbon0
These author©# however# attempted the condensation of methyl vinyl ketone 
and cyclopentenon© using Xithmlde as catalyst and successfully isolated 
the uncyclised diketone {29)0 Thus it was anticipated that 2“-methy3.- 
cyelcpentsnane and methyl vinyl ketone would yield the suitably sufcstibated 
diketone (42)0
Application of the simpler experimental procedure using ethanolic potassium 
hydroxide as catalyst# afforded a Bdartaire of products which was separated 
by chromatography to yield 2«.{5 fi•oxobuiyl )«2~methylcyclopentano:ne (42) e
f  001 ^The structure was confirmed by the infra-red spectrum { V  175&xz* 
and ITSOerao""^ ) and the n*rac.r<, spectrum which showed the ring methyl as 
a singlet at 9® 03 T  ©
Preparation of this compound enabled a final attempt to be made to 
evaluate the possibilities of successful application of the ring expansion 
reaction to this ’type of aliphatic substituted dike tone«
Gyclisation of this dike tone using hydrochloric ac±&«acetic acid* however* 
afforded an excellent recovery of 8*»me thyl«5969!$8~teirahydxcin&an~3*one 
(43)0 • The 2*4-dinitrophenylhydrasone derivatives recrystalXised from
ethyl acetate-ethaaol mixtures had Eup0 158-1600# compared with the
o 2? c
values of 153 Quoted for this compound by Bofcinson ~ and X59w160 '
for the same derivative of 3*'&~ihyl-3 e 6 e 7 9 G^ tetralTykroiliidaxvy'^ ono (44)»
The structure of the ketone was* however# confirmed by its n«su?# spectrum
which showed a, singlet for the methyl group at 8084T  o '
The failure of this reaction to lead to a cycloheptene acid or bicycle- 
compound proved that the hydrochloric acid catalysed ring expansion could 
not be applied successfully to diketones with a methyl or methylene 
grouping at the 4* position of 'She side chain# since condensation between 
this- carbon and the cyclopentanone carbonyl is preferred under these conditicm
13'se of a t-cnityl ketone (45) would eliminate this sIde-roaotionf and 
accordingly* the hydrochloride salt of d i s e t } .; 
pentati^ J^ orte (46) was prepared from pSjiacolGjae* the o orresponding - 
araiiiokeior.e was liberated in the usual manner and reflusred with excess 
cyelopentsnons to yield 80p of the expected diketone (43),-< Attempts . 
to react tills compound with concentrated hydrooialoz3.o acid/noetic acid 
01* to prepare the bicyclo ketone (4?) using’ p**toluene sulphcnic acid and 
toluene yielded only unchanged starting materials presumably on account 
of steric Mndesance of the side chain carbonyl function by the bulky 
t«4miyX groups
Only two other possible supplications remained to be studied in. the 
aliphatic fields If the Bids chain carbonyl function m s  aldehy&ie then 
the cyclis&tion could not occur and no steric problems could bo
envisaged, She other solution to these problems seemed to be the 
situation where both carbonyls of the X^diketone system were sited in 
rings (48) and cyelisation by either pathway would lead to bridged bicyelic 
systems* (2g2e-2)icyclopentanonyl)-methan.e (48) offered the 'advantage 
of only one possible intermediate due to symmetry sad if kludge fiooion 
occurred the product would have the psrhycltoasulen© ring skeleton widely 
found in the" sesquiterpene field* Indeed" if the ring expansion reaction 
WS8 successful than* without considering stereochemistry,, a suitably • 
substituted diketone of this type might be successfully converted to • 
yield compounds such, as goaiol (49) or bulnesol (50) since the carboxyl 
group is suitably situated and could readily be elaborated by a GhKLgxutrd 
reaction,:,
Although (2j,2*»dicyclopentanonyl)-iaethane (48) had been reported previously 
35 36f it was decided to attempt its preparation by xefluadng eyelet 
pentaaone and dimethylafl&no&etbylcyclopentanaae in the usual manner* -Ms 
procedure afforded Jlji of the desired diketone which solidified after 
distillation®
*3“
02.' 'dds with concentrated byvtec>chlox?i<? acid :ln
iag &o©tie acid for 24 hours yielded a snail quantity of aoidio inaisriaX
t&tah w&& separated “by distillation jUto a ooiflu/rdass oil sad an iatr&ct*"’
iol© dark rmb^riaXc Iks oil exhibited carbonyl absorption at T{BOemn
in tbs infea-rod spsohruis and it was as sussed that this laotoaio material
had resraltsd. either fme* poor separation or by thesss&L con:rersion of the
aoid« Skus neutral fraction was -shown to consist of throe components?
(toloC.*) after diotiXXatioa* and to so vers separated 'by ehzomtog3?api\y0
A saaall qu sntity of m  oil whioh had a easvoiiomsecnis smell e&il e:toM£sd
«,■»
carbonyl, absorption at 1?35«Ho * m s  initially obt&i&&d9 followed fcy tie 
m^os product* l««liydro^bicyclo~{5*5s®}«^^a^~3“<^toagrlie acid lactone 
identified by its iafr&«s?s& s^sotem { ATI^es^”3*) and by
ike mbsfcueo of peaks lahm 7 T  in the n0sie3?* Qpeetsua* wliioa shewed that 
laOtOBis&tifcn Bad occurred on a folly substituted carbon s.tea* 'to final
material obtained by chroma'togreplby was nnroactscl dAfeetcsse*
1?© obsok the possibility tliat the eospound eluted first on ohrom^tography 
night be the bicyolo-ketono (52) s a synthesis of this maisrial was o,i1;mitooi 
by reaction of the diketono (4B) with. p«tolre?:?.e snlpliemio said in bensona.. 
id. though tMs was imsuceeGsful 9 use of toluene as solwni of zoo tad reaction 
to yield two products» Gh?esaio|p&phy itiraiehotl the acre polar itoor 
component in a pore state cud this trss assigned the bioyolo-
structure (52) on tks basis of its analytical data (Cj^ Bj O^) end :ly5fr;.>-
fr>pi »,.! • *"* ***
red smeetrum (V^X^ lys&jau ")« mSojh spactran showed a restigial
peak -at 4<4T fceli$vod to 'bo caused by tin presence of an ieotaar (55) with 
& irieub&tituied doubio bond* lids material and to compound isolated 
from the hyte>©hlor?;c ac-14 reaction shorn to be identical (infra-rod 
sp©ctmm9 t.X.c.)* ^ i3 observation of a saall quantity of a Moyolo-
kotoao in a yiwg e^psnsioa reaction which ka$ obviously not gone to 
O0apX®ti©& (note to quantity of uareaeted stating xaaiariaX)8 mintoTo^d 
th® concept of a bioyclio iatesaiodiato* A further Antfcroating fcaturo 
of this reaction was that.- the. presence of a eiibsiiir.#nt on C^had apparently 
promoted a facile XactGaigatioa of the cyclohapten© acid (54) erpaoto
24,
a® the major .prefect* SAaco failure* to prepare (34) would render this 
approach to tli® sesiplt^rgsn® skeleton usoIdsg* as attempt to clesv© 
the l&eton© (pi) was sado ugizsg sodium Ectbo^de® Only unchanged la©ton® 
was z&eowso&o
A edified JEftag scansion teebniqus* developed later* afforded bicy©lo«*
(5 • 5»6 (7 j •>M©n©«»!i*e&il3©3$iic acid (54) in greater than $Q$» yield®
(She investigation of the zing ©spansion reaction in a system with & terminal 
alfiehyd© group required the synthesis of to keto-aldshyde (55)* iMs 
eoopenad could not ho prepared' by base catalysed condensation 'of cyclo- 
pentasion.8 and acrolein due to poly subs'titution 02? by cXkyXation of the 
enaatae of cyelopentanone with acrolein since the Mcyello compound (f?6) 
»©sult@d Conversion of 2“©th0Kycarh023,yl«2«-'(2 *«^ fors^ lothyl}*.cyclo- 
pentanon© (iff) by hydrolysis and decazhGsyl&tiosi to the koto-aldebyd© (33) 
appeared to b® tbs host possible approach®
ihe aldehydo^eoter (51) was prepared by trietiwlainiiiG catalysed condensation 
of 2*»carhoth03sycyolcpe'n4taaeaQ and acrolein at room tezgpsrata?©. il small 
quantity e.f the isomeric ring^closed alcohol (5B) was also p:oo5uoed0 It 
was removed by ohrosm-tography since the boiling points of the -two .oompoim&is 
were rather too close for distillation.® t o  bulk of the aid@hyd.ic s&tsrial 
was not purified in this manner since the alcohol was ezpo&ted to be* hydre** 
lyssd to the corresponding acid during decarhosylation of the aldehyde ^ 
ester and could thus be readily reoevsd at that stage*
Seoatmeat of the aldehyde-ssior (3?) with &ethanollo potassium hydromae 
produced a neutral fraction of considerable complexity (tvl*c*j which was 
not investigated* -She acidic material which accounted for 50$ of tbs recovery 
appeared to be one cosjpoimdt which was eventually identified as. (59)
(ee© Pqrt'ix), 'An attempt to'bydrolys© to ester function \-ritk lithium 
iodijlo snd • pyridine ^6t m &  the related dlothylen© glycol kotal (60) with
;ru.mn revnOKxu© ®j.bq iaxied,, Efforts to pref&rontiaxly katal&ss the
annour;-;, fwn-otaon s thus? retaining % l m  P' toto™ ester system to fr:o:tohu.is 
decato^ylati ea were not mccessfulc
In a- tentative approach vac nw. necessary t Is ike expectation that the
olthtoctoesior would u/jde^o ascarbethb^rlatiori prior to cycIsGation's in
a Ginilsu? manner to the'diketo e^stss? (32)* yielding to bioyolo-k©to2. (61)*
olefin [b2) or eyol©heptone acid (63)§ this sompound m s  rsflused fcr 24
hours with conesntratcd 'hydrochloric acid and acetic acid. $h© product
uas an intractable black tax? and a' similar result was obtained after 4
hours refills:* Stirring; at 2?ooa tasporature with ifo&ss reagents resulted
in & negligible yield of aoidi© s&terl&l but a reasonable recovery of a
poie yollou, nuutral oil which. consisted of 4 compounds (t,l.c„)o
Chroz&vcjgraphy afforded pure sampler of the two least polar compounds*
the two othar compounds 'being slufcefi as a mixture* M s  polar sirr&sre
was shown to consist of the mrtemzio forao of the rieg-HDJLesed' sleohoX^cjtor
(36) identical to the by-product formed during preparation of the oldeiyio-
eeter« fhe other two products «sre identified s.a Iris epimsrie acetates
{64a) and (64li) by coivpfiricwa with authentic senplesi'. prepared frcra t o
alcohols after Riwaration. (see Part X"J)» 4 ooseible raeehaniebie scheme
’ ■ , e *
fcr the fonsation of tose acetylatsd products is outlined in scheme {*£:)
is?) » - - > (54)
to failure of the dricg-sd hioycllc compoundfs to cleave under mild, condition 
end' the .formation of irtieaetalto ester ial on aor© vigorous treaton! caused 
the abandonment of the riag^exp ana ion procedure mx the ai&e^to-seier (57), 
as discussed in Part XX* an. alternate© faction oejyaence yielded 
eyelohepten® a©ids frc© th;L©' Bat©2?ial»
Th& almost total lack of aucoess of the acid catalysed rI^ «©:sx<snajion reaction 
in tin) aliphatic fipld mado further investigation of its scope in the 
aromatic field aesir&b!©* In addition it had not been possible- to ctrniy 
t o  the stability of t o  c&rtatex ion* gsjssmted by protojaation of to
double bond of the b'i.cycle-intGrjnediate, affected the reaction by
oo^ o.;.-.!c.ob or airuauhno end aromatic substituent;^ A suliabl© altdxnat&ro
res Go:ie::.a.Gi'Oi.;:. zo c-c of hh.s effect of bo tlx ol&o vZOxp* 2?$3,e&si»g
cm  :ea:ot:r;oo>\Oionhoe::io,oe;' ciibsti fcuenin 033 a Ixroaene rcliv?* do this
ear unn.bea 00 curdy the riutt'SOipanoicn yiixuadare to* iibutonae rbuddinid'f
in  the ;;ff p e t i t io n  zibt-p^ to p^broncphonyif/ p~2ao^©^>!iGi3yi end pnaidh: -•
_,..)■ i u ' . ty  Sl
fhs readily ucailoMo kotone* p-nstSaylscetcpheaons t?&& converted ole, the 
.oorrcap ending liysniieh luco hyebeoehloxdd© (63) to ^^ dijsotliylGEfno^ dh-- asoth*' 
yXpropiopbenom-* H&$s tsmp®mt&2?a assactterof tbe P **smimktiimo and 
cyclopsctsncno yielded a solid product nkieh consisted c€ a aintiues of 
the ebeis-od. diketcsio (46) and the trihst^cooipound (67} or (68)* ibili 
ooxoouodo woa?© isolt-dseL- ife© formes? in yi©ld by distillation and the 
high solcottlsz? height Ka,tc3dsl by x^csiystailioatlos of the reactioo. 
aisto:^ from hot sthor«
iiinoe tlao Binary spectrum of tbe iuikatona did not bietinyrdsh ludeuan the 
fdrueturcs (67) mid (6B'y it tf&s am^&tBd to S^ r&jQcUloa&c acid-ceo;tic 
acid acblun in the caiiicrlpaiion that oycXi&aiion to (69)e i?0) on ul) 
could .occurl3 %eat?scnf uiili etbanolic potoccina iyayasida roc also ompoctccl 
to yield the npirQ»*oouncnad!;) if the gcn^^siihstitntcd ctruotitro nan oexircct, 
not both reactions failed to effcet any ehanys* ikis evidence* out noeUubua 
oonGidens.tions cOB&srnirg ito undo oi formation-, diasccoed laton (coo -p» yj }, 
fcvmirod tho 2 substitution pattern of smTctnrc (oSju
Fire-ateint of $J® difceions (66) umer tbe ufita&l conditions .cifftcrdcd 8S4 ci • 
solid aesdie srtetial ssad e lou sopovoxy of a nsutr&I fraction cuuuodanj c.f
n>l *.
sitting iiiatosidl and a lactone ( M^c^o X?£te$o ) * lac t cans (72)
was pcrified with difficulty by crystallisation from ethanol or more rooiiily 
by treatment of the niutarc uith oodiiua borehydrldo followed %  ek;oa;r:d;ey;un.hr 
Tko ^ -laetcnc: fir’imctnno rat! cenfirnsd by tbs inf'na-ncd Gpcotimn abruption 
11'81cn^ ,'’1!inid the smasnies &f a doai'bict. et 3*23'!' » attributed .to the
vv, g:rtey.5- in 'Us- -ny/gy,, spQ&i'zvjZo An ahtegt to prepare Us;:;; cspsns,d
bp :: yAiurfng '<t.vz nyrdiy s&beriaX olrhainoi fryy iro yarn faction aita 
dilute aeid.*, yacyldGa S*jg of a r^ m'teal fraction sho^n by infrii'-red sp(:,yi~y.;i"
i-copy a:ad iteoa to c^mst of lac feus (72)} dikoidnn (66) a:ad scay;- Idler 
anic-ted.; fiis resralt oopXii^s the revoroifoility of the rode-ite. found with 
the phenyXayvlohopten'* m&togv.® “**
jhscryatsllisation of tte slightly eolonrod acidic material* ilbULbp'y .
f rosa *® thanol vas difficult 'and failed to doeoiouris-s if or narrow the
molting point range0 ^agdno^patsol ssthstur©©* on the other hand* offer6oh.
oa colourless oyratallina solid* sup* 127-129 * although' the recovery w©x 
poor (•— 15^ )o BU.b material was now readily rsoayst&Xli&ed froxa othonol. 
Shis bshavioux* typical of a sirttire 5. caused investigation of tie homogeneity 
of the product® Samgiog of the crude roast!on product. and the puritead 
uaie-risl w©r® esierified with di&sca&tkssG for analysis by telco* and gALte
Although tli© f or?&or foohniiraa shc^d only 022s spot for both aax:pleo? gvi ,t.,. 
analysis on lf» 3«*60 at IpO^ shored in© pozkfjs -45$ of the matsrial haying 
a retention tiss) of 60.3 isinso and 55$ with a ratentimi tim of fgd nAno, 
ter the cr&d© product .-and one g©ak with a retention tire of '•<■ mysc -'.nr 
the ©harp salting cc€$oun&e It was assumed* at iMs ©teggg that the 
sixto** of acids obtained consisted of 4-(p-tolyl)-cyelehopt--3-ene oarhorg-lie 
acid (73) aad 4MCpc"tolyl)-«syclgiiiGpt«4ciOiiG^ sartesyXie scibl? ternte by 
isaidter&satta of tbs amble ted about the phenyl GUbstiteste
© 3.© formation of this miwfovze focused attention on tho confideting evidgneo
about the .position of to double- bond obt&insd fro-a previous emispies*
Wborea.e the acidic material obtained from the dikes ton# (2) was
identified as having the j6te double hold position by its n«ia*r# speetr&u,,
4
the phenyl dikstone (10) was believed to yield the & ' double bond acid-'g, 
B&e had been proved by ©jstd&tive cleavage as previously &escri‘h@d0 (so© p4),
fo reinvestigate ifc© psssibls? formation of isomers in both of these 
reactions, osterifisd samples of the crude reaction products wore eae&yccd 
ty ga«©* on s. nusbor of go!&£i&b* iuo d3.ph©sjy.l s^ r^ tio iaaterrsA oon'3:f.si;'nitly 
gav© only ©n© issportsnt peak - hut tiio Kioncphenyl preset. ©;<m fui «oc:i ty e
peo.V.n c-ii all coli.usno o Thi?;: proroo that ’the ^pheayl <5lobyp tono
cfcrhorsylla aoiclf for^sd faros* (10) by previous wcrk^re "Hius in fact a
sixim*©. Sao fact that this mixture yielded a iiomorons,’uri product on 
,! ' 
reduction ' suggests that the acids h&& the savae carbon .ajcelotcn ana
diflbrod only in the position of the double bond,, about the phenyl.
substituent0 It is therefor© presumed that elcuvags sad cyclioflition
of this odn'teo, in fact yielded fesih a sueoinia (75) aad n glutamic
‘ ■ &
anhydride (?S) only ihs fojKoey toeing isolated by cnystallisa.tion “h. - $h©
apparent formation of only one acid in the dlphcmyl series is not fully 
iinaanetood but can prosianably be attributed either to inability to, 
onhio7s a separation of the isomers by analytical g*2Uc'» or to. a etoneo- 
chemical offset of the phony! substituent at CL which pnohibito fo rnXXon
7^ ' , *■'
of tbs &-J ioomsr (5}0 Xt is interesting t© not© that an enncslloat 
recovery of acidic ??a*te3.al is obtained by rcsrystaXlisation imm bmzmo^ 
potrol i‘dxturoc Is contract to the results of the p«fc©XyX ^ubstitatod 
and subsequent ca&e-a rhere a rai^ tur© has bass proved* this suggests; that 
only ©a© rn.jor acid iec4 (6) is formed0 i
With'tbs Buoeossfttl isolation of cm of the p-tolylcyclohoptons roidr, 
efforts wore directed- at obtaining the ether 'isomer by frretiv;;m,l c::.y •;i:7U' 
iisatten,* " .Failure of tide technique led to attempted separation of the 
corresponding esters by distillation "and preparative scale g*X*Oo’ without 
success *
She position of the double bond in the pura acid regained to. bo determined.* 
X’hirj' could-not be sstalilish^ d by n«m0r» spectroscopy, since an or
of szo&ols showed the expected splitting pattern of tho olefirdo' proton in 
both isoiaers to be similar* lh.e simplest solution to this problem 'appeared 
to lie in conversion. of the mixture of acids to i^ m®tho^ ycarbonyl^ ;?-o..gcr1 
4«{p-Wlyl)-.oycloheptan© .(77) and l«^ metho^ /caxbo:i3i\1^ 4-(p«tplyl )~$c..©xoeyale-v 
toptan® (78)j> tto®' former being identifiable by comparison with a sample 
prepared from the lactone (?2)*. $h* keie-eatsr obtained frum the pure acid
CG-dd la ioeu :.M the position Of the Irak.: k.a:a in the
iuinnnhu;' aatsilal auniyiei accordingly« ■ -
the uethud propoaod for preparation of the kolo-eeterG involved igk.
f-i '
borcnfc-a '"‘of too aol$iv clatcrc followed by or:ifat:’,onc. In ,.n off
- • ' , . .. -•nopnonnii ;:cnconncn of the carbonyl .-unction by dit;Oneno'v‘'" nonono.tc-:
2i,yhaobcr::/.o:-w the nurture of acids vzas eoieriiid but donnito thl:
precaution5 scsu reduction'of the aster function took place0 ihr
process of using orooes sodium borGhyfrzld and boron iriflued hr at
to achieve ig'dxaboration and reduction of the ester group gave s. go
yield of a niutaro ef dials, which was treated 'with Jones rengrat
affording & re-oo-vory of JOy'acidic and 20$ neutral materia!„
kreatmani of ths acidic material with diasosshlian© yielded a .v.lrhvr
esters which was separated by chromatogpe&p by9 affording initially s.
-1 ,
iris-ssior* v/hieli shored absorption at 1743c®/'(astor) and 1712s:-;/’ 
(ketone) in the infra*rsd spectrum and the 04 proton as 'a amlt.iplot 
6.45 u  » partially eonccaled by the methyl ester protone? in tbs r.,. 
apuctrurn* Farther elution yielded a solid keto-eotor h/c=Gl? 1-2:.-:■
l712or:i,/'u) which dhorsd a similar multiplot at 2^43 / for ha: •;.. • :.-• 
in the xuaura opooirusu
A further: crystalline compound obtained • from chromatograpiiy of the : 
showed absorption in the iBxra-~rsd spectrin at 17i4csu *’ (ostor) an 
(aromatic ketone)* Tha pcceihl© stmcturee (79) $0) were sugar
for this material by the rurur,, spectrum, which shoved an 133 70:0:0:, 
the aromatic protons at 2.14  ^And 2®Y7T  similar to that obieinad 
p^mothylaoatodhenona» a. sir«*protoia singlet at 6*54 T for the two ea: 
laethosyi groups and a triplet at 7„ 1 *T attributed to the rat.liyxe.no 
adjacent to th©-aromatic ketone* Xt appcara that this n&$ez*ia2 an: 
formed by the Markownikoff addition of ths elements ox water to the 
estimated os tor mixture during i?ydroborat:lon to yield the did 
which during' 'has prolonged oxidation, dehydrated to refer;: ths ire: 
material followed by oridatir:: clear:go of - tVcs c.autue. eonf , in Geo:
tliq of asters (82) cad {£0) was tEOstod with Joaea rca&cnt under
identical conditions* Ssierifieaiior (<U&gafi&ihtm@} * ffcsnichsd a exyciaHins 
solid 'with identical irfra^rsd ep*ctaua* ‘ and £*X*ce retention tinea
to the abaw* Although tho material fro® both reactions appeared mrnx-
genseas it is difficult to mnLe^iand why only on© hsio-diceier should bo 
foras&j and no aii<sspt t?aa rnd® to identify itpis (79.) os (60) or a ririuro 
of botho _ .
Tkm principal products froca the lyaroboratiea^osidaiion ewvsnes aaaa row 
tosemiaad to establish which hf the k©t©*»estc*2® had the J-kotons fKnctioa*
A ssanpie of th© lactone" (|2) was cleaved %rith lithius aJ^ si.ninn lydrMs 
in rsflnzing totrahyfeofuran and .th© resultant diol ojddiosd with Jsnus 
reagent to yield acidic sat©rial vMch was esierifisti with dissorsihuneo 
Comparison of the infra-red spectrus? of this sssspl© of l-asthosycgtsbenyi« 
3«ord«4*(p*“tolyl)*»cyelchGptaiA© (7Y) with th© spectra of tbs kota-eaters 
obtained abovea skswed that.it was identical to tho liquid k«bc^estor ana 
this v&o coasf iarasd by i*X„o* and g.3ue«
Treatment of the pur© acid obtained by crystallisation from the uirburc
©f (?3) end (74 )» unta? the conditions of hydroboraiios and ©ridation 
n@cd above» yielded acidic material which was estsrified (diascno'thane}a 
Chromatography afforded initially, sn unidentified esters, then X»2iotfc«sy« 
carbossyl-.3-.oxo«4^ (p«-to3.yl)^ cyei6heptada (7? 5 and th© acyclic kete^sisstor 
(79) or (CO) obtained previously® T«,X«e« and g*2«©o eonfiss&d the absence
of the solid keto^osta? and tMo th© stimctur© of the purs acid whs
©atablished ae 4w(Pwto3,yl)«*oyelCfh©pt«»3^ oiaC' oasbosylle acid (733*
Th© solid keto«©st®2? has* presumably tbs- Btructa?® (?8)» hat 'in the 
abaenee of reference compounds this could not be established rigorously0 
Skat th© xjiiactur© of asyl cyclohspten© oarfcoaylie acids did in fact include 
a k 4 ison®2?e was established later*
Z£ tlse ring espeneifin reaction did in fact iiwolvo a M. cyclic isst ©sssecli&t®» 
it ¥&o anticipated that ireateesh of tbs bioyel&^etona (S4J with livcrc--- 
chloric asld^&ceiic * acid would. yield the 3 as® mixture of acids* To vodify 
thisiy 2~(p^toXyl)»Mcyelc*(59293i)-ooi«£^;i’-jS^ .rs {64} t/ac prepared fron 
tho diketon© {66} using p~ioltt82& sulphmio acid in beasien©. ‘Bio structure 
of this eorapo\ind3 obtainsd in Bi '^yield* oonfi xzued by the inferred
*,'3
spectrum (V^-^■ 3.?5?ca0 “} &&& the speotasa which showed the olefiiiio
proton as a triplet at 4.21 T sn& a complex thr@@~proton band at J01 'Y «
7.4 If attributed to the protons on Gj and G^* ‘JMs honpoun# was m 3  iable 
and decomposed within a wools to a yellow £$£*, ©wen when stored under aitrcgea 
Similar decomposition occuriracU/ith all the M.eyelo~{3$2-,! )*A©t«»cn® ecfflpoua&s 
©f this type prepared, with the exception of the diph&pyl syotos which 
regained uncbsngsd Indefinitely,,
f£hs ring expansion reaction, as expected* gave the laoton© (785,-a fc' a.co 
of tbs dike ten© procm,eor (65) and a'mixture of tfes aeidier^  (73) and (74) 
fs012 which the formes? was isolated in 15J& yield by tellisation frca
fcen sene~p©tzol mixtures.
$0 i22p®stigat® tho application of the ring expansion reaction to the
second dikston© of tie series, 2^3**p-br©m©TihenyI*«58 «*OKops©pyl)-cycle-*
p«mta&©»®. (85), 5^ i^sistl:iylsjaiao»»4**hromopr©^ iophenoSi© hydrochloride (86)
AS.
was propared %  and ossified to yield tho corresponding p «*0a&nole8toneo 
XMs was reacted in the usual ffisnner* with ayclop'entanon® <&ffording tii© 
desired dike ton® (85) && 62oS$yi®M* fydsacfcloxdo- acid~ac©tio acid 
treatment of this compound furnished a small neutral fraction, ehmm
by iolsC® to consist of th© dikcton©- together with a X&otfcss© (ifl ,,
***2. *
WO&m<r ) which was not isolated. in. 80$ rtewszy of acidic material
was obtained and g»X.a0 analysis of an esterified sampl© shewed it
contained two compounds» 45$ with a retention time of .16.25 ssilns. 'said 55fS
with retention time 16.0.sains, on 2?&»6Q at ISO0*. %  analogy with the-
p«»t©Xylcyc!ohep$ene acids, the former was assigned the structure (87)
and the latter the A i s o m e r  (88 )e
j&Gj^staXliaatioa uslag mister ars afforded & pnzo smr.tp.lo
of the 'm'hezizil with ike chorion rssiautloa iiuo and tiiic was ihzzefam 
regarded 3.11 purs ^{p^ljrosopteiyXj^^eloJiep'e^S^s^© earbosylic neiu \Q’f}*
Application of tho aeid-~e&iaiyood brid&i^fi ssion reaction to the WLcyoJLo*- 
kotmc (8^ }^  pTQj}s^ 0ii £zg® iks diksicna in tho usual iMnncr^furrialisd a. 
similar mixture of the isomeric acids \®7) and (88}«.
In orte? to te'SBti^ a.to tbs effect of m  electron reXeaoing substituent* 
the p«*a©thoi%ysc0toph©nOii© l^axusicli has© hy&rceblorM© (90/ prepare cl from
I* ^
p^aotiiosyscstophoEono using tho general masthc-d described by Marvell v%  
was t2?e©t@d with has© to likemta 5«&ia©tlbyl32ii23ew$Wq iliosyprcpi sphenoid e 
Shis compound* reacted with excess cyclop i2mt*r»o&© at-14®% yielded a fcolifi • 
Bsistm*© of two esmpoumos. free which 2«(3,"Pw2i©tSioayphcs25rX“3**o^ :ops.’opy,j.,5'==; 
cyolopeatanoas (91) was isolated in 7$p> -yield by sistilXatiGno _ f^IioasiQu 
of tho standard conditions of the ring- ©sponsion ic-o&Q'tion to this htateaisi 
afforded -a recovery of neutral and 8S£? of solid aoidio materiel * Tho 
fes?£L€r consisted of otonting natoniol and a empau>2&' which exhibited alaaxoti 
at. 17&0omo^  in ik® i»fscs«2?e€ spectrum to which ids laotaio Dirnoiure ((J2) 
w&e assigned ?2%h®ii&h. it vac'not isolated» Attempts to reorvsialiise 
the- acidic fraction from ethanol did not result in purification Uvfc, as 
with the aoidie co&pc'dnds obtained from' ths p-tolyX-dSJb®tons \S6}^ bswsano- 
petrol sixturoo yiol&cc! a colourless compound which wae readily ro0ry«talli»c 
from othanoiU Sarplso of. both- iks crude one purified material were- 
eeieriilsd.with diasomGthuns and analysed by Tho crude reaction
product shovmd tho sxistsnoe of a mixture of two con?poimdss 43/1 with retenido 
time of 14*3 ®dae« end 35% with rctcnticm tia& of 13*73 sains* on X$£~$0 
at 13®°• On tba basis of ths results fs*aa the -related p-tolylcyelc- 
haptens acids- (?3) and (74 )» tbs f cnasr- ssateslal as sipped tho et-inactero 
of 4*.(p^ ia®tho2Qrphenyl)®c^ ololiept*3*®B© carbosyXlc sold-(93) and tho latter* 
4«(p-methpsyphfinyl)^ yel©I^ pt<=4«'»ens eavbosylio aoid (94)*" ®s® purified ' 
sold* which showed only ©as peak with a retention time of 15*15vhins0;? • 
was thing identified as the &** isomer (94) since it whs not £.®$®dm&l}lo
that change of b gamp on iko para position of a plisnyX subctitocr; 
would affect tho rslatfas retention tinso of dcnxblo bond ieorcrc on
O* ** a
With tho satisfactory completion of tho copies of ei©ciran**s:-oXcasing 
are-sat io substituted &ik©t esses* tho preparation of 2^(3c^ Pwn:ltno?f:c:fyl^
$ 8*»02©prop^l5»€^roIopDntGRone (95) t*nis imdo^t&kes« 3^M^thjdG05ino-4c®
nitrcpropiopheaone kydrcehlorido (96) was propsrsd using the aGthod of 
Maxwell ^  and basificaidon with 4$ sodien hy&rosri&s and other ontnnotion 
iAnoyiel-sd a good rsca¥GGy of a sod oil assessed to he 9~dinetbyX©irinc;~4 * ** 
nitropropiopkesen© oiuee its inf staged spooirus showed the throe eondr
w3 *»*» «•”
at 2840ea«” * £8Q8osu “ and 2?$i>C2u "" eb&rasisrisiis of the. dinetbp-laniro
f ; r  )
tertiary sain© group *v « High iesponaturs rsnoiien of this p -esinc** 
Isotono and eycloponisnoae yielded an oil which showed tendencies to 
crystallise* bat efforts to enoovsajze this wos?s not successful. Chroma­
tography afforded a rod oil which GvoBiucXXy fumiohod an eoioaeho-ae colic
©a tBitusation with petrol, HeosyeiaXXisation froa ethyl acetate grvvo
**Xa low yi©M of & solid which shotted absorption at X74*teo~ (eyoXogGriGrcn 
eaa&osyl) sad X690s2a©~^  (eromatio ketone) in the infra 
Ecw©v©3?» the Intensity of the aso^atie ketone absorption m a  pciisi&os&bXy 
graaiss? than that of tho ring ketone and on this oasis tho sdrturo was 
oensideroil to Is© rioli In the di-CDsacsis&tion product (99) <>3? (100) s, 
analogous to the inpicriiios isolated frcr; sasXior raactions of this tyce0 
SnhohGuont efforts to repeat this preparation were largely m^nocossfuXj, 
since satisfactory liborniion of the ^snisokoton© could not h® aoMoved., 
hut eno ooadoaoatiQSi with eyelepsntsnojie $&%?<§ - a reasosisbl© recovery of 
emde product which was distilled is an effort to isolate the desired 
dikoton®. The distillate* however* was a black oil which had obviously 
undergone docosrposlid on „
. Tho inability to obtain uniformly acceptable yialdc of the fi-ea ttcn-io'.. 
base was attributed to the instability of this aatorlsl in basis ocda\iic:a 
ine nosss&X tendency ©£ this typo si colonial to decodes© to tbg ecrrccpc;::
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vinyl intona being eabencsd by the Qloc’.m)n"tfL%hdZG&lng IsSltMKsov of bie 
a&tro esaostit^ fsat«. 'lbs- v.w of tsi alternative? appsooGh to the dikavcn©
(95) invoi'ois!^ 'dimQt!x|t.:;iMnoiii3tliy2.C5f^io;:3sntaneBG m d  a threw iscl&v arccun 
of p«nitro»&o© toph©no;es yielded a ’bls.&k gus ~*hi.oh partially oryrrhuhiset 
©n standing* Attoapts to 02jystell2.se tbs i?r&&irctB iron the ourosss ketone 
kc6?&T©s?.j yielded only tli© latter and distillatiea teas iiBpxaoticahie due 
to'tlie previously observed decompositioa of the &ik@t©ne9
In fin effort to obtain se&ie infossiation concerning the effect of the 
astitso substituent on ike ring expansion reaction^ tfe© solid aaterlal 
isolated from the first atisispi at pr^psratios of the diketono (95) -.•rag 
subjected to S4 kren sreflus with. coventrated hydrcehlori© acid and acetic 
asidp A 5f£ reeovery of acidic material., heavily contaminated by acetic 
aoids v.\as obtained but this was not investigated hecatese of tfcs sssgiig-lb" a 
amount available ‘for purification of vhat* srporisBce Siad sn©nn« wso almcoi 
certainly a Eizture of ilsowsrs? (9?) and (98)0
Th® neutral fraction from the reaction ©onsieiod of .both ©then soluble 
and insoluble mtexialo ihe 3&f3&»&e£ s&coic&R cf ik© former* okfek eras 
also recovered in small <5iianiit£es*‘ showed absafptian of ecycal S. sA’G Gil S .7. ’6v-'
^*1 ’ ., . p f  w
for both the ring keic&e (jL74Gesio~,J*} end the aromatic carbonyl (k^Owy/’v'*]; 
and although $.!Uq *, skcofsd tno spots this t o  considered to &e largely 
ttm&aetord dike tone (95 5« 2be ether insoluble oospound had simila??'
%  on t»l,a« to the Kara polar saatsxsL&L present in the ether solnKl© 
ffii2tiir©e but showed increased intensity of thh aromatio carbonyl band at
-j/1 r*
16900^0"“” relative to the ring ketone absorption at X?4tea0^  in the infra­
red spectrum and -oonse^aeatly was awgaxdsd as uns?eactod triketono (93)- 
©5? (2.00}e
Interpretation of this rs&ciion m s  difficulty but adeeming .that the • 
irikoton© did not reset0 thes& it spp&arn that ©r&vesxsian of the dikatoro 
(95) to ©ysXoheptenc acids m s  not as faoile as that fonsd in provicne 
eases¥ since & largsr quantity of uaapoasted d^ kotaas* than &eidle uatorial 
was-- reoeveseed m d  no laoton&c carbonyl - absorption kaa detected in the infra' 
2^d spectrum©
jiasiBJiing that the jaistois© of IsosiGsie eyolohopten© aaids (B) end (:)j 
axieaci %  pigofconation of the double bead of tho ospoctcd $r©chsot# tho 
&/'■ isomer (s}e to yield a eas&boniusa ion of the' type depleted i>y (101) 
a© shovsa in scbota® it eoezasd lihcly that the introduction of & 
sMrifttyl sufesiititot at 0^ would arosolt predominantly in formation '.of the 
tete),« substituted double bond coiqpoimd (102) <> SiiYilarXy if wae’ ss^oatsd 
that the dik©toao (103) would yi®M mainly 4^ph©r^X«5ffWitljaric3reXofa®p^ «'
4*«B3. oarboaqrlio acid’{104}* as & result' of the greater hypeattoajug&tsivo-
F^t
stabilisation of the e&nifcX®. bond *. «, ‘ifeoso premises now t©8t®d*» •
’ , • • - /I
2-lfethyl“>«dls3th3;dE£iiinoprc)piophGnene hydrochloride {101} Vv was converted
to the corresponding has© and resciod with, eyeXopeniazaonfi- to yield
an oil which was distilled, into two fraction®.* fhe higher boiling
fraction showed two.spots* attributed ip ihs diast©r©oisom&rio forms of
the diketone {IGS)» !£hto \?m confirmed *qy the n*suri speoteisi which
«howed two ovaflapping doublets centred at C*8$ Y  and 8*87 T  for ik© jsoihyl
group and a broad iualti,plet at 6*2‘Yio# the C0, proton* Eoaetio-n niili
hyds?©ohXosio aeid-acetic aoid si:riuras3 for 24 taj« failsd to yield any
acidic m/csnlsd -and dwestigstion .of the neutral material 9 by infra^ recl
spectroscopy and b*X*©*8 showed that it oons1bted to a eonsieGrabXe extent
of uareaci®& starting material® Prolonged v&£lyx (S d&ysj afforded no
acidic zsatozi&l and tlie neutral fraction w&e shown to consist
of thrco-aosspoundg 'inoluding boss startlug material* hhe Anf3?a-s®d vpootzvm
of this oil showed ixit>m&o absorption at 1780s&* “ with a strong shouldasr 
«.'< ' „,2 
at X7hQ«m0 ~ aid weak absorption at Xd^ Oer.* ’* Since the product
of the reaction appoayad to ba XaotoniCe ths reaction product was treated 
with sodium torokydari.ds to facilitate aimm&tographic separation of this 
raeteriaX frois’ the dike im®« Rbwewr* the relatively noa-pol&r thia?d 
product also mdorwont reduction* .to yield a casnownd of approximately 
sis&lar ,R^  on tol®e* to the lactuno* • ‘Bras, the following* eo&&t?h&& lengthy* 
separation procedure was required., Gliromtography of the ©rude reaction 
mixture affoxdod;-
(a) an oil wixioh analysed for •£* ,.H^0 and showed absorption 
sit 1755©®*'*'^  in the infra-red speotsusu bridged hicyclic structure (10?)
postulated Gil baain* e£ this ration* u&c coafia«& by ike n*a„3\* 
ypsctrwa which ©hawed no- olefinie proton* but XrotorX a vinylic raethyi 
Qiagl&t at 8*42 T  ©nsy-proton at 7*16 Tfor the 0., proton and
a tvo^reoton muitipXdi at 7*43T^^ tlie. allyl&c protons on C 5c
00 mixtures of the starting saborial cad la©ten© which were 
psou&ratsd by z&du&jtioa v&th sodium bGrohydri&a cad rochs?omatography to 
yisld pure XactosW (108} which showed absorption at 17?8om* '" in the infra- 
zed spectrum* SSi© position of ait&oh&&&i of. the l&eteis w&s shown to be 
at 0:, by the downfisld shift of the ssthyl singlet to 8*82 Y and the abscsQ© 
of peaks.at $-6 Tin the a.sur* spcotmsu
Biie results of this reaction closely paralleled • those obtained frca^S1- 
dieyelopentanqnyl)-methane (48) in that a Small quantity of bridge! Moyc&io 
ketone was isolated and the SK-joa? product of the reaction was ■ Isotonic and 
not acidic in nature * Further eindisrity was shown by the fact that both 
reactions appeared to rs-quire longer reflnxec than'usual*
flis formation, of a $*l£>©t©n© rather than-the ©rpreis&’A*' eyclohentene coil 
is not -surprising- in -view of the tendency noted in the eyoXokspt’ens ooide 
substituted duly in the 4 position* to undergo laotonisation at by 
protonati&L of the doulil© bond in the less favoured' direction. In tho 
fc«tra»smb3titui©d ©samples* formation 'of a earboniufn ion at 0^ w&XI. occur 
more roadily and teco lactons formation will' bo basic?* ’ It is - sic© possible 
that the slower fomstscn of the '• Gcva&^mesabored riaig product and isolation- 
©f the 'bieyelo-interseciate may -b® attributed to increased proton&tiea of 
the double ^ bond in ths latter* in the direction contrary to that required 
£o r bri &ge :• f is si on *
The seccasd css© to b© investigated was that in ' which th© phciiylcydXohoptsno 
acid was substituted in the 3-position find-this required'pvepjesation of 
the 2 * 3-dicubstituted oycXcpanta&oa® (103)o 3&© synthesis of the analogous
dikoton© (41) -by reaction of 2«-raethy3.c2relopentanosie and di«t!^lamindhut(^~3~
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one suggested that 3^ di>:aaihylsi?inopx<)p.top};ieii0iiey obtained rCroa? tbs
k
coxa’-espoiidin^-kydroohloridG (109) f and 2'-rnieihyIcyolopsntanone 
would yield the desired conrponnd (3.03)* Heflux of these compounds at'
140*" did# in facts, yield 76$ of 0, solid dike tone {\Tq^ q l?39cm0 " and 
l692c.nC"")s shown to have the desired subs tl*inrbion pattern by the 
presence of a doublet at 8»93T for the methyl protons in the a0iii,r<> 
spectrasio $ba foraati'on of a 253-diwuhst:lfnted cyclopeniaa.one in this> 
and in the previous cas?e0 requires special consent 4
It has long been knoifn that e lecixephllie olefins# such as acsylonitrile
or methyl vinyl ketone.- eondcase with unsyiajsetrically substituted ketones
tinder basic catalysis on the sore substituted Jr carbon atom Similarity *
Hsnhich base snsiMo&i&es were believed to d^ Ooihpese ‘ in the presence of
strong* bases to yield the corresponding vinyl ketone which condensed in
Mek&el fashion to yield geis«<3isubstituted ketones " * "* * although this
50substitution pattern doss indeed result * recent work • ' has shown, that 
replacement of a vinyl ketone with tha corresponding meihiodide may 
produce different prsfeicts^  indicating that the mechanism is not necessarily 
identical in both cases,, 'Sis formation of thy difceiones (41,) end (lOt) 
as the. products isolated from high temperature reaction of a I'Snmich base 
and 2~®ethyleycIopantano:^ « 'provided conclusive proof that this reaction 
does not -take place by the accepted HiehasX. reaction mechanism* while 
the assumption that the Jtanich bases deeozapcse thermally to yield 
free amine and the corresponding vinyl kotons* may be correct# the fact
that condensation occurs on the least substituted «Cr carbon ©to® is
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reminiscent■ of enamine ~ and SebiffSs base alkylation g and suggests
that some such intermediate is involved* T.he isolation of an ensmine
in an earlier ca.se (3}9 lends'weight to this possibility* It was
initially considered that the - decomposition of the Itonioh base occurred^
the -liberated secondary base condensed with the ketone to ’yield the enamine
and alkylation with -the vinyl ketone resulted in the product as shown
In seheme (f.)Q
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This mechanism,?, howeverp failed to account for certain observations0 
As'the reaction mixture was heated to reflux* evolution of dimetfcylaa&ne 
commenced at 80° and continued throughout the reaction* It would therefore 
appear' that as the Jfennich base dec omposed^ considerable quantities of. 
dimstkylasnine would be evolved before formation of the enamine occurred 
and the excellent yields obtained would not he expected if this was th*
casec In addition* distillation of the Kannich base derived from (10$))*
s?
under reduced pressure at temperatures considerably In excess of 80 «, 
furaishsd cultures of the base and phenyl vinyl Intone * while 3-dietbylamino* 
butanone is stable to distillation* b<,Po 16°/I2sm0 These facts Eiiggeei
that these Mannich bases are not sufficiently imstable to decompose readily 
at 80°o
The alternative mechanism outlined in scheme (©) appears a more satisfactory
postulate but further investlgaiion is required to supply proof* It is
envisaged that attack of the Kannich base on the carbonyl group occurs
initially and this undergoes deeompcs&tiosi to yield the enamine and a vinyl
Ice tone which condense in "the normal naam?, A rather similar decomposition
of the anamin© (110) and formation of (111) by refluxing in ethylene glyeoL 
52has been reported o
Hydrolysis of the resultant eeea&a© is thought to be of footed by the mol©
®f water formed earlier in the reaction*
®he isolation of the uncy elised diketoo&s (29) and (41) from this reaction 
in contrast to the enssnine (112) of 5«6 f 7 *8**tQtrahydroindan*»3,wOne cbtaxmd
by treatment of the pyrrolidine enamine of eycl opontanone with'methyl
2 '
Ylnyl ketone * may be explained by consideration of a mechanism postulated
recently  ^* This suggested that qyelisation of the initially formed
enamine takes place by transfer of the base from the ring ketone to the
side chain carbonyl as shorn in scheme (h)#(3L}-— * (1X3)o If in this process
the base becomes detached* ‘then low boiling bases such as disthylardne end
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dtoethylaaaine m y  reasonably be assumed to evolve 'before formation- of 
the side chain enamine takes place*
GroleOa analysis of the reaction products of 2-ajsthylcyclopentenone- with 
d;lethylaminolmitun^ 3^ ona and J-dimethylaminopropiojtoMlOBfl sSsoved tb&t & 
small quantity of the .gem~disubstituted isomers were formed in both cases*
'Bis formation of this substitution pattern with m  tibsgpxometsioally substituted 
ketone is r@ga.rdcd as convincing evidence that the trikefcsnee obtained from
this type of reaction have similar structures, e*g0 (21/ and (68)0 "
Bing' ©rpanBion conditions applied, to :the dak ©tone (103), afforded a large 
recovery of starting material» uncontasinated by lactone or bicyclo~keteno and 
ICf/i of an acidic fraction* S0i0c0 analysis of an esterified sample of 
this showed a purity of greater than $K$# the tetx^ a^ substi'tiitod double 
bond structure (104) being ooafixsaed* by the n*&.r0 specirttm which, showed 
no olefdnie proton but a .vinylic methyl signal at 8*33 T ®  She loir yield
obtained obviously resulted from the increased difficulty. of effecting
condensation of the diketon© in the presence of the methyl substituent*
Sh&se experiments _ demonstrato that the double bend in the aryl cyelo» 
heptene carborylic acids is mobile, and can be trapped in either position by 
& suitable substituent* •
' \
A further position where a substituent right erert some influence on the 
products Q3? effectiveness of the ring, erpansipn .was 0^  * Investigation of 
the reaction on a dike tone such as 2-methyl-2-*(3,-OKO'«*3l“pheiQylpropyl)*- 
cydopentanxsno (114) was also of interest in testing the rather unlikely 
mechanism [scheme (e)J of bridge-fission* involving a he tens intermediate
rather then nucleophilio attack by water* • As mentioned earlier such
' 7intermediates have been pootul&ted in other circumstances. c although
they vexe later repudiated '^0
Preparation of this g®a-disubstifcated cyclopent&nom  (114) was attempted 
initially hy treatment of S-aothyleyolopontimon© and 3~dinei&yXaminc«* 
propioplisnone methio&i&e with sotadde wt“c but the only? prod&st isol&t»cl 
from tbs Mack gum obtained* w&jg a small quantity of a oc&potmu swbseyceuhl 
. identified as tbs lactone' (115), by caparison with a saaxpls r/£*©p2s?©d tea 
a store normal mnner0 Omvemion of ^dimeth^L eMnc$r©pi«^hen©me 
b$x&'oohXo;d.de (109) to phenyl vinyl hatono ^  by steam distillation o:i(i 
reaction with 2«HGihyXsyoXopmtaiono ^ using atMmlic- pdtajsssiust hydremic 
as catalyst %  afforded sa acceptable yield of . an. oil which solidifies 
after distillation* Xhis i m  mXtSxtg diketcsae (114) exhibited &• c:Uigiew 
at 8*98 *? for the s^thyX protons in the w »  &p@ctoJJo Bydrooblorie 
aoid«*a»0tia acid treatment of the dik&tcm& afforded 64$ recovery of neutral 
assd £7$ material,, C^l*e0 aa^lyeis of esberlfied material showed
that it consiBtel of two products, assumed to _ be. lrS t^l^ 'l«4“pke53ylcyolc4vjvit 
3«^ eae carbosylio acid (116) and l^ioiayX-4v*^h^ylcyclohept-‘4wS3ia carhoxylia 
acid’ {117)« Neither acid .was obtained in a pure state since the Elutcrc 
resisted efforts .at crystallisation* . and g*X«.otf showed that the
neutral mterial' also' consisted of a miittrcco to two oeit^ simds neither 
corresponding to staging material« . Bsssyetallisation of the solid rc&r&oss
• i
from ethanol yielded tlss na^or eomponsmt identified as the Xacfccsa® (119)
*sy infff^ s^ sd trpm'bmzi C XTTfa®**^} esa& 3&«m«3? spec to©. which, 
ahcw-sd the s^tkyl poster no a rJsglat- at 50?4 T  end the 5., proton as a 
stifsplit doublet at Sol&T D fj&$ bcsgylic proton at was virdbls as a 
multiple at 7 <,£!? T  o -’^lis ea^amd m s  shot® 'by toloC* jiaftastepad spectro­
scopy eM'noSioS?* fcpeatrosoopy to ba identical to the crystalline product 
obiaised ffco® the attainted.prcsfparstiesa of the &Llwim& (114) using 
BoMiasoas5a aasthoftl?
f&© ooagK&seativ® success of the ring espmaim prcoedar® in tMo cme
gcafisssd tfeat tfe© brid$@~£iesion of the Mcyole-iatessediats did not
proceed by a ketens who icnninilsn .of. a nonsldernbla quantity
of lactose results ires; KupXnpGKan;. £?; tie hydrogen on 0./ with ilis 
b^ lfcLer’sothyl group which ib^eGO t!la cao'borrpl fanetion into too aniff. 
position required ho achieve inetonisotionc
The sueaosafaX pr@£4j;:ctios asl chaiKrotoric&tXcn of the iaetoiroiyOS) and 
the acid(104) pexzBitbQ&‘& rigorous proof of the positions of the.double 
bonds in tho phenyl cyoloheptene acid. Bdxtuse(27) and (118), shininM 
by a previous worker’'e £ks asksiss ©BvSsagsd eonvexsioa of tfc© acid 
tairfcure to the gceto~e3t3?o(i 19) a M  (ISO), asp&raiioa and troniisent of 
oaoh with me thyX BStgaegiwD iodidet Bseesipositioa of the feigja&rd 
eo&ples uB&er acidic eosditi©ss k g  ©spsoteu to .yield the Xseioaei'iCB) 
from tho isoos? ana tho unsati^atsd acid £ 1<H) from the A  '* 
uatexHoi a
Sreatsrait of an ostvrifisd of tlxo acids(27) find (lt8jf in
diglyise with an eposes of sotiiim borohydritis and boron trifXv.orido 
©iterate 9 afforded a Kistiure of diols which waa subjected to prolongvri 
'Oxidation with Jones saagsato The raihor poor yield of acidic :iv.vhwoioX 
obtained, was esterified with diaaomsthaiia an;! chromatographed tniso to 
yield two keto^oaicro «• a liquid and a solid* Both itr.0ai9.f8 o3d.dVitod 
ike proton at 6«,iTec^oalcd by the * carbon thoxyl protone; 0 .Cleavage
’"■  ^ .1
of th© Xa©toa©(l2t) nitli liifebas aluigtuiuft hydride, .oxidation of the 
resultant diol 'aj^-ooterifleatiaa -of the resulting koto-aaLrl« afforded 
1 “taotliosyc^rbosyX-^oso^ j^esylcyelohepitnaC 119)«» She liquid had
identical la£m«rod speetrui3 and -gJUeo retention tiaee on a aw;^ar of 
eolunaac to the' liquid k©i©~©si©r obtained above * rffco solid Icoto^ ootos? 
was therefor® asaignsid the *Hfi©i© structure(120) »
The rather poor yields and tedious chrorsstogmpljy required to separata 
thea© compound® frost impurities mad© an alternative) approach dOGr&naIjl*e 
Bporidatloa of the double bond and acid catalysed rearrangement offered
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an alternative route, to the keto~esters0
Accordingly, the mixture of esters (122) and (123) was stirred for 1o5 
hr So with za-'Chloroperbenaoic acid in chlcroforia to yield an oil which 
exhibited a complex pattern on toloOo
Attempts to rearrange this mixture to the k©io«©3ters(l19) and (120) 
using boron irifluorid© ethorate in benzene, even at prolonged reflux 
temperatures, failed to effect any change <>
. Ti’eatment of the mixture with concentrated sulphuric acid at 0° for 
1 o75 hr Be afforded a recovery of 21% of an oil which shotted no hydroxyl
«j
absorption and twin carbonyl absorption at 1735cmo"\ and IT^ OeiSr/^ o GoLso 
analysis of the product showed that complete reaction had taken place, 
and chromatography afforded the keto-aster (119) and a small amount of 
the isomeric compound(120)« The necessity of using sulphuric acid to
rearrange the epoxides resulted in. the yields of keto-esters obtained by 
this route showing little, improvement over the hy&robcrstion procedure » 
and th© inexplicably small quantity of the 5-kdtone compound(l20) formed0 
was a definite disadvantage* However, suffix.eat material was obtained 
to carry out th© Grignard reaction* Reaction of the ksto-efiter(lt9} 
with methylmgnesiura iodide by inverse addition afforded a solid comples 
which was decomposed with dilute hydrochloric acid and refluxed ovornlfrkt 
to give neutral and acidic fractions* The neutral materlal was shown to 
consist almost entirely of the lactone(108) identical in all respects with 
a sample prepared previously by another route«
Th© acidic material was asterified with diasomethane and g0l»eo ©naXysic 
proved that it was unrest c ted keto~ester which had undergone hydrolysis in . 
th© acidic conditionse
Similar treatment of th© isomarl120) also yielded acidic and neutral
fractions "Sis fonaar bring slsaost pure
earbosylie sold(104)* Iwestigation of th© mlhm- large neutral product 
showed that it consisted mainly of two polar compounds which wore thought 
to result from, reaction of the ester functions with ©xcess m tbylsieignesltta 
icdid@e
The isolation of the lactone and acid provided proof that the produots from 
t m  ring^expansioa reaction applied to the dilceton©(lO) war-©, in fact, 
4~2&enylcyclohept-3~on8 carfe©2?yXie acid(2?) and 4~ph©Bylcycloh©pt«»4*»eae 
carboxylie acid(H8)s and, by analogy, similar structured could be assigned 
to the products obtained from related dikstoneso
With the proof of the positions of the double bond is th® products from th© 
ring^ozpansion technique and the investigation of the effect of substituents 
in the eycloheptons ring on those products successfully completed„ it can 
b© stated that the reaction of th© dike ton© (10) with strong acid passed 
through a bicyclio intermediate(15) to a mixture of the aeids(2?) ard 
(118)0 Bridge fission is due to strain on the bicycle and psecmaably 
occurs by protonation of the double bond, and snoleophilie attack by 
1 water as outlined in scae-me {&}? double bond migration occurs && shown 
Scheme (a)0 Th© alternative ketone isoehanism shown in schema (o), has 
been eliminated * The r ©action fails in th© absence of an aromatic 
substituent, except in one special case (48) - ~ (51 )* As a pr&et:Leal
method its value is diminished by double bond Migration*
It was now of interest to examine the possibility of inducing bridge- 
fission in a bieyel©-(3 &2 *1 )-oetans to yield oycloheptene systems with 
functional groups other than carboxyl, or under conditions which would not 
isoxaerise th© initially formed cyclofcapt~4»en® compound0
It was anticipated that in an acid medium tha alcohol (t 24) could yield 
the cyolohepten® ald©hydos(l25) and (l26)n Is particular the anti- 
alcohol(124b) appeared, from an examination of models„ to be suitably
aligned for AaeAXe teldg-a eleavag©*
Reduction. of the bieyelG«>k©tes5©{84), using sodium -boroisy&rl&s la s&thsnol
afforded a Loomis oil which was transparent in tha carbonyl region of the
Aa£r&~:r$& spoei.m?sio Although efforts to crystallise this matari&X ware
imsucosBsfuX, tolcOo' and gol*®,. analysis appeared to AMAeate that the
product was hotsogenaeuso To verify that the prr/luoi was? noty in fact,
s mistur© of ©pimers, tbs ketone wee also educed using sodium horohydrAds
5*5 -*?6in pgrs&dine, a psroeess reported *p" to ^ve both ©pissers when applied 
to a closely related sgrste»o The oil obtained from the reduction also 
showed ao carbonyl absorption is • the infra-red spseii’um, but eoatsisied two 
compounds, t«X0Co.and g*!*©* indicating that the less polar of the eom^ 
ponent© corresponded to that obtained trots, the initial reactionc 
>r compound was aesuirvgd, at this stage, to be th# ©plrner*
Study of th© lafx&»red epeotsun of the product of reduction is osthasol(J 
showed intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl group and tho
‘S ^ I?7?
double- bond ( &Af » 39©^^“) s proving th© relationship of these fiwviionx 
to be a® shown in structure{124a)* . '"' -
An omudmtion ot-mod&ln of both gpiaers staled that with the 8fytt~episKt?
1124a) p ooupling -of the bridgehead protons at C, and 0^ with ihs €^  pr&ton
would be espsbtod to pvcduoo a triplet for ike latter, whersao in the anti-
Qpismr (124b) bo splitting would result and the 0^ proton would appear as a
sihglet* This oonoln&im has since been supported by Hosur* studies on
k;A
varl©u©Xy~subo tituted . dibensobieyclo- (3,2,1 J-ccisdiesiss'’' * . Th® identifica­
tion of th© pure- alcohol as QyTh*2~(p-tclyX>-McyclO“(3»2,1l )^et«2»0&-*&-cl 
(124a) was confirmed 
in th© n<>nioro spectrum'
irmed' -by the ©s&sfcane© of a triplot at 5*93 Tfer th© proton
Reflux ©f th©' alcohol(124®) with hydrochloric acid-scetic add produced as 
oil which exhibited tydroxyl absorption and a carbonyl peak at 173Ceno~,i it.
45 o
the i spectrina© ToXo^o ©hcwsd three ypatds & acsiecuod with large
©ad two others with siE&te n, values to the cyn ©ad anti-*opisss?8
of th© alcohol* Cliroo&tograpky afforded the isen^ pol&r material,} ©estuaad
to he a sdxtiuw of 'th© aldehydes(123) &sd (*26).- hit ihie was quickly
disproved by analysis m i  eh suggested th© forisuls eu& by tha
&<>sio?c spectrum which showed a triplet at 4*56 Y  for th® oXafisic proton,
a oae-protcm ninglot at 4^ 977' and a thsee^proton singlet at 8*03 X  The
last signal ims typical of the mathyl group of an acetate function and
th® lack of splitting of th® peak at 4*97Ysuggested that th© gf3^aleohol
had in fact uudergons ae-e.iyX&tlsn with Aavere&en ©£ configuration to ylold
the a&tl-oeet&te(127b) as tM  m$or product* G*l«o* analysis of the
crud© product from this maaiion mmysd a sAstur© of four compounds,
consisting- of- 13$ of the cyzi»&8©t8te {127a) fi of the anti«aoetate (127b )
4S» of tha sys-alcahal and t*j$ of the snti~aleohc»l« Th©. structure of the
sys*»ae©tste was ooafirasd by aeaiylstiQB of th© ©yn^alcohol witli acetic
anhydride and: pyridine, th© product skqwicga triplet at 5*07 Tfor th©
Cg pmim& md that of ths oabi-aeatab© ('127b/ by sapoaifieatlon to rioXu
a ©syetalliai© alcohol with identical 1% oa-#«X»o« t© that obtained we a
®i«or product from reduction of the 2sotons{84) in pyaldln®* {Eto Sou^ ax,
Qpeotara of this? alcohol th.owed th© esspaotod singlet at 3«88Yfor the
?
C3 psraien & M  no i&ts&s&loettlaF hydrogen bonding in the infe&»r©& spectra, 
confirming it t© b® •©ati-2«(p»t©2yl>Mcyolo«»{3t»2.o1 )h>oMS»oi»»8»q1 (t24b}‘«
Proof that th© fcicgreXo-C 3 32 »1 )-o«3tane Bkolotm of th® alcohols (i 24a) and 
1124b J had not undergone reerwaBgasifjnt was obtained by reaction of saeh 
with Jonea reagent to -veforsi the parent Isotonot84-)*
Sine© it m ®  still felt iMi th© alignment of th® aatl-alcohol( 124b) was 
f&wurabX© to acid catalysed bridge^f iesian, & satisfactory method of 
obtaining this cowpound was sought * Th© sodium borohydride/pyzidin® 
eduction of the kotos® afforded only 25~30$ of the ©ntl-aXoohol and 
7G»75# .of th© Gjfn—©Diai©r and separation was nos feasible * Similar dix facu 11*®
i m  ©rleted with th© by&rochloyM acid tresrfemai of to aya-alcohol in 
ace-tic acid ishev* apjxroadLisately 15$ of to product consisted of to 
desired ©otagtmnd* but eaposdiioatlOBi of the crude reaction mstirr® would 
rails© thi© to ■"*•80;X .• Hfewvsr, the observation that this x s^rcent&ge of 
th© product had th® desired 0^ configuration 3 suggested that r opiaooseat 
®t acetic acid with a solvent incapable of being incorporated in the 
product, lea, not- a potential nucleophile.: would result in a satisfactory 
yi©Id of the anti-alcohol(124^ 5=
Treatment of to 8y:a»alodhol(l24&) with eonoeatratsd hydrochloric acid 
using qiosnn as solvent afforded a u&star© of ‘to sorting material s M  
t o  a»ti~alcoh©X{ 124b) * Eeorysl^llioatim of to solid product from 
acetone afforded 74$ of t o  latter*
Application of the hydrochXorAo aoid-scotlc acid reaction to the antl~ 
alcohol {t24b)f however9 ate failed to yield any bariWtee-oleaved products* 
a ads tare of the ©p&siea&G acetates and -alcohols resulting© G8r«o» 
analysis sfeowed that th© product distribution was, in fact., similar to tot 
obtained from th© y^n«>a.X<3©b©X«> Use of dioioaa as solvent afforded a 
recovery of '‘**•80$ of th© storting material and 20$ of tho syn^pimor©
The fa.i3.OT© of both episroio alcohols to undergo br£dge*»£ission in acidic
solution m y  be at'tahutsd to protonatlon of th© bydrosyl ftasotian in
prefercae® to th© double bond* The formation of the inverted produeta
from to n^*eileofcol( 124®) suggests an Sr2 displacement m o h m i m 9 a 1'Bhotxgh
such a process should be sterically difficult© On the other hand, a
r £
soivolysls study reported on th® ©pimerie tooyXatesO28)** stated the 
formation of laxg© amounts of rearranged products, arising from to 
formation of ® oarboniuia ion at C^ © -Th® absence of such products from 
(124) was shown by g©l©c© analysis of th© ©rud© reaction mixture® In to 
prosenec o&-a«pmtaA©oao&« Xt-tms expected tot any .unsafcur&ied kyebx-
owboa with a afeelcton would have an E... between tot of tt-psatsfieoaRs
•0 ? 6
and the acetates and alcohols* Sin&o no re&rraagesKsnt had ooc^rsd this 
was considered to ..rule out the possibility of formation of a carThonium ion 
at Cq9 unless it is attacked by & nucleophile fasten than it can undergo 
rearrangement» If this is so* the. fact that -she produot from the ayn- 
opiffiex (124a) has largely undergone inversion of configuration reflects the 
ease of approach of sn incoming reagent oyer the fivewremfeered ring; '■' 9 also 
demonstrated by the almost total formation of th© sym^alcohol (124a) on 
reduction of the ketone (84)*
Th& introduction of other groups at the 0^ position by changing the eolvsmt was 
investigated by treating the syn-aloohol (124a) with hydrogen chloride gas 
in a&ifoanol© Two non^ pols.r products resulted* which were transparent in the 
hydroxyl and carbonyl regions of the infrared spectrum hut which shewed
,.*1 ' “jO
abaoxption at 2834cm/ “ * 2824cm• * end 1103cm* "" (meihoxyl) *.. The UcSur* 
spectrum of th?. m i »  product shewed a thres-proton singlet at 6*70 T  and a 
bue-proton singlet at <5*36 T  which proved that this was the expected anti« 
methyl ether (X29b) * She ether component* although poorly resolved cm 
was identified as the epimeric syrWi.etbyl ether (129a) when it was fortuitously 
obtained as th© major product from the sya-glcohol on treatment idth p'»toluori3 
sulphonio acid in methanol* Chromatography and distillBtion separated ibis 
product from the anti^epimor ssad the epimeric alcohols5 and its structure 
was confirmed by a triplot at 6*30 T  for the Gg proton in the n*m*r* spectrum* 
An interesting observation was the decomposition of both methyl ethers on 
standing in a moist atmosphere to yield material which exhibited complex 
carbonyl absorption in the infra-red spectrum*
Ttm possibility that the use of p»toluene aulphonic aoid would, yield a 
similar predominance of retention of configuration with other solvents was 
disproved when the eyn«*alcohoX (124a) 9 refluxed in acetic acids afforded a 
similar product distribution to that obtained from concentrated hydrochloric 
acid*
laves fcig&tica of the reactions of the bridged Meycli© ketone (84)® under
48 o
non-a-ssxa.a.c conditions, was initiated by leefluxing it' with water * in 
view of tlie decomposition of this compound on standing* S&'eaiment with 
water and i^ ater-dicncan mixtures* however* failed to produce any change* 
as did slow distillation* Hsfluas of the keto.ua in dioxan with 4^ ’ 
sQcl.in.ui hydroxide produced a mixture of solid. and liquid mterial shown 
by t,h Co to consist of starting material and a number of -other inidentified 
products0
Beflimiag the kobono (84) with metteolic sodium m&ihoxMc or potassium
bydrosid© yielded similar product mixtures containing no acidic nateiiel»
!3?hs infra-red spectrum of the mixture- of solid ana liquid produced* was
transparent in the hydroxyl region Imt showed a carbonyl peak at Vf^ 'Oa&c
.-1 »1
and intense absorption at 1120cm* “ and j.075cjiu © S0loC0 showed startling
material and 021 unidentified product,, The -misrto© was stable 'to basic
hydrolysis conditions but reduction idth sodiiiia boro^dride^to facilitate
chromatographic separation* produced sua oil transparent in the carbonyl
region* which contained the unidentified product unchanged<, Isolation
of this compound confirmed the absence of hydroxyl and carbonyl absorption.
- I f '  ' .v ofin the infra-red auectrum which shewed a peak at 283Gaiu " ^methozyl} 
and intense absorption at 1115c.no  ^and 1068cxao *'*• Bi© aas#.r<, spectrum 
showed the. olefini0 proton as a triplet at 4e,2',f4Y  and the- presenco of two 
singlets at 6*85 T  and 6*78 y  attributed to two msthosyl groups in 
different environments 0 Shis evidence suggested that the product was the 
methyl keta.1 (130), and the structural assignment was confirmed by 
preparation of a sample under more normal sol die conditions^ Bhs formation 
of a ketal under basic conditions is unprecedented and defies raiienalxrmtior.c
Daring the acid catalysed preparation of the ketal (130)* g*3.*e* analysis of 
the product allowed the presence of the cyelohsptee ester mixture (S.2) and 
(8$)o Bydrolysis of the esters afforded a sample of the ketal (130) identic:;::, 
in all respects with, the product from the potassium hy&roxickyWdihanoX reactio 
ffii© structure (130) was further confirmed by reconversion to the kelons (84) 
by transkotalisation using a catalytic quantity of p-toluene ^ulphonic acid 
in acetone«
The absence of starting material from the reaction airturo suggested that 
the mixture of os tors noted above arose either by a competing sscfeaaism 
or by direct conversion of ajethyl keial{l30) to the esters as outlined in fiphsn©
(i),(l50) - « & (8i){8$)..- On extending the reflux time to 19 hrs* a reduced 
quantity of keial was observed and after4 38 hrs» only the esters--'lero 
obtained * confirming th© soham© s3io*«m« The initial formation of a 
istx&heSral <Jg carbon atom observed here suggested that under the aqueous 
conditions of the hydrochloric acid-acetic acid reaction., conversion of the 
bicyclo-keton©(84 5 to the cyolohoptdna acids ii&ght involve initial 
hydration of ketonic function to fora (tSl)« rather than the synchronous 
m©oImnis?8 of 8ehette(b}«
Reaction of the. bioyolo-fc©tone(84) with concentrated sulphuric acid 
and methanol alas furnished a mixture of equal quantities of the ijsomorio 
cyclohepten© est©rs{82) and (83)# Since the reaction was . carried out 
in acidic conditions? no obstacle to the astension of this modification 
to the dike tone (66) ??as envisaged and prolonged reflux (2 days)* in faet,> 
produced only the esters in equal quantities* Beflus for 19 hrs©P howsver 
yielded bicyelo methyl ke$»l(l3Q) in addition to the esters, presvesbly 
by th© same mechanism*
An attempt to use these modified conditions for th© isolation of the acid (102) 
or its methyl ester? rather than lacton©(108) from-the diketon©(106) 
was largely unsuccessful because of the exceptionally long reaction tfouss 
required© As & modification* ethylene glycol seemed preferable to 
methanol because of its high boiling point and because the preparation of 
a ketal using p*»toluene sulphonic acid and this solvent - in a bieyclo* 
(5e2eX)«"Octane compound had already been described * .»
As an introductory exercise the bioyclo^keton©(84) was treated wMii p^^oiuoio 
sulphonie acid in ©tkyXcn© glycol on a steam oath in &n essor*, wo xmjXb, j,s 
th® ketal(132) n' The oil obtained tea this treatment ©toed absorption at
350lte, (hydroxyl) -r:s30im .r,% (osicxe) in the S7vacto:sB th-
abssnoa o-t xh& 175i'0'.2„ ba&d the complete reaction of the te o. eb:
sa'sorx&v.. * ci Oap5.t3 •' x^ h$ east teat. tii© lesa polar of the te© spots ittei’hAi,- e- ■. 
t(.I-o* ,ena a susiiar d.^  to tho ketone(84)© Taia reaction mixture was? 
with aoteanolio. potassium hytirosd.de* on the assumption that it eontetete 
tee heeirae k©teX(13*U and a ^droxy-sster formed by brMga~£isa£©;a* Abo 
sujutr&ji .fraction afforded {'132}' identified by tee absence of carbonyl mol 
IsydrQ^ yi, absorption in tee infra-red spectrum and the presone© of a foi 
singlet if.t 6*1ul in the E«£i,r# spectrum .for tha methylene protons of the 
ethylenedijsgr group *
ftroatmoirt of the diketone(66j with those reagents at reflux afforded a 
nmtml fraction? nMch showed hydroxy! and. ester carbonyl absorption in 
the infrJji«rod, apsotnaiir It seeaad probable that this contained tee ieororio 
cycXoh©|$®ne-ethylene glycol esters033) sad (134) since base hydrolysis 
afforded, the, corresponding acid mixture,,
A sshert- reflux (l hr,) of the tilketenc*(l06) with p-teluans aoiU*.
and ethylene glycol afforded a mix toe of compounds (t«l»e)'. etoaato&tupay 
of which furnished & 35$ yield of tee lactone (108)© • A qua-teiiy of .« 
eoiagound which showed absorption at 3500c,0^ (hydroxyl) and i740cwi©"v"{8&fcar} 
la the infra-red spectrum was also obtained © Bus material was assigned 
th© structure(106)» since tea &«n.r, spectrum exhibited no oleflnie peoto&9 
but a vinylic methyl peak at 8c32^ and peaks at 6©2?t'and 5.88 rfor to 
methylene protons adjacent to the hydroxyl group and the ester Junction 
respectively©
Alternatively? base hydrolysis of the reaction mixture afforded a rostral 
fraction consisting of the lac tone (103) and traces of a less polar 
compound believed to b© the ketone(10?) or corresponding feetal(l35) end an 
acidic fraction of 48$ containing 5-n]©tfey!-4«phctiylcyclohept^ 3-0ne 
carbosylic acid(102) identified by its fcoiB©s?0 spectrum which shewed so
ojtofi-alo p»ton but a vinylic methyl at 8o5ST* 6<,1*©* ana^sis of an 
@sverified ao&plo indicated that the soidio product was keraoganeouso An 
excellent recovery of almost pure lactone {108) was obtained by treatment 
of tbs dike ton® with ethylene glycol and p»toltt©no suXphonie aoid followed 
by overnight roflus with hydrochloric acid*
5hus by varying the experimental coalitions p the acid(102} - previously 
unobtainable* can he isolated in acceptable yield*
Another example in which the hydrochloric &eid~ac©ti© acid conditions 
afforded only lactone m ®  that derived fross (48) • W© had considered 
using th© ring expansion reaction for the synthesis of naturally occurring 
sesquAtorpsaee with the perhydroasnlene skeleton but this had been 
abandoned with the iozm.bion of the X&etone{51) during efforts to prepare 
the model compound {54)o She successful us© of the modified prooodar© 
described above offered a possible solution t? this problem* A short 
reflux of the diketone(48) with p»tolue&e suXptasie acid a M  ©thylone 
glycol followed by basic hydrolysis furnished & yield of acidic material 
slightly in ©sceas of 50$ and a neutral fraction consisting mainly of the 
lacton©{S1)* €4olo0c analysis of an ©sterified sample of the omdo acidic 
material shoved that it consisted of 80$ of one component ant! two impurities, 
Distillation afforded a sample of greater purity which showed ;&©••• olefislo 
proton signal’in "’the' &oi».«,r« spectrum confirming th© tetm-substl iuiecl 
double bond structure^}*
The synthesis of this acid reopens the possibility of applying this 
procedure to a suitably substituted dike tom system in a synthesis of a 
gu&ioX-type sesquiterpene *
®h© success of those foroing conditions in accelerating the formation and 
subsequent clm m g e  of the bic^ olo-intexfflediat© suggsoted that m  improved 
yield of 4-»j&e2^ 1-5«B3©iaiyloycloh0pt«^ «-©a® ©artayli© acid ($04) would result
ffcoa the diketee (103) unto? these eonditi<m&« ®iie was
by th© isolation of 80$ of this asi.d (104) after 11 t e s reflun in 
©tbyXen© glycol in the proosnco of poteluene aialphasio aeid* Th© 
neutral material ZQQQmmii consisted only of the starting dtketcm©*
MBCHA8ISMcs u w u g gjtoat ^ i B ttSissrfqt
Throughout these investigations it has been demonstrated that th© 
reaction under investigation proceeds via a ^ trained blcyolio intermedia 
end two msohaaiseia have been considered®.;. That involving a keten© 
intermediate has been eliminated,, and that shorn in scheme (b) appears 
to satisfy most of the evidence presented* However* it implies 
synchronous mcXeophiXie attack on the bridge carbonyl and CJ^O bond 
fission* A modified eebsa© was suggested by our study of the roaofclon 
products from concentrated sulphuric acid ©x* p^ tolueae sulphoaie a©i& 
in methanol® These experiments indicate that cleavage did not 
©com? by auolaephilic attack of methanol at the carbonyl but 
apparently through the methyl ketaX* as shown is schema (i)*> It 
is* therefore^  probable that the mors standard reaction eonditicno 
(eonoentrated hydrochloric acid) Involved the hydrated form of th© 
bicyclo«»k&tone as outlined in scheme (j)0 This m  believe ie a 
satisfactory expression of the mechanism®
BI-gERXMEHm - gggEML
Halting points were recorded ea a Eofler microscope hot stage and are 
uncorrectad0 Boutina infra-red speotm of liquid films and nujol mulls 
were recorded on Perkin Elmer 137 and Unlearn S0P0 200 spectrophotometers* 
Infra-red spectra,, where a solvent is givewere dsteminsd on a Uni cam 
S«Po 100 double-bsam spectropho torse tea? equipped with an S*P* 130 so&imn 
eklort&a prijsm-grating double monochromator operated under, vacuum condi tions 
Ultra-violet absorption spectra were determined on a Unlearn S0P* 800 spsctro 
photometer in etk&nolic solutiona Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra., 
recorded on a Perkin Elmer H0SC1G (60 megacycles) spectrometer* refer to 
solutions in carbon tetrachloride vnlesB otherwise stated,,
Gas-liquid chromatographic data were recorded with a Pye "Argon" Chromate~
OQ
graph equipped with a- 8r detectors using glass columns* 134cm0 long sad 
4mm* internal diameter and an argon flow rate of 40 ml0/min0
Column chromatography was carried out using B0BcH0 silica ore 100 mash 
silica referred to as "fin© silica*o Thin-layer chromtography (t0X*Co) 
employed Kieselgel G silica using 20$ ethyl acetate in petrol as the 
solvent system unless otherwise stated and iodine vapour for developmentc,
Petrol refers to that fraction of petroleum ether3b.p0 60-80°
©ae procedure described by Stobbe ~ afforded a visccus oil s which
after ciyrballisatio% yielded §7$ of the diketone (2}6 !Eis 
modified method recorded belcy* resulted in an improved yield*
Esnaslacetophenon© (l) (100gft* 0<48&*5* eyclopentanono (50go3, O059^&) 
mod piperidine. - {5slL0) mixed and heated on a steam oath for 3 hro0i:.
then allowed to stand at.room temperature overallght* file solid reaction
mis tore K recrystallissd from petroleum ether 9 furnished the . dike tone 
(2) (llOgofl 15$) ra*p© ?9-8X°c 'Bis infra-red spectrum showed absorption 
at 1740c2no~‘t (cyclopenhanons) and l680cau~^ (aromatic ketone)* 
showed two spots attributed to th© diastereoisomcrie forma of the 
producto
i^Pipesidinp^^Xl1 a.
Benealaoetophaaans (2g«* 0*Ol2mo) (2)s cyclopentancne (lg0$ 0*011s,) 
and piperidine (2g»9 0e022mo} were mixed end heated or-a steam hath for 
13 minso and than allowed to stand at room temperature,, 2ho reaction 
mixture solidified within 1 hre and' ike product was washed with cold 
petroleum ether* cola ethanol and reerya tallised from petroleum eth®??0 
yielding 2g0 (55$) • of the enamine (3)t> m0po XX5"*3-£6*% • HocrystallisQd 
from ethanol© m0po XX0®112? (Steund Gt 83 ©52$*? H© 7e4X/-> 4*14$*
unresolved peak at 5«9T T  attributed• to tbs’ olaflnic proton* Sfcrthcr 
interpretation of the spectram was. complicated by the partial decomposition
0 requires 0, 62»&$S» Hf. 8o06&, H, 3*90f), infrared
spec tram (GG1a ) showed absorption at 1691cm (aromatic koions) and
 ^4' f
1627cm*”"'' (double'bond)* Th©' n«£aora spectrum (01X51^ ) showed a broad
of the sample 0 which occurred readily on - successive recryeta.llisation 
from eeamneroial. grade solvents 0
Concentration of th© petroleum ether and ethanol washings end 
crystallisation of the 'resultant gum yielded the dike tone (2) as 
a by-producto
treatment of the dike tone (2) with piperidine in th® manner described 
above failed to yield any of th© enamine (3)*
Hydrolysis of the enavafns (3)
She enamine (3) (O*35£o)* dissolved - in 6$ sulphuric acid (5ml©) and 
ethanol {2mlo)» was heated on a steam bath for 2 brs* and allowed to 
cool© The solid, product was filtered* washed w;ith water curl dried* 
.Hecry'stallioation free petroleum ether yielded (0«,24g©) of the* dUcoione
(2)5 m<>p* o
Thermal de8Qj^osi/&gn of the..onaaine,j5.)
The enamine (3) (Go5&©) was heated on a steam bath for 1 hr© under water- 
pump pressure* On cooling© the product solidified* The infra-red 
absorption spectram was identical with that of the diketone \2}n
2«,4-Bl'O.henyleye 10hep t »»4~|sno earhoxyl.io acid (7)
A mixture of the clketone (2) (I3gu).j coneenimted hydrochloric acid 
(30mlo) and acetic acid (70ml•) was refluxed for 18 lire* She reaction 
mixture was cooled and the crysiallico© _solid filtered, off (ll©7&'c)c 
The . mother liquors were concentrated';, diluted with water and extraotod 
with ether© Th© organic solution was extracted with 'dilute sodium 
hydroxide© washed with brine and dried ($£$0^ )* Acidification (6H HOI) 
of the basic extracts and filtration yielded a further lg0 of the 
crystalline solid atffosdiJEg a total yield of the- acid (?)* 12 ©7$® (85$}*
jO p
s/v;
fees teysGSs/potte si^te^sa fessishod lote<
!0oj), Ct3 8te1$o Ho fi J&$,, ^eite'K)
82*l8&> E» 6o3p-4):v f e  ifftea-ste spsctess stead atestees 
2?0Otrac°,3\ (&eM£# &&d 2,70Ose***" (ea^ bcssyl) * Eotes&fier,l?te
of lais y-tesiel with diasomctbaac £uxr&zh®& sn ®ilc t>«p« IbSF/Qo#zsz&* « 
whte solidified afte distillattafeo k©@iy0talli©S'li@E te'teed (4)
64-6?f (te@d Cv 82,43$* I5 ?ofO§C % 3 S2§@? ssipaigs® G„ Ste#?; If,
Ic^fjn "\f .?^4 I?3!?©Bioraio fh® ao&»?» apeetaro ohoudd a fcipte ad
5*8$ Tfos? fcho teteis proton confirming;; the ,&/* p@siite. of te 
dcubl© bond.? ' '
Analytical golUc© ®f an seissrilfisd ®&n?.ple of the crude esihi© p&v;£«s'i
steed that i1; Gmmialied of one Major- pteu©t t e  a nusfcex1 ©£ mines? 
imparities*
Concentration of th® 'nmita?a~ fraction yielded a dark viscous oil which 
crystallised from ethanol affording 0*3®* of a colourless crystalline 
solid which consisted of two compounds (t»l«oe)o Th® combined. neutral 
fractions of ©wex&X preparations were recryst&XXiesd tei.se from ethanol and 
chromatographed on silica* Elution with bensene afforded 294-di.phsnyl^3« 
hydrosyoycloheptan© earboxyiic acid lactone (ll)* a*p0 I82«l83^« (Found G,
82*13$* E* 7*09$g 02OHg 0g require* C® 82,>15$* I* 6*89$)© The infte 
red spectrum (CCl^) showed absorption at 3.7?8aso~^ ' and the n*mors ©pe&txtua 
(CDCl^ ) exhibited & broad \mresolved band at 6*8«>7©3T(2E9 0^  and 0^ ).? 
singlets at 6*41 T (XHP C^) sad 5oO 7 (IE® 0^ } mid a finely split •doublet 
•t 2*86 V(lGE® phenyl protons) * The existence of unsplit signals for th.e 
Cg and Gj protons indicates that the lactone has the conformation shown 
in structure (I la),
Elution with 5$ m d  15$ mixtures of chteofossa in bonsene afforded the 
other component, tentatively addigned the ^ «lactone structure 0-2),
142«1430 (carbon tetrachloride and ben3&n&<*>peiroX mixtures)* (Found 
Of* 82*50$* Ho 7«U$» ®?0E2002 re^ ' res a» $2*15$* H* 6.89$}. The iaite
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red spsotsvsa (CC1*) ir&nspsereat in the hydroxyl region bat sii&uGd 
^ ~
absorption at lT5$©®o » 5h© n»&o3?o spsetrum (CDCl.,) had sunlit
quartets seated at 6«5 Y (1H) and-?*03 T(SK) which war-s as-signed
to the m-o‘h®m ©n CL sad CL® Thess protons appeared ts ©ensiitfite an
* 5?
AEG system* the simple n&tee of the A pa^t at 6*03 Y rcqjaising fet 
little or .a® ooupliog ooemsd bstwsea the protons m  sad Gg® i.Qo
£^, 90® a© structure {12©} 
r£ks lactoni© nature ©f th® c&rboryl function wa© verified by the feiltsr® 
of the. poend i@ raaoi with ©odima toebydrlde in methanol r.
^kls oosspound* with the double bond dram in the ®fati«2^ sdt position at 
the bridgehead* was reported by S-tebW as being prepared fr©s the 
diketone (2) by the m l i@a of hydrogen bhicrlde in @ih&n©lo A ©sober of 
attempts to prepare this compound using w&riation© of this ihed >LeMnsi 
gum© from which wusatiKfeetoxy quantities of th® dsoirsd ketone (13) 9 
vTq^ i?5te3«°\?9oPo wer© obtained* generally eigf cdiromtegrapby, •
Modification of the work »p0 by dilution with other* washing with saterssted 
sodium bioarfcaaate and brine and drying {% SO^ ) a^ s^ ltefi in 
but widely varying yieldsn
An altesaativ® -acidic eatslyst wa® sought which ©Quid bo subjected to s?©nn 
rigorous control o Th® m® of concentrated sulphuric acid at 0G yielded 
a ’‘highly coloured* wat®r»s©lubl© sol id which suggested that sniphen&tioa 
©f the phenyl groups had ©ccurredo Reaction of the diksta® (2) ( % 0) 'with 
polyphosphori© acid (lOft*) at §0° for 6 too produced & ij&xtes? ©I' tha 
desired product and starting material which resisted purification by 
crystallisatlosh
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©f tks {2} {%o) mM& t e a  st©s©©8©
(^ n^ rnlo) in enbydseus b m & Q m  at raftog d©2? 2 too y&ol&ad a ir^ v^ r-^  .-r 
tsia d&sis’sd 0i4gy®S©~k-stee &3 a gnBfVith t&@ ©slid d&fhsB3f£ &©£&- 
ff@© @f a s&pasais® aad a ®a$&2yti© $*«isiatA% ©£ $«t©2,ts££is ©©dpkikk;
&ol& isi bsnssas failed t© pse&aee s@a©ti©n but tbs ca kkk
taothsd dssesdsai fesl&w preyed to b® saftiafafitossr a^d fcas been ©tkyk;k. 
ss't&a gofissal ^nthetie israeedUEe for a siiasabesp ef £»& §?£ CId8.1^
ce^ 2«e&»d°<ixte solaeKleco
poToluens sulphsni© aoid (I0g.») sud anhydssous fesnsssm© (2Q0a3L) «osq 
s?oflts&G& with a crates: flepasator for 45 sin*« 1$s@b ssflta st&ni&sd th©
wote? sapa^atc® ^sa dmiasd and refilled with boasaEi® m &  & sototics* 
of the dik@t©as (2) (!%<>} to besseso M&si g&pidly to the SG£@td@a 
®totu»e9 whioh then seflsis&d f©3? 2. teo Afisj? ©©©Itogp th® £©!kk:l®k 
¥©S3 neutralised mtfe asbydsreus p©ta©§tes ©a^tosat© end allowed to ©k;:sk 
£os 3 fesso lklkk;kktei mtL QQ^zsntzaiiQB ©f the %©as-3ffi3 caSadiaa
f^dehei as ©id k;ich e©Iidifi6d ©s Gtaadia^e i-G©::^at;"-£d£i;::ka©-73 kr-'v, 
sthaaal gave 5-4%^ fekk! ©« kia de-oi&sd kGtaas ftl)k©]k k;k-kkk . .
(W©w$. ©p &fo£0:;g dp ssaaiasa k;? 8fo||kf HD kkk-d \1
CCS, ' ‘-b ,;^i; •88n4 &?l5©?k"''k In tfee aieSck * r 0 ts!dm a r x i l t ip is t  trsg- oi;®i:;s ak ';kk k
f@2? the bridgehead p:,;©tsn ©e and a poorly resolved 'QU&rttefe at 5o55 T  
for the proton and a doublet at 3o96T{4‘ •* 5 cpSb) lor the* -sitoyl 
probes* at C2o This material was unaffected by storage for long periods, 
Attempts to improve the yield by using ethyl or&hofosmte to...remove 
the vater generated in the reaction in pise© of the water separator, 
resulted in oomplete inhibition of the react ion 0
Th® semioarbaaone deriTitiye was made to th© usual manner0 m0p0 201-203° 
(ethanol)
fki ( 1 3 )  I ' M * )  i m  &  thm.r> t^th^eB^<2atae&t;#,•
h$$%®8fcl@3£© mi& (Ms&o) im a©ati© &eld (pCMLojU 0& o©©Mn;? tiiv 
sea®tiG& ®intm®$ & qu&nti%' ©f aa a.ei£ (2g®) easrstallissjd as© trs-s 
filtGGsd® iha ©^t&iar l&vgzms *<sm % m  t© the mufk-m- d3s©a£'fe€©
ftw sisiilas? tm&tmzm ©f th© dike too (2)* a itoihsi5 lUtg® af
asid sad a as&tmS, fe^Gtion whiefo ‘sas Mimn &$> ' ^ i 0eo t© ©m siet ©ff dli© 
st&©"sisg Sceione and. taa dikstoa® C§)o aaidi@ fSEitegML wsgj s©*
@2^s*aS2i©ld twom I ffl&xtas&Sf&opo 5L9jML96s e @sd k?.d aa isdaJE^
£ei sp€@t3?8SE identical with that @f tho <^ ©5L©hf8gtsa© &©£d (?}*
j^BBi^tesasdLaR&
p*T©lmm ©«3Lptaii© & $ M  (S,§o) aot @3i2p3i?®as t@lma© (22MU) worn® 
i'm I fe0 with a ws*te ssp®mt®£*o Sli© @f h@&t ^ s© th©
wats^ ©epsmt®s? tedLaecl and 5f©fall©d with t©3U*e2i® sad th® dl?s©t©Kca (£©) 
l a  t©teM2 teM U }0 m® mm  &at© tSie g@s©tisa sslst*©©, 
ffes s?@£3m vias m &  ©aatiaaaed £@2? £@0 Eais&s« @ad the &©a©ti©a
fgisrte© ©®©I©& sad aeBt^aMesd with. arSgmmm £©tasstai etu&e&s&Go affcs 
©iaadiiag f©s? 3 hsSo the s@Mi m© f i l t e r  w&sh&d ^ Ith  lt©fc !;ses«© Gad' 
dissssdgCU 3he ©©Kbitod t@tess® mlLsattaa sad h®as&a© uashlEaga 
eandaatsatad $£©Mi^g cm. ©££ whi©h ®©2.M£f’i©d ©a stssiiago  A t t e s t s  £@
th© gsieduet %  2?e©;s:/©talMoa.i£@a ^©2?© @bS ©©aseisavsat^?
©IiMmtegmpIj|' ©E s£M©©> was* ©spH^esio ES&t4@B sslth p®ts?©l fd ss la^ si tdo 
desissd ketsas (2$) wM@Iu hog 2?®©$2r3tsll2£s@d imm. p£§m&v Sofo.
sai Sf-f5®o i5.,O#0 ID fol^o @ ^ 1  Sf©Ou?ji>&!©5;i © d'G oC'2;; ^
Ip. ?ol§f£)9 *^0^4 l?pS^o°^o f?is moUoTo ©pestem M  a te^ .s-'P2©tsii 
®u!tip2U&t ©t 1*2 'T sad ©.) sad a @a©-protmi $s?ig5L@t at 4 d  T-A 4-
the olefiaie gs^too
''I/? fi
2 ©f ^  ( 4 2 oe ®<>3-&o}o disQi^fississ
xpisssbissmas (tSgo9 ©0.1412*5 p (3!2n$Sgaj, CMl
©tsaspl (ICMM*) gk& ssasssimtstl ay4s©©lil©si© @©ii (0©lui% -a - 
£ m  2,-3 3i:5 s site s@®Md aisi i'ks s©Mi p m & m t ££lt©s?©& <§££« Cesspits sis©/ 
©£ 44© mDtk®T 1 isisgg's &££@s?i<ai a £?SFth®3? t&© ©i?@jpo f©tel ^ ia-M ©4 
(IS) afi^ g5 roe^ratsXXiaatloa f$?©s sthsssi m  43°3@'> (9$&)e &opo 3lfS- 
100^ with £e-@-siap©sifc&©& 1>cg
Ci) A M m s M L . m  > '?JJS)^ ^ ^ - m m m %.y m m S ^ - M J § M :^ -ih2
The {18} ima is tfc@& ©sols© is is©
ais& bs@i£i@d with 44 ssainst h^drosid© and ©sis&oigd with ©thsi?® cBze 
©th«2e@&X s@lw2mn \sm washed wiMi te£Mi0 isied ( %  SD^) «®& 
yielding §®44£©Bgl » & -4ipgii^MMaQ2t4gl kefoaa a® as @?4l *.&£eh sn© 
Mssd felikmi pari£issati@&0 flao ^ and ©yelepsntesap©
we3?e mixed in s. X15> bioIst x*ati© and r"G:fXix*Ded fox JO mins „ then t.cie 
e^lof@iatassc'^ @ » s  distilled ornt *mt®2? i©at©r~psp jg®®85«ss@c Sl4§.
3?eaidnal oil was' then distilled at. 0o®$ sa0 ii&to two fcssiisasj tas 
i@w®^ boiling sompwxu ©sisg Meniiiisd. as £=ac©%ltM@gsss© %  
©iSsmsxiiBQS of its &tt2ta»£0& ypsstasp with that of ess aathsntie 
s&sro2U§o fhs Mgh sailting’ satelsl- solidified v^^ae^ystaHiesid 
i%m te»si/petrols^ ©th©2? s&setmss to aopo fig
66.8#, B, 5*9$).o i f g g  ?.?53s2«=1 sstfi l';S70©fiS1sj®aP'' i” lf4feS3
i#£*W» v a < s ^
a®& 1664@S2b o fM© Em© a®t foassa identified®
*X) JSEaBBayfeBBjeLiMj^
SMSMen^lW ^  - ii^t^flg!Eda©stl#l h@te® (I4o%o0 ®od8®o)0 litests©
■ £s@a th© &i d©s©sils©& &h®¥©* sad ogrelop n^tsnc®^  (SOolips
CL 24 So) acura stirred m d Ba@at®d at f© =• 140^ fs® 41 ssi^ s.? 2te
fhs sez&MMi t^ sstxssQ was ttoa s^ utr&'llsad uith asstis c,eia!>
ditetad with <5tk&£fi washsd $?£th ’Im&m aiai £rie& ( %  S©„)r
©j? ' i s  sthss? ?mi mM&do e^e leg sa taseas  ploM s;! a& ©ill t M s i  ©©IXdyicG
il©e^/s&^Meati®B basasos/pats^H aff^rdc! l|g» ©£ E-stcy^y
Scpo 4a«4|'L'0 «ao & m m  Sgr toio®? ,ts> ©assist @f i m  ©©sps©esy
Pttrtho? •reG.i^BtaliiQatim IMs issl^ sat slsst*^ ® failed i©
ifes satelsl a M  it msm mzli is this ©tat© im spihes^tMt r€a©ti©sis« '  ^-
,,,■ •. fi- a
6^ ?©2??distillati©n m:Mg & tf©Ms satal ©ath a£$sg$o& fsstetall^ kofc* 14®**%%%/ 
0.r04eaa0' :iisa ©©ssieied cs&y sf tfts less pj&ss? eogspsssadp MmiiS£ie~d so 
th® de-eir©d dik©$©r*o (M)d a*®® |tof^|o^@(l?asE0^ ©/fstf©Jl sist*: '' - 
(item, ©0 &4.->?i$0 Slg 6o0fJpo ©^Ip@g s ^QqdhsQS ©D ,6|oi|f§o 1P 6 - > ® o  
• f c  £ai^&=s®§ ©pj-stiss3 ($E©1^) stored at 1734s®* ** f£» 328 }
£2Ml 3L®62@I5o *" (€*» 312) .0
Es©2^staiiisati<m ©£ t&s s^a©ti@&i spates 81ms  ©ttaa©l fteilsbnd tt.s 
r:©2?c p@las? @©ffip©isM in a pmso statse Sop© l@fof«41©@* (Ftxi. 00 ©3»§4J:-r 
Ci^Eg^©.:.Bi:., SE^i^ss C?9 « . 5 *  B» 5.58^» ffes iafe-ssd 
BpGQt^m (€§lrJ slmmd siferngptim at l.?f®a^  ^|c» 3X*t 1&71<§es->
Ct- 638))» gSa^ o^ o spoetoi® had paslss f©s? tfe© ./ :©s;t::..©:..
at SrJS^C^So ©^) S0S4T(4So imsltiplete a^ss Q^} e M
& pmk at 6,j8$ Y(4He teiplot® Eat%isa@o adj©§sist t@ t&s tfcl©gtes 
©srta^/l)® On tl&o bsoi© ©f M s  spsetssl $&t& the l^pA^d&ct sjas asGi.gs:ua 
tfeo stSWte© fS@) ©S? itS lgi2€f.S2? C^)o
3L3&£3e) *ias Gi2©psrisQ 20 sisig* t© a s©iatiem
©
p^ jeoXilija© ©s»lsi© ©f ©|f©l@p©atajsssa® (22) ( 1 1 ^  0 @c84©s>) ia.
Cllgaio) aad the s?sa©ti@n ctoturo etteei at s'essi t©sipayatos i m  13 
te@o Wate C^Mc.) m ®  thm Md@i sal ^2© m p & i m  SQSh^i. t e  30 tsinson 
th© Mis ©f the wlatii©© 2?®ifiswg& iml©3? »@dae®d preas^ TO' ®ad th© rssitol 
®il dis^ol^od in ©^®ar* f^ee ® ^ i i @  e©feti©n wa® wash©! with Si 
©h!©s?io a«3id9 water and dried ©var %  SO^o Eas^M, ©f th© e^lwnt a m
distillation fam&'sbM (23) es a colourless oiI§ (&JoSgc? 47$) s? b«pe
138’ 715 Jx-aSc/" o V eca4 1743cso"1 (k^iane ©n& £Si$3?)0
0-0
2~( 2 _ (£4.3
•88s &»to«ast@s’ (23) (2% 0) m s  added to a ablation of potassium hyfejsd&e 
(1608^0) in mottoioX (ls400 sal0) and the miscfcore m s  allowed to stand for 
2o?5 ^3?So Bi© methanol m s  distilled off under reduced p&e&suae, water 
added to the residue and tbs aqueous solution esrfcracted. tadth. ether (thee© 
eziraets discarded) o. 3Sse alkaline solution m s  then acidified 
(61 'HCl)9 extracted with ether and tbs extracts washed with brine an! dried 
(MgBD^Jo . Semoml of solvent yielded (24) as an oil# {22003^09 83u}P tflvich 
solidified after distillation, h0p0 X5Q“*X52°/0o5 ssa0 *. a«p« 2S-2i%
.-'■■Si
BeorsrstalXisation f&oia beasaas-petzol mixtures gave -material? scp6 34*484^ Ju 
wMeb showed absorption in tbs infra-sed speotom at 3500^2'/G0e:ao "' \acidic 
hyd^e^yl}9 1740amo^' (kstose) smd 17 20 cm t,(earbQizyl)c- Bis se;3ica:r:rscne 
derivative made is. tie usual msner bad s0pa 213*^215° (ethanol)’"^’*
Attempted hydrolysis of the keio«oster (23) by standing at roc55 icxpsmfcure 
for 18 t o o  with s 21 zaettoo&to solution of potassium hyto%Ld© yielded 
a white sesi-»solid which exhibited an intense peak at IfijGcSo1-" (double 
bond)f together with broad bands at 55Q0=>27Q0emo~A .(acidic .hyfircsyl ) and 
lyAO^’lYQOamo™1 in the infra-red speetniSo ■. 3Ekis 'suggested that a retro- 
Michael reaction had taken.place yielding acrylic acid polymer.- .
2~(.2*~Carfeg^et^
Hefluxin# the keto-soM (24) and acetic anhydride as deseirhed by Marnieh x-? 
yielded an oil idiich showed absorption at 1825cm o”4, and lyeOamo"1 in the 
infra-red spectmm0 Absorption at the higher frequency was' attributed 
to mixed anhydride formation ( 2 5 and distil-lsti-on .of the oil afforded
only a low yield of the eao3.«laetoae0 The improved procedure of 
17Woodward, 1 was need in subsequent preparations 0
Tbs keto«aci& (24} (%<>) sad acetic ^hydride ($0 mX&) were refined 
for $0 mins* then fused sodium acetate (20 mgm0) was added and-the 
mixture asefluxed for-a further 5 brs0 She acetic anhydride was 
removed under water pump pressure and the residual oil dissolved 
in ether« washed with saturated sodium carbonate solution and brine an
dried {$8$S0.)o Eemoval'of the solvent and distillation afforded the4
desired enol-Iactone (l?a) (4fll®Pt 7^)« b0po 114-117°/^ zsmo (Xit*0^  
Kp<> 118*119°/l5 isaa)o \f I’oloCo showed the presence
of a more poler impurity believed- to be the isomeric enol-lactone (l?b 
but the absence of. a band for the olefinic proton in the n*sur0 speotr 
indicated that it was a minor coreponent of the misture0
The material rapidly hydrolysed to the keto-acid (24) on standing in a 
moist atmosphere e
in ethereal solution of phenyl magnesium bromide [f rom magnesium (0o41g
and bromcbentsene (2o74S'*) in • anhydrous- ether (25 mlo}| was added dropw
over 1 hra to a stirred solution of the eno!«!actone (17) (l°73g=) in
anhydrous ether ^(23 ml0) and the reaction mizture rafluxed for 4 hrsc
If ter. cooling and decomposition of the solid-‘pomplex with. mineral acid
(6IT. HC1) 9 ether was added and the organic layer was washed with satura
sodium carbonate solution a m  brine and dried (I*SgSO^  )«, Concentration
and distillation furnished phenol and at higher temperatures an oil sh-
by toloCo to consist of two conrponentSo Hedistillation of the oil
afforded two fractions? boPo 147w’148°/0«Z5 mm® and b«p6 158*165Q/Ool3 5
The lower boiling fraction,, rich in the less polar comoound, - had abson
*1 -.1 **'":■
in the infra-red spectrum at 3500om0 ~ , l?50cm, ~ and a shoulder at ait
cmo^o This was considered to consist mainly of the M.eyolo-(2,2,l) -
64 *>
-octane .IcetoX (26) « higher boiling fraction 9 consisting of the
more polar cosapaand* had absorption, at 17400220"*“' ■end 1690021:0"*“ in
the infrared spsc?te‘m<, T M b fraction solidified on standing*
affording the diketone (10) (0«79go9 20$)$ m«p© 40**42° (henssBs/
,  ^ o
petrol aixtaes) <'9^ 0 -53ae bie-2f4s^diait^opheayll^teiscmeB made
.in ths usual manner9 had a0p0 221-224 (xylene) v> 0
Preparation of the zaiartare of acids f2?l a&d (.113) from the cnql~ 
lactone (.17)
in ethereal solution’ of phenyl imgnesiam br^ sside {[from magnesium 
(0o91ft )- and broa-obeasane (5*97$o5 in anlydropjs ether (42 islo}] was 
added, drepwise over 30 miss,, to a stirred solution of the scol-laotcaie 
(17} (4&«) in anhydrous ether ($0 sX0) and the reaction ndzbtxre re- 
fluxed for 3o5 tai* .‘die cooled reaction laixiur© nms acidified with 
6SST hydrochloric • acid5 diluted with water and extracted with ether*
She etharedX extracts were washed with 41 sodium hydroxide and brine 
and dried (Hg30.)o Conti©atr&tion yielded 5ga of m  oil which was 
reflnxed with. CsO^i CJtOiKL b).rfc> f(QC?. hydrochloric acid (10 ift0j end acetic 
acid (40 ml©) for 20 hrs0 She bulk of tbs acetic acid was removed 
under reduced pressure and the residue flooded with water and. ether 
extracted0 -'Sat ethereal solution was extracted with' dilute sodiuie 
hydroxide and the basic solution no i d i i i a cl with 61? hydx^cbloric acid 
and extracted with ether© Shying (MgSO,.) and concentration furnished
3.37go of-a viscous oilj, b©p© 155C/0<>03 which shewed absorption
f 1 *" • —1
at 3500-270Cteol'''f (acidic hydrosyl) and X7K>Gm0' (carboxyl) in the
infra-red speeiraW;. .‘Biis spectrum was identical with that of the
aoldic product 02? the react! on. of concentrated hydrochloric
aedd/iscetie acid with the- diketon© (10)^ ©
Cfoioeo maXysis sstorified samples (fiiasomethane) of tba crude
reaction product from the enol-laotone end frois the dikotcn® ^  showed
*
that both consisted of m  identical mtxture of i&o compounds (45$§
H.r. *■ 12 *0 ktaSo-astd 55$f» ^  ** 120B ®!zm0 o& 1$F«6Q at 140°)o Tbsse 
were subsequently identified as tbs methyl est<8bsof 4^ phezH7l<3ycXo~ 
h©pt*5's’Q»s oaarfaoasyiio aoid (2?) and 4~ph®^i<*yGlohep$~4~e&© ©erhosylic
add (118) respectively-,,.
IgreaiBsnt of tho.cgade fliketcna (16) with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid and <yotio JMifl*
fTks dlketone (16)* • contaminated with the trikeione (20) or (21)s. (6g0)
was refluxed for 20 late* - with concentrated hydrochloric add (10 slc>)
and acetic acid (>0 mXt>}» Bmavai of the solvent gave a badly cha^sd
residue which was largely dissolved in ether and hensene0 She combined
osgmio solution was washed with water9 extracted with 4$ sodium byrb^xid
washed with brine and dried (MgS0^)o Concentration afforded 0o52g,.
of a gaaaay solid consisting siaihlj of the trike tone (20) or (21) (t
and io^ojo She infra-red spectrum however* also showed wesds- absorption 
" v  • «.!
at X78Qeia0 due to & lactone0
The basic layer was aoidified with dilate mineral acid, extracted with
ether and the organic solution "washed with bx±n@ and dried (MgBQ^)0
Beawval of. the solvent afforded 3*5@* of a visfcoue oil which shov?ad
absorption at 3500«*2800cmo‘“ and XTX0«raoCT“ in the ±nfra»red spaotzra&o
21
However* a© typical thiopbsne absorption bands were present0 
Attempts to purify this material by distillation and orystaXlis&ticm 
were unsuccessful^
Treatment of a methamoiio solution of the acidic material with excess 
ethereal ddasomethan© furnished a dark oil which distilled, b0po 180°/ 
0oQ5 KBio, to yield a yellow liquid0 This mierl&l had a complex
,W T _
toloCo pattern and shewed absorption at 1730eaio in the infra**
Q*[
red spectrum but no tM.gpb.eue absorption bands o Ho attempt 
to purify or identify the products m s  madee
feeatmsnt of the crude diketone (16) with toluene GuXphonie 
.^ oM..M.. bgusenoo' - ” ' ■ . . . ,
fee impure dike tone (16) (£&•)* p-toluen© salphonio field (2go.) and 
w t  bensea© (53 alo) tsere mixed and refluxed for 5 hrs# On cooling 
the reaction mixture* a black sludge settled* which bad a -strong 
odour of hydrogen sulphide 0 fee solvent m s  decanted and tbs' residue 
extracted with chloroform* Combination of the organic.solutions9 
washing and drying* afforded a dark oil on coneeatrat ion Q Eiis
material had a complex t/ioC* pattern and was abandoned without furtlis 
imrestigat.L on 0
Repetition Of the reaction using a catalytic quantity of the aoid 
furnished cleaner materiel* but a large amount of unreaoted material 
remained and 3 number of products were formed (t.IoCc and i0ro)o
feis ©osraemnd was s^ /nthesiead from cyclopentanone :and diethyl amino**
&A 9
(40) as described by 0111 et«al« „ &a a. colourless
oil* bop0 132°/Il wa<>9 Y  S°q4 174Qm0~" end WOobio”1®
fee bis^semlearbaso&e derivative was roosyBtallised from aqueous 
dioxan* m0p<i 228«*229°
feeatmeat of (29) with hydrochloric acid/acetic acid.
A mixture of the dikatone (29) (%<,), concentrated hydrochlorio 
acid (10 ml.) and acetic acid (30 ml o ) m e  rafluxed for 6 t o o  and
6?‘,
then concentrated under reduced pressure. H$he residue wae flooded 
with iB'Sex';, extracted with ether (2X) and the combined organic 
layers extracted with 4H sodium 33ydr02d.de, trashed with brine end 
dried ('%$0^)o Distillation furnished 2.3&'« of an oil, b0pQ XX3~ 
115°/12 rnsio The infra-red spesiram (001^) showed absorption at
•j *| *T ^
35COoxao"’ * {laydroayl}, ITSOaao**** (carbonyl) and !680mao~~ 9 ft a
uasatuzated ketone)0 Distillation afforded the major component of 
the mixture9 'the c*f ^^-unsaturated ketone. 5*6»7»8»ietzal3ydrolndanone 
5 (30) 0 confirmed ay its ultra-violet absorption^ X shxd 240 m ^ ( £ 3
X0<-,800)y lit02)u,,.„. 233® K  (£*12*700) and deep red 2*4~&Uiitro~
m&x0 0  gc .
phenylhydrasone derivative* &0p« 1S7o5~199 (diosam^eikanol) J0 
(Found G, 51o23fo, B* 5®31& C^E, ^ 0 4 requires Cs 56* 9
Hgr 5olC#f 1, 17o7 ¥ ) 0
Acidification (6l' HGl) and ether extraction of the basic solution 
afforded a negligible quantity of acidic material, which was not 
investigated u
Treatment of (29) with concentrated suliahiaric acid 0
a ©  dike tone (29) stirred and cooled in an ice hath was
treated with concentrated sulphuric acid (4s*) W. dropwiee addition 
and then ’allowed to stand at room temperature overnight« 33h® reaction'
mixture was poured onto ioeg extracted with ether (5X) and the combined 
extracts washed with water and dried (KgS0^)o . Heaoval of the solvent 
afforded an oil which showed practically similar absorption in' the 
infra-red spectrum to the product obtained by treatment of' the diketone 
with hydrochloric and acetic acids. 5»^»7*8*“tetra3a3rdroindanons*5 ■
(30) was confirmed by its^s^diaitrcphangrlhydrazone, m«p0 197*199°, 
miatad aioPo 197^99° ©
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Shis compound was prepared as described by Dauben ’ in BOfo yield 
bePc 1 3 M 4 0 GA  ffiffio V  q^q4 175G©m0~^(cyclopentanons), ITJOcao"*''*1' 
(ester) and X720caio~^ (chain ketone)0
treatment of the dikets-esteg (32) with concentrated hydrochloric 
itgi&=»aeetio aaido
She dik©to«ester (32) .(l5go) was gsfluacsd for <5 hrs# with •concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (-;;0 ml0) and acetic acid (90 ml0) and worked up in 
the usual manner0. A Recovery of l„6ga of acidic material was obtained 
but this was not investigated because of the complexity of the product0 
She neutral fraction furnished B„6g0 of an oil which exhibited three 
spots on tdoCo Distillation yielded 4«5go Of'a colourless oil 
consisting of two compounds which were separated by chromatography on 
silica (l20g„)o Elution with 3f° ethyl acetate in petrol afforded 
initially an oil with carbonyl absorption at 1725cm0  ^in the infra** 
red spectrum and then and! » p - uneaturated ketone with carbonyl 
afesorption at 1680amo* o She more polar compound .was identified as 
5 & &e 7»S-tetrahydroihdan^buonQ (30) by formation of the 2*4-,d±nitro« 
phsnylhydgaaone derivative» m0po .197-199®5 *_m3^&.m'0p0 197-199°©
The less polar compound was considered to be' 49 5«o>7«tetrahy(iro:lncl.an-3- 
one (59)0 bPp, 52o/°o°04 The n0m0re spectrum showed no olefinie
proton but a broad singlet (2H) at To2? Tattributed to the protons 
on C^ o The material rapidly decomposed* the infra-red spectrum (CCj_)
of a sample kept at room temperature for a few days showing absorption
-i ~ " •
at 1725gs1o and l685cm0 • The latter value was' attributed to
formation of (50) by migration of the double bond into ooajugatiotto
Acceptable analysis figures for this material could not be' obtained.,
69 «
2»S&tM.cyolopentaaon0
2«Cspb©tho^-cyolopsntaiione was convdrted to the sodium salt aid
%2
alkylated with methyl iodide as described b> Corsittbert, » Tlie
resultant 2~o&rbeihoay^2**maihyicycl ©pentagon© was hydrolysed and
xz
deearbosgrlatcd to yield 2-maihylcyclopent anoms * the purity -of 
which was verified by 'g0l0c0 analysis„
A stirred solution of &ietbylsminobu“s&n~5*“G3ae (40) Di> (8o53g-»< 0„06 m.) 
isi 2-metliyloyolopej2taaone {l?a3g», 0„3.77 o») was refluzed i‘or 1»25 tes0 
at 140° then cooled, neutralised with acetic-acid and diluted with 
ether* fhe ethereal solution was washed with brine and dried (MgSCk } s 
then concentrated and the excess 2‘<metbylcyclop@ntanone removed by 
distillation on a water bath at waier^puiap pressure* The residue showed 
a ma^or spot on tal0Q0 with a “brace of a slightly lees polar material0 
Bistillations b*p0 122«126°/l0 zma09 afforded 4<>0Xgo? (40$) of a colour- 
less' oil8 a sample {’500 SJg&o) of which was chromatographed on fine 
silica (lOgo)* Elution with 30$ other in petrol furnished pure diketone 
(4l),(t0l0co and g 0loO» analysis on 10$ API at 125°? H^-13 mists*}* 
bop* 124-12T°/affio (Found- G? 70«74$* HP 9o5S$« C“joEi6°2 quires °* 
71.39& H„ 9„59^)o \ ^ 4  JTSSoair1 and 1723cin0^ o  The n0mor0'
spectrum showed a. doublet at 8<>94 T  (Jeeps'.)' for the methyl group 
on the cyclopentanons ring* G-dcC* analysis of the product prior “bo 
chromatography showed the presence -of a trace of tbs' 2W 2-substituted
isomeric diketone (42) (10$AP1 at 12p°p B.--13o2 mins*)0
*
An earlier reaction which was heated at 120° for 90 misas0 yielded only 
8$ of am oil shown by g*!*®* analysis to consist of 70$ of the diketone
(41) together with 30$ of the 2,2-substituted isomer (42) and an
unidentified compound*
Preparation of this compound was undertaken using' a procedure
go
described by Hess and levins o 1 solution of 5-iae thylcy el ©? 
pentaaone \3o92go* 0o04 a0) in anhydrous ether (15 xalo) was cooled 
to 0° and treated with a eolation of potassium hydroxide (0017g<> e 
0o003mo).in anhydrous ethanol (lo5 mlo)* Methyl vinyl ketone 
(lo4go» 0a02 m<j) dissolved in anhydrous ether (10 mi0)<s was added 
dropwiae over a period of JO mins0 to the stirred reaction mixture, 
then the ice bath, was removed end the heterogeneous system stirred 
for 1 LiTo if ter dilution with water and acidification (6ST HG10)P
the mixture was extracted with ether end the extracts washed with 
brine and dried (MgSC^)0 Concentration and removal,. of the excess 
2-methylcyclopentanone yielded 2P3g0 of an oil which showed hydroxyl 
and complex carbonyl absorption in the infra-red speotriim0 UShe oil 
was dissolved in petrol and chromatographed on silica (60gp )s elution 
with 20fo ether in petrol furnishing the desired dike tone (42),b0p0
Hs 9.59^). yf C~q4 and 1720cko~^q Iks n„m0r0 spectrum
showed the protons of the methyl group on the cyolopentonone ring as 
a singlet at 9oOJ 'YQ G0lsc0 retention time, 1Jo2 minsu (lOp &PL at 
125°)o;.
.further elution afforded material which showed hydroxyl absorption 
in th® infra-red spectrum, but this was shown by g.loC0 analysis 
to be a mixture of three compoundse
GoloOo analysis of the crude reaction product ishowad that two impuriti* 
with retention times of 15«>9 mins* and 2806 mins0 (10$ APL at 125°), 
were present in considerable quantities0. Neither corresponded to the 
isomeric 2#5-substituted cyclopentanoge (41) or the JL , •unsaturated 
ketone (43)V
Treatment of the diketone (42) with concentrated hydrochloric?Minmn w«wciw»4Kiwi*»amni<ii m—m*—*«■>« m<.«a»ijniip*—i«imw'iw»—hi»»h—a»n» ijafc.toJSG<w^wum<wav^».*w»—A«»^ictf44.w
acid-acetic acid.*
The diketone (42) (540 mgcu), siightly contaminated with the 
hydrosylated impurity, was refluxed for 5 hrs* with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (l ml*) and acetic acid (4 elLc)* then poured 
into water and extracted with ether* The extracts were- washed 
with saturated sodium carbonate, brine and dried (BgSO^),, yielding 
444 mgm0 of an oil on concentration0 Instillation of the oil? 
which showed one major spot on 101 aoe although the carbonyl region 
pi* the infra-red spectrum was rather complex, afforded Q^methjl^
5 9 6,7 98«tetrah;ydroindan-5-’One (43 )s b0p. 130-135°/l0 ffl&o The
jL ’{
infra-red spectrum (0C1, ) had absorption at 1676031 c and. 16700m0
4
and the nomQr0 spectrum showed the methyl protons as a singlet at 
8084 ~r and the olafinic proton as a very finely split triplet at 
4.4’V o  0.1oC0 retention time,19*6 nins* (10^ APL at 125°)*.
The deep red 2.4-ciinitrophsnylhydrasone derivative was made in the 
usual manner and recrystallised from- ethanol-etliyl acetate mixtures, 
n„p0 158-1600 (lit* ^  m*p* 153°)o
Dimethylamino«4^4°"dimethylpentan-3"Pne hydrochloride (46)0■nmrniMn— *»iKiwiriiii»* m~ni>inrmmr rmi Him t ~i— '"ir-r r----------- — — 1 '**'i * " --i—r —T-mr*'
Pinacolone (7&c5 0*08 ?n0)«, dimethylamine hydrochloride (6ga 9 0o0J4 &*} 
paraformaldehyde (2*3g*s 0o0j6 mc ethanol (10 mlQ) and concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (0*5 ml0) were mixed end refluxed for 4*5 Ires,, and 
then cooled, yielding a white solid* Filtration ond recrystallisation 
from ethanol afforded 4*81g« (35* m  of the desired hydrochloride 
(46), m0po 127«»1320 (decomposition)o
g~(5 ’^ o-4i4'-dimethylpentyl)-^pjenj;mrog_(4_5)_
Bim®thylamlno«='4 9 4->di«ethylpentan-3-ona was obtained form the 
corresponding hydrochloride (46) in the usual manner* The p •amino*
7 2 ,
ketone (l>>4g‘- 0.085 au) and eyclopentandne (2106g„, 0*255 m-) 
were stirred and refluxed .for 2 hrs* at 140°o The usual work 
up yielded an oil which was distilled to give the desired dike tone
(45) (l3->4&*» 8 0 $ ) h„p„ 84“86°/0,02 mm,« The infra-red spectrum
I ~-I ' «»}
(CC1 ) showed absorption at 1740orao'* (cyclopentanone) end l699cm.~"‘
(chain ketone) and the zum,r,-> spectrum showed the methyl protons
at 8 „ 9 Y  (sing;
J“-■? cpBo, 2H)s.
, y nglett 9'H) and the protons on 5 at 7=4 *V (triplet*
This diketone was characterised as its mono-2, 4~dinitrophenyl- 
hydrasone derivative (137)» ^ i7GQo&Y') 4 recrystallised 
from methanolv sup* 126*5-3.29° * (Found Go 5 7 H, 6., 17^ .. i\% 
14,7^0 Ci8HO4H405 requires 0, -'57*44$* Hs 6,45$* V  3.4*88$),’
Treatment of the dike tone. .(45) with hydrochloric acid/acetic r.cid,
The diketone (45) (5&°)■ concentrated hydrochloric acid (10 m3U) 
and acetic acid ('30 ml„) were refluxed fox1 24 hrs* and. worked up 
in the manner described previously* The neutral fraction furnished 
4*74g* of unreaoted dike tons and the acidic material (200 mgm.,) 
recovered from the reaction mixture consisted almost entirely cf 
acetic aeido
Treatment of the diketone (45) with p~toluene sulphoriie. acid/ 
toluene
p-Toluene sulphonie- acid (3g>) anhydrous toluene (100 ml>) were 
refluxed with a, water separator for 1 hr r v then the reflux was 
allowed to subside, the water separator drained and refilled with 
toluene and the diketone (45) (4«5g«) toluene (20 ml,*) added 
rapidly to the reaction mixture- Reflux was restarted and continued 
for 3 hr So The usual work up yielded only imreacted starting material
hydrochloride (l58)t.I»nniinii»*.mi»» — IH.»| I— ■■ nwimiaAnwffpii aai&O
Cyclopentanone (84g<*$ 1 a«), dimethylsmne hydrcchlox'ide (9Qgf« *
I X1 mo}? paraformaldehyde (55g-9 1*16 eguiv*), ethanol (250 ml/») . 
and concentrated hydrochloric acid (2 ml*) were mixed and heated 
to rsjfltaCo The source of heat was removed until the resultant 
exothermic reaction subsided and the reaction mixture was then 
refluxed for 1*5 hrs,. when a solid precipitated* The solid vms 
filtered and the mother liquors concentrated %6 yield a further 
crop of the by&roohlorid© (128), 156„%r, (77"2$)* ffloP» 144~X48°p
big«0yelopent&n~2” qnylm® than© (48)
2*»Dim©tb2rl83ainoa«»thylcyGlopentanone was liberated from the correspond 
hydrochloride (131) iu the usual manner* The j& ^ sii&no&eioiae (X2.,8g? 
0*09 is*) and eyclopeatanona (22g*, 0*26 m.) were -stirred'and refluxed 
.at X4QC for 1*5 fers*, ©volution of dime-thylaauine commencing at 80°,, 
The cooled .reaction mixture was'neutralised with acetic acid, diluted 
with ether, washed with brine and dried (iflgSO^,)t. , -Removal of the 
ether excess cyclopentanone under reduced pressure yielded an 
oil which consisted of two components (t«l«o«)» .Distillation afford 
the diketone (48) b,p*. 92*>$8°/0«X5 mm*? (11*64) which solidified
rapidly? m«p,; 71«5~72.*5° (petrol), (Found C* 73*53$* H, 8.-.64$L Cjj, 
E^Og requires 0, 73*3($* H» 8«93$)* The infra-red spectrum' (GCX^) 
showed absorption at 1742om*"^Y This compound has been.- reported by 
Nunn and Rapeon b^p, X29,b150O/0<’X and subsequently by Colonge 
at.&l, in two forms. Form Afm*p? 58°.and .form 70, 5° (petr
Treatment of the diketone (48) with. cQncentr^ed 
aoetic acid*
A mixture of the diketon© (48) (38*) 9 concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(6 ml*) and aoetic acid (18 ml*) was refluxed for 24 hrs0 and worked
iip isi iha normal manner* yielding a small quantity of .gmdie 
material contaminated by acetic acid® Distillation at waie^putap 
pressure furnished initially a colourless oil whose infra-red speetruia 
showed carbonyl absorption at X780cm*~'\ followed by a dark oil which 
could not be purified*, She neutral fraction yielded 2*55g* of 
oil which showed three spots on t»l*e* Distillation failed to 
achieve a separation;, the material boiling at 149~!57°/n mm* (l«5fi?0 
being collected and cbroaategraphed on silica (60go)5 Elution with.
5$ ethyl aoststa in petrol furnished initially 16 mg®« of an oil 
'with a strong camphoraeeous smell* identified as the Meyclo-ketona 
(32) 'by comparison of its infra-red spectrum with that of a sample 
prepared from the diketons by the action of p~ioluene' ©ulphonic acid., 
Further elution with this solvent mixture afforded 775 mga* of • an 
oil which shewed a carbonyl frequency of 1780cm®  ^in the infra-red- 
spectrum* then mixtures of this compound and uiireacted star‘ting 
material and finally 350 ffigm* of pure starting material, . The main 
oomponmt imb identified as 5«hydro2ybicyclo«(5,3 *0)~&eeane carborylic.
acid lactone -(51)# l%p<> 137°/l2 m, (Found G,> J2«88fc« H* B.,1! O
S l H36°2 °* 73-3Q& H> 8-,95$V yfgtf 1775©®* She n,£hr
spectrum showed only a broad unresolved multiplet at 7?!M3a$ T*«
Attempts to prepare this compound by refluxing the diketone (48} (4*5&- 
with p-toluene sulphonic aoid (2g«) in anhydrous benzene (100 ml®) for 
5 hr®® in the usual manner failed to effect any change® ' Accordingly 
more vigorous conditions were employed® p-Toluene sulphonic acid 
(5&°) and anhydrous toluene (100 ml-) were refluxed with a water
separator for 2 hrs*? then when reflux subsided the water separator 
was refilled with toluene and the dike tons (48) (5&*) was added,
The reaction mixture was then refluxed for 2 hrs® , allowed to cool and 
neutralised with anhydrous potassium carbonate0 After standing c<mxv~
night the solid was filtered off and washed with hot bensene, the- 
toluene solution and the washings combined and concentrated yielding 
4,,08g\; of oil,,' which showed two spots on together with a trace
of starting m  ierisl® Chromatographic filtration afforded the more 
polar*) major component as a pur© oompotmd identified as the desired 
keton® (32)o hep,, 12o~X27J/l8 rm,, (Found €? 80«89^« Hs 8,47$" 0,, ,E.^0 
required C.? 81*44$* Er 8c?0$)a \fj^4 X?36oiiu~^ a The ny*a»r0 spectrum 
showed a broad unresolved region from 8C2 - 7o5 T  . together with a
barely discernible peak at 4*4 Y attributed to the olefinic proton of a 
double bond isomer present as a minor impurity* This material was 
extremely unstable >. rapidly decomposing to a brown oil.,
Attempted hydrolysis of the lactone (51)
The, Lactone ($l) (80 Eigsn)* dissolved in anhydrous methanol . (l mJr.) 
was added' to a mathanolic .solution of sodium metfeoslde from sodium 
(lOO mgrn,,} and eJihyrlrouB methanol (4 ml,-.) and the mixture refluxed 
for 24 The cooled solution was acidified with 6E hydrochloric
acid and worked up in the normal manner yielding only unchanged 
starting material® •
2-BthQ3yoajbopyl^ 2°( 2 ° -fomnrlethyl) ^pyalopentapone (57),
Redistilled acrolein ($0 ml0) was added dropiri.se to a stirred solution 
of 2»earbethoxycyclopentanon© (XGOgo) and tridtfaylaalne (7*5 ml0) in 
anhydrous benzene ($00 ml.,) at 0 * The reaction mixture was then
stirred at room temperature for 24 hrs* * neutralised with acetic ; 
acid? washed with brine and dried (l%SO^)* Removal of the volatile?? 
and distillation of the residue furnished the ai&ebyde-ester (37)? 
(lOG.-2gr? 73*?$)* h«P* XX5~I38°/0«2*>0.»5 ma-M contaminated by small 
quantities of the isomeric ring-closed alcohol (^ S) 0 Repeated 
distillation failed to effect a separation between the al&ehyde«esier 
and the slightly higher boiling alcohol» Ohromstography and re- 
distillation afforded a pure sample of (57)f b*P« ?3-?8o/0o02 mm-,
(B’ound G? '61 *93p9 Bb 7,46$, requires 0, 62*25$s H« loSOf),
The infra-red spectrum (OCX.) showed characteristic absorption at
"" ^  r » j
2720SBL, i (aldehyde). and a carbonyl region with peaks at 175433* • * 
(ketone) and'I?35es^ ^  (aldehyde' and. ester) <, The n*a«?0 spectrum 
(CGX^) 'shotted a singlet at 0,28 attributed to the al&ehydic
•proton*
,|r®mdde
The aldebyde~ester (57) (XOgo) was dissolved in a solution of potassium 
hydroxide (6g<?) in methanol (250 ml«) and allowed to stand at room 
temperature for 4 far a* • The methanol was evaporated and the residual 
oil dissolved in water and washed with ether* After acidification 
(6H HGX}* the aqueous solution mas extracted with ether,. Concentration 
yielded a white solid which was recrystaliisad from ethanol to give 
4o5g, (5<$) of the? diacid (59) a si-,po .161-164°? identified by comparison' 
with s. sample prepared by another route (ess Part 11 ? j *
Treatment of the aldehydes ter (57) with hydrccfaXorio acid and 
adetjo'soidn''
Treatment of the aldehyde-ester (57) with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid and acetic acid Vb reflux for 24 hrs© under the usual conditions
yielded' an intractable*, charred producto Reduction of the reflux 
time to 4 hr 3* resulted in little improvemsata The following milder 
conditions were therefore applied*
A mixture of the aldehyde«ester (57.) (lg°)» concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (l mlo) and acetic acid (10 ml0) was stirred at room temperature 
for 4 hr So The solvent was largely removed under reduced pressure 9 
the residue flooded with water and extracted consecutively with ether 
and chloroform* Tlie organic solutions were separately extracted with. 
41? sodium hydroxide then washed with brine and dried (l%SO^}0 The 
basic extracts were combinede acidified (63? HCl)5 ether extracted find 
the organic solution washed with brine and dried (%S0^)o
Base soluble material *
Concent rati on of the ethereal solution yielded X20mgsu of liquid^ 
severely contaminated by acetic acid-* Esierifioation with an excess 
of ethereal diasomethane to facilitate removal of the acetic 
acxdg. afforded an insignificant quantity of material 0
Heutral_ Product s»
■mailririnirwurtanan>nm~fTHiii<iii*n ibiT mir~~n r
Concentration of the ethereal solution yielded 450s@ao of an oil 
showing four4 spots on t010c0 (40$ otfcyl acetate in petrol) 0 Chroma,**- 
tographgr on a fine^mesh silicas using 20$ ethyl acetate in petrol as 
eluant{> furnished an initial sample of pure equatorial 3.«ethosy® 
oarbonyl*»4*4^o©tox5rbicyolO'»(3p2ffl)«»o©tasi«»8®qne (64a) then mixtures 
of both ©pimers and finally pure axial ©pimer (64b)0 The structure 
of these epimerio acetates were assigned by comparison of their infra­
red spectra and g#loC0 retention times with authentic samples prepared 
from the corresponding alcohols using acetic anhydride in pyridine as 
described in Part II® Elution with more polar, s olvent mixtures 
afforded l-©thoxycarbonyl-4«*hydroxybic^rclo<-(3>29l)«ootsn-8«one (53)
as a mixture of sp liners 0 Consent rat ion of the chloroform solution 
gave an additional quantity (100 mgm0) of these alcoholbp
' 30
Tills compound was synthesised, as described' by Adamson '' in 67$ ■ 
yields m*p£. 160-168°* and used without p-urificatipn«
2^ ( 3 g «0xo«3?7 ^ to3^ yit^ opyi (&>).*
I :■
‘Cyelopentanone (21g», 0*25 and 5~dimeihylamia*««48-methylpropio- 
phenons (l6g*s 0,084 a*)f ‘ liberated from the corresponding hydrochloride 
(63) in the usual mannerP were stirred and raflivKed at I4O0 for 20 
evolution of dime thy XaB&ne oonmencing at 80°* The cooled reaction
mixture was neutralised with acetic acid, diluted with chloroform^ 
washed with- brina and - dried (MgSO^)* Removal of the chloroform and 
excess cyclopentanone undos? reduced pressure furnished an oil which 
rapidly solidified,, T*X9c0 showed the presence of two compounds from 
which the desired diketone (66) ■ (l4*7go ? ?6$) was obtained, by distillation 
using a Wood?s seta! bath, h»p« l60-170°/0.,3 mm* The resultant solid 
haa g,p, 71„5~?J«5° (pstarol), (Stoond 0, 78=5^. H, 7,S«C 
reguises C, 78,23$» E, 7„8S$}„ T/’^ 4  1740w»» (rise kstop.a} sad
l686esa.„"’* (aromatic batons}.
The mono-ssaiioarba&oae derivative (139) was made in the' 'usual manner, 
a..»p* 16$-168° (acetic addHuater)* (BXrand '<j66*92$s H, 7*02$* H» 14*67$,.
requires 0,. 66*87$* H, 7*3^$? H, 14*62$), x T ^  :i69Dc-m5“'i%.
The impurity present in the'.crude reaction mixture was obtained by 
dissolving the product in hot ether and then cooling in ies0 The soils. 
wMehp^ij&fcateA- 'wasTQcrystallised from ethanols, m*p* 139*5-141*3° , 
(Found Q.; 79^87$, E$ 7*45$-- requires Ck ?9'*75$v Hs 7*50$),'
i y°
The speotnan (CC1') had. absorption at IJ^snio v‘ {€»35$)
=>l
and I68?em0“ (€» 7j>2}0 . She n«m«r» spectrum (CBCXy clearly Indicated 
that the compound lied two aromatic 'ketone side chains and ©a© 
oycXopeniaaone ring* Ho spectral evidence could he obtained to 
differentiate between the 2?‘2«disubstituied cyclopentaaone structure 
(67) and the’2$5~disttbstituied isomer (68) „
ffireatment of the triketone (6?) or (68) /with tompphlorlc.a.oM~ 
acetic aeicL
The triketone {6?) 6r (68) (lg„)f concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(2 and, acetic acid (6 ml„) hots reflused for 24 hrso and 
worked up in the usual manner using chloroform as extracting solvent* 
Recovery of acidic material from the reaction mixture was negligible 
and the neutral fmat&cm yielded 870 is^o of unreacted starting 
materielo
Attempted Intramolecular Aldol condertSpJdonQf the trike tone (&7)j®r (68)
Th® triketon® (67) or (68) was reflnxed for 11 hrsc with a solution 
of potassium hydroxide (0o6go) in ethanol (80 ml«)o On cooling a 
solid precipitated which had a similar infra-red spectrum and on 
t03U©<» to starting' material# Concentration of the mother liquor
yielded further quantities ‘of the ■uareact.sd triketone0
1 '
Treatment of the diketone (66) with concentrated hydrochloric acid-TTJV[H< mrfnwumwii IMIIIWWIIWI1- mr.wii■!!■! urtr-ninMr-mrt~rTi,Tn"rr r-iTmf ~ti~~-^-*vrT   .-.^ r  TT-i-r-tT* ir 'f-i— n i ■Wffrrrriw.riHTirifi - .c' w^rregTi— ,.TTfCTM>
acetie aoid0.
A mixture of the diketone <66) (5g.) * concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(10 ml,,) and .acetic acid (JD ml*) was refluxed for 24 hrsD md then 
the bulk of ih© solvent removed under reduced pressure* the residue
flooded with water and extracted with ether® Tha orgssac -layer.* 
m ®  extracted with 4H sodium hydroxide* washed with brine mid. 
dried. {&gSQ^)o Concentration furnished 500 tag®* of neutral 
material* shown by talaO* to consist of the starting material 
together with a more polar compound* believed to be the lactone
f t '  - %
(72) on ih© basis of its infra-red spectrum*
This product could be separated either by somewhat difficult 
crystallisation from ethanol or more successfully by reduction 
of the dike tern® in the usual manner with sodium borohydr-i&e* 
followed by ©hrssatograpfey on silica* The lactone (72) t thus 
obtained*, was recrystallised from ethanol* ss*p* XG5;40?4',> (Forad 
C« lSa$f>9 Hg 8*04$* ®2^]iS02 ^ ^ ires °* W«23ftf H, 7oBcM), 
l/JlHU Th© stoa^ r* spectrum showed a doublet, at
(j«7'- ©pa®) for the 0^ proton*
The basic extracts ware acidified* extracted with ethar and the 
organic layer washed with brine and dried (iKgjSO^ )« Concentration 
yielded 40lgo of an oil which rapidly solidified* B,p* 117^ >129°„ 
H©erystallisstion from ethanol was extremely difficult and the recovered 
material was coloured and of similar m*p« to the crud®.. solids 
deerystalllsutios from hensestca^ petrol fixtures (24.2)* however* afforded 
a lew recovery {10*45$) of a ooloisrless solid* which recrystallised 
readily ftsca: ethn&clc G«Xc,o« analysis of the corresponding' ©sterifiad 
material (diasomethare) showed that this was a pure acid (3$o F«-60 at 
150°v; » 6«8 mine*}* subsequently identified as '4«(p«tclyl)^ •
eyclohept^3«en© earboxylio acid (73)s> m^po 127*429°* (Found c»
H„ 8*05^ /* re<liair®® 78o2^)S H? JoB&k The infra-red
spectrum - shewed absorption at 3300~28OOGinoC^  (acidic hydroxyl) and 
IJOOom^ (carbonyl) »
fcterificaiion of a sample of the crude reaction 'pmcmvt with ai&m-- 
jasthsaa yielded an oil which showad one spot on t«3.dO» bttfc analysis by 
g,l«c* (1$ p«6o at 130°) shewed this to consist of 45^ of'the;. ^.aoid ( 
(H* » 6*3 mina?) &n& 53$ of an acid .subsequently shown to'be 4~\P'-r 
t-jlyl) ^cyclohepto^ea© c&rbosyii© .acid '(74)* Attempt© to'obtain 
& pure s@.mpl© of tha isomer hr fractional crystallisati^. 'fr®^  
a sps/ber of solventy failed* •
Attempted lactoii(mtlpni of, the ral^tea of •
.till© mixture ©f aoi&s (75) asd (74) (i.5s<.)» 6H hydrochloric sold 
(ly.mlo) mad acetic acid (40 ®3U-) wore refluxed for 14 te)*P then 
easledn, basified (4$ IMS) and -ertracted with ether* The ©rtraots 
ware washed with brine and dried yielding 300 ngBB« of solid 'materials 
?a£«ee and the interred spectxm indicated that the balk of this 
material was the acidic starting material together with some 
dllsetona (66) and traces of the Xaetoae (72)
. • : -w,.:- .-.i ..-1.'. -
A sample of the crude acidic product (700 agin* j ■ fro® hydrochloric 
&Qi&«ae8iie acid troatnant of the dlkotons (66/ waa eeterified with 
®:?rooss athere&l diassomoihGne* HsmoTel of ilia solvent afforded 710 
itfSo ©f an oil which* was distilled.5 h0p» 130&1320/0o&f» ss,-; (tamd CP 
?802lf,9 H* SoSl^o .^ j6HS002 sraquires Cg 78*620, H* 8*250)* \ f S ^  ' 
1740G&*ak^ » rfhe n«£o?« epaotaia showed an ©lefinis pro ter. at 4103 
G*!*©* analysis (10 -1M>0 at 150°) indicated that the oil w&©
© mirfcurs of two ieomerie products, (82) and (8>)„
Hepoated distillation failed to effect © separation of those components 
and. the apparent homgmeti^ of the product on t*!*©* indicated tact' 
©©Xuirn chromatography would also be. inaffeetivs* Preparative ecsde
mylng & 23 ft« 230 A?h colisvm at 240^  provided a rather 
poor separation and the collected material was charred* • Further 
efforts at separation were abandoned*
Attempted iiydrohomtioa of a 2d.%tura of esters ..(8$. .and .(M»
.Th© mixture of the esters (82) .and .18.3) (2<>4ff«) was add®d to a
suspension of. soditsci borobydride' (840 sg&L*) in anhydrous digX^ te-
(12 ml,-,} sad treated dropwise with a solution of distilled bcsen 
triflmride sthsrate (5 ®1U)‘ in diglyaee (6 ml*)* '.She reaction 
©fate® wm stirred'at room• temperature for I hr*9 ifee trcaos !\ccAAcw 
■ cautiously destroyed 'by the" sMiiion of. water (8 aiL)‘ &a& the 
couples: d-eeoffipoaed fey addition of 4M sod&ua hydroxide (-5 ©3u) gtllarc 
hf hydrogen psrezi&e {6 «1.0%' / Sbie mixture vsa stirred for 1 hi­
st 20° then ether %?as ■ added ''and the organic layer wishsi with ferrous 
eulphate,. brine and 6riad .(K§80^)o Concentration .-tfforded X* 8g* of 
colourless ®il tfhioh exhibited hycfxziyl absorption’ but -.?&&• tmnrpai^ .v. 
in the carbonyl &tfgioa and - showed - m  psa&s attributable to the tri~-' 
substituted double' band in the inlb?a«rsd spectaruna l%ts hvdr^borati 
©£ the double' bond- endTsduetipn of the eater function had occurred 
yielding & taixtwra of did©,-/ ' ' ' •
Earlier stteiisptB usiaar. sga&X'Xsr qiasatitiee' of ec&XujB boKo&ydri&o 
and tosrisi tjsi&uoa&d© ; ©them'lje yielded miatuafes of starting  
materiel*) hy&mzzy satszs m d. .diols which were d iffic u lt to.. 
separate* '
Oxidation of the -mixture of diols *
$hemixture of&ioXs (l«S$«) formed by bydrobomtiosi of the esters
(82) and {85)9 “was dissolved in acetone (70 ®X0) and the
stirred and cooled solution treated with an excess of Jans*
43reagent 0 The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperate^ 
overnight9 poured into water (100 ial0) and extracted with ether0 
Tfcs ethereal solution was extracted with 4$ a odium h}droxlde-g 
m shed with brine and dried (M&SO^ )* yielding 3S0 mgma of an 
oil which partially solidified0 Crystal.libation from ethanol
yielded a eospoimd which had identical n0moro spectrum and g0l0eo 
retention times to the lactose (72)e Efforts to obtain a pure 
sample by recrystaXXisation failed to provide sharp melting satsxie 
and thus positive identification was.not possible6 .Mechanistic 
considerations-suggested that this was the opiiusts? *»f tfirs p!?o®tuct 
product from the hydrochloric aoid^acstic acid reaction
Acidification of the basic extracts with hydrochloric acid and 
ether extraction fvtmiahedg after drying (%S0.) and concentration
A}.
lo2go oi acrdrc wnxch 0^* a l*cl wi oh r&*t£oess o,j.cu^O'-*'
methane in the usual manner* The resultant oil was filtered 
through a short column of silica yielding 941 mgsiQ ef matorlal 
which shewed three spots on ial0c0- Careful chromatography’ 
of the mixture cn fine silica- (10go) using 15$ ether in pots?©! 
a® eluant, afforded 150 mgn* of l^metho^carbosyl^^^^59^  
(p«tolyl5^©ycloh8p'te@(7?)fb0po 174^17^ / 102 mm0 ' (tfoiwd 0,;
73o55&> H, 7o7!$o ^ 20°5 se^ 2fe'8 c? 73oS2& H, 7<>74$}o
(ester) and 1712e3a«,""A (ketone) 0 Tbs s0si0ro 
sp©ctniB showed the 0, proton as a multiplet centred at 6 ©45 'T' 
on which was superimposed the singlet for the carfcometihcsxyX 
protons at 6*32 T  ($ 0loc<>9 K^. * 2006 mtns0 on 7$ 2?-*60/l$ 2 at
200° o
Elution using 20$ ether in petrol yielded mixtures of the 
ket©~est@r (77) and the iemeriei compound (78) „ 30$ Bther in
petrol afforded 260 mpi0 of X-me•i'ho.xycar'tonyl«»4^ ( olyl) 
oxceyeloheptaa© (78), m©p« 80*81o5° (petrol)© (IbuM C0 73084$r
84*
H, 7,89$, Cj^goOj requires C» 75,85$, H, 7»74jS).\f ^
1742cm,"1 (aster) and 1712cm,"1 (katoaa), ?he »*©da?* spectrum
shoved a multiplet centred at 6 >49 ^  P*0 0^11 on partially
concealed by the singlet at 60 33 T  attributed to the carbomethoryl 
protons* (OoloCs h* ** 23*4 aina* on 7^  2 at 2C0°),
Kotve 'polar solvent mixtures yielded s further crystalline. material . 
which showed one spot on t0X0c0 and wihloh appeared to b©_ hBX&i 
"ganeous on g*l*c* fhis was tentatively assigned the ©truiste© 
(79) 03? (80) £fi& the basis of spectral data* \Tq^q4 1744oa?^4, ■ 
(ester) and 1690®**^ (ketone)® 5?he n0m<,#a' spectrum 8.fcbvfe& 
peaks for tbs methylene protons adjacent to the aromatic is??tone 
(7*1 T9 triplet„ y«y ops <4 2H)* tbs protons on the two 'carbo- 
methoxyl gxxmps (6o34%-ais^let, 6H)& the phenyl prctoais • ortho 
$b *b& natty!. group (2*77 T» doublet* 2H) and tfca pbanyl pnatos 
adjacent to the ketone function (2,14*)% doublet® 2S)0
v
Identical Jones oxidation of lg* of the mixture of the umiatrorated 
esters (82) and {835# yielded 710 seggio of ae&ciie material -which 
m s  ©storified with diAscmethezte affording a product with identical 
infm«r@d epootxuia and ^ l 0e0 retention time to the dlaster 
Isolated above.
Conversion of the lactone (72) to l^ methossyearbonyl, *»3*os6^ 4‘* 
Cp«»toIyl)«»oyoloheptane (771ri-Yti'T-iiTiiiT i7-tT~TrifTitriir-‘TiiLTTTarflJFrr-rrv--
A solution c.f the lactone (72) (100 m®m*) in dry tetrahydrafunm 
(1 aa*) was added' slowly to a stirred suspension of lithium 
aluminium hydride (2 ragm*) in dry tetr&hydrofuraxt (2 ml*) and tty-
•mixture . refluxeci £or 10 too» ‘Saturated amox&lum .sulphate 
was added carefully* followed by dilute hydrochloric acid 
ivorbil the lithium salts dissolved-« JSjcfcr&ction with otb&X 1.1 v- 
acetate $ washing and drying of the organic solution afforded 
material which showed hydrossyl absorption but which .was 
transparent in th© carbonyl region of the infra-red spectnsa©.
' A5?
frea-tusnt of this product in acetone* with eaeeess. 3cm& result 
for 20 hr So afforded acidic materiel which was ©signified with 
di&somefchan® to yield the liquid keto-egier (77)c ®ds compound 
had identical infra-red spectrum* t*l«e* and g«X«c© » 20©6 
asisis© on 7$ F-60/lf£ 2 at 201?} to the less, polar Isotopes ter 
•produced by hydrokorati<xi-G£ld&iion of the mixture of -eaters 
(82) and (83)0 .
Hsdrolisoration and oxidation of the est&r (82)»
(She sold (13)if obtained 'by reerystcXXisaiion of - the crude aoidries 
prb&uot froe hydrochloric aeM^acetie acid treatment of the dikotea 
(66|9 m s  converted to the msthyl ester ’(82) by. diasoaethaae*
‘i!his sample' (l«2@0) hydrohor&ied in digl&m using- &ocLina 
boroky&ri&e and boron trifluoride" etbarate' in tbs asnmer described- 
above for the mixture'of esters* except that the reaction aistare- 
was" stirred for X13 te©o rihe excess hjrdride m s  tatroyed by 
water and ‘die orgahc-horane decomposed by the addition of 4$ 
sodium hy&ro2&de9 then" 3®$ hydrogen peroxide and the mixture-., 
stirred at 40° t m  1 hs?© 33ae usual work up furnished a mixture 
of diols* (no. carbonyl or double bond absorption’ in the infra-red 
spectrum) * which was dissolved in acetone (50 sCL© )9 cooled to 0°
A'-*and the stirred • solution treated with-an excess of Jones reagent r*-' 
$b© reaction mixture m e  stirred at room temperature overnight and 
worked up a® described above* yielding an acidic fraction which was
esterifisd with 4i$!3©methane to yield 720 ss^ 0 of oil- $0leOo 
analysis \Vfi F~o0/l$> 2 at 200°) showed that the major eongxatent 
tms l=32etho:syo2rhd^ l»3o^ o ^ o(p~toXyl)«Qyclofeept8ne (??)e 
(H^ * 2006 siiziBo) together with tbs acyclic;keio^&iester (79) 
or (80) and a significant <pantity of an unidentified product0 
Chromatography on silica (I0g«) using \Jjfs @th©r irt petrol as 
©luanti removed .this by-product and 20$ and 30$ ether in petzol 
afforded the pure keto-sot&r (7?}o
fh© neutral fraotion yielded a csystallii® eolid which was 
roerystalliB©d from ethanol to yield a compound with comparable 
infra-red epeotsom sad ichmiica.1 <g'<,I0c0 retention times to ■&© 
MOtcse (?2)0
&wp-4?Qiylhieyc3.o»(3»8i>l)c>Qot<=»2«ea”8«oa&i (84)o ,
p-folueao sulplioai© acid (4gq) sad anhydrous fcensena (200 ail®) 
were'refitted for 1*5 hrs* with a water separator*’ The source of 
heat was mmcv&dg the wator separator drained and refilled with 
anhydrous bessm© and the diketon© (66) (l0gio)f dissolved ,135. 
anhydrous bensen©? added to the reaction misturso rih© reflux 
was restarted and continued for 5 hre** when the. reaction nrijetsir® 
was cooled end neutralised with anhydrous potassium carbonate0 
After standing overnight the solid was filtered and washed with 
hot ben sen© and the filtrate concentrated to yield mi oil which 
rapidly solidi£LedD Eeesysi&IXisation from minimal quantities 
of ethanol yielded the desired product (84) (l<5gog 81$}* mQpo 
66^69 05°o (Found C0 85oG7$9 H3 7 i51$o requires 09
84 08^  H* 7«60^ )o The infra-red spectrum (CCl^) shewed absorption
at ViyimcT and the * spectrum had a complex region at 
7«l*°7o4 Y  (3®) attributed to the protons 'on C^and together 
with a peak at 4®21 Y ( triplet,J«J«75 IH)* assigned to
tho olefihic proton at G^0 The corresponding eeraicarbasone 
derivative was reorystallised from aqueous acetic acid* s0po 
176=183°, (Pound C.71.Z#, H, 6.88JS, H, 15.50& 
raquire* C, ?I,34$S 2, H, 15,60^),
t of the biey©Xo«ket©ne (84) with hydrochloric aoid«acetic
The.bieyolo-icetone (84) (£go}« concentrated hydrochloric acid
(4 ®1«) 'and 'acetic acid (10 alo) were refilled for 24 hrs* and
'worked up as described for the diketone (66)„ The neutral
fraction yielded' 610 aga& of solid shown by t;lAo« to consist
of the laotone (72) and a trace of the diketona (66)« Reerystal-
lisation ;fr6ia ©than©!' furnished' gore Xaoica®, sup* 10*hl08°t
' identical in all respects to the sample obtained from similar
treatment of ih©- diicetoae* fhe acidic fraction yielded l«4ge
of solid with, identical infra-red spectrum to the product obtained
from reaction with the diketcno. 0*X*e. analysis' (1$ F-60 at 
©\150 ) of a sample of the impurified reaction productf esterified 
by diassom® thane* verified a mixture consisting of 45$ of the ' 
oyolohepten®' acid (73) and 5!?$ of the isomer (74)0
AA ~ >
This material was synthesised as described by Knott * in 61$ yield 
®*p« 190-1920o It was used without purification*
&f3.«.p.awfctaii>«ig^
3*aBiffletliyiam:ino«»4,!-br©j00piopb.9none hydrochiorid© (86) was basified
smd extracted with ether yielding the corresponding p  a^mln©---' 
ketone as a solid9 on concentration
3-lUffiet^yla^i^-45^ bromopropicphesona (20'«2g«» Qo07$ w?) and
oyclopentanbne (20g<,, 0a2$8 m0) were stirred and rofluxed at
140° for 20 rainso9 then cooled and neutralised with acetic aoid0
Addition of .ether caused precipitation of a solid which was
filtered off0 T m  ethereal solution was washed with hrin©0
dried (BSgS-O.) and concentrated yielding an oil which solidified0 
4 ■ . . . ■
indicated that'the‘filtrate dad the. ether soluble-material
were both mixtures of two compounds, which could not he purified
by crystallisation* Qoahinatioii and- distillation, b«p© XS6->
l?6@/0o4 ©©», yielded pure diketon® (85)' (l4*4go» &2
S9.5-72® {jetsol}* ' (S'wjad C, 56«9<&> H» 5*1S& %  S?»25^o 
OjJLbOj St seqniffes 0, 560J4&? H,- 5»5.S$» Stj 27i09)Q<
Treatment of the diketone. (851 with concentrated hydro chloric.l . . _ ____  . _ ___ __________
a©id<sa©etio acid* ■ . ■ .q intt in an  MtfaiemcaTMAgw.i m »w  i < B a v n » i r e * c « * * t f «
The diketone (83) (4®lgo) was ref Inked. for 24 hr a* with concentrate* 
hydrochloric acid (8 .ml®) -and acetic-acid (25 mlo) and worked up 
in the ©aimer described for the analogous reaction on the dike tone 
.(66) 9 using bensene as earfcractlon wfreato ¥<,£»©« showed the 
neutral fraction to consist of the starting material, end a more .
polar eompound showing absorption in the infra-red spectrum at
• «i ' ' '17800©* * Ho separation was attemptedc
Concentration of .th© acidic fraction yielded %$&■, ©f «t white solid 
• which .roorystalliaod from ethanol to give 2o8g*0 (6?&) show ay
gol<,®o analysis of--an esterified sample (diaaomethane) to 
consist of 45$ of 4° (p^broaopheayl)=scy clohept«3«©ne ©arbossylie 
acid (87), and 55$ of )°cyclohept«4~enQ carboxylic
acid (88)9 (1$ P-60 at 150°0 «■ 16*25 sains, and 18*0 mins*
respectively)0 the structures being assigned by analogy with the 
p«to&yl substituted cyclohepicne acids*
Hecxystallisation of the crude acidic product from ‘benaene^
petrol mixturss furnished a pure sssnpl© ©f 4<=»(pobromophenylJ«
oyclohept^^ene oarbosylic aeid (87), OaP* 155-X57«5°o (Found c,
57«2^p H* Br, 27*1^ C^ E3,6>°2 ** *®qui?es Cfi 560 S4&
H, 5,1^9 Bs?g 27*09$)., The infra-red specters-showed absorption
at 3380»2800 cm ©^(acidic hydroxyl) and (carboxyl) <•>
Th© sios^ r® spectrum showed a triplet at 4«0 ^ for the olefinio
proton at Cr«, The purity of tMs material was established- by /)
g«£oO« analysis of a sample esterified by diasoiasthene (l$ IMiO 
at 150°* Ht a 16,25 mins«)o
Using exactly the same procedure-- as for the preparation of tfeo 
corresponding p-tolylbicyoio^ kcrfcone (84)9 p=>t®luea©.dulphoaie 
acid (2go) and the diketone (85) (5°21&*) furnished 2«95g<> of 
crud® reaction alstuaro as a solid* consisting of the desired 
product and unrsactsd starting material*- Purification by re« 
crystallisation from ethanol or benzsne/petxol mixtures failed* 
Filtration through a short column of silica using'bensene as 
.eluant yielded 2ga9 (68*5$)* of the ketone (89), a.p. ?5„5-76.5°
(ethasiol), (Found C„ 60-,94$. Hs 4-6S& C..H..0 Bs? ssaaises
/* *' «*)[ ' ^ *
C, • 60.6555 H» 4.695S), V-j£g4.1?< toC3-k*fj “"o i*hs nosa*r« spectrum
had a te?ad5 -p$es?ly resolved band at f ,-,l^T--4 ^  (3H) sssipied
to the protons ©a and'C^ and a pesfe at 4ol5 HT(triplet*
<J«5®75 0|«o© '1H) -assigned to the ol©fii4to proton at €-»
Treatment of the Mc^csI©»ketosne iJ89} with concentrated hydro** 
chloric aeid^acetic acdcU
The Mcyel©«k®'toie (89) s@ao)0 conc&ntrafed hydrochloric
acid (1 isloj and acetic aoid (2 &l?>) were refined for'24 fers« 
and worked up ia the usual manner yielding 220 wg&« of acidic 
material o A sample9 esterified 'by diamme'thane 9 wad subjected 
to goloCo analysis which showed the expected mixture of 4*$
4~ (p^broaopheayi) ^cycl©feQpt«5~e&e oar hoaarU»--M&A (37) and 55$
4-Cp^bromoghe^fl)~ oy elokept ^-4cts.£i® earboogrlio aoid (88) 0 (1$
P«^ jO at l$0°9 E. * I60 25 and 1890 siias« respectively* 6  *
K^ .^SSS'i_
T^T3w^5-eiJnai«»rcot^i»-a«sj ms .hydrochloride (90,)
Shis compound was prepared using the general procedure of Maswell v
yi©ldihg 80$ after recrysisiXieatics* from ethanol *> ©op® 180«
,0 6'©
45
entaao&e (91)opylj^sycl
^-BitnethylamiJio^^matho^propiophenona was'obtained from the- 
corresponding hydrochloride (90) in the usual manner by b&sifieatmn 
and ether extraction®
Th0 P  ^ eaiaoketone (2Og»0 O0O8 m0) and cyclopentanone (20go9 0*24 )
were stirred and refluxed at I4O0 for 30 mins0 . Th& cooled reaction 
mixture was neutralised with acetic aoid9 diluted with chlorofoza
washed with brine end dried pgSO^)* removal of the solvent and 
oxqses cyolopantsnQne yielding a solid composed of two components 
(t9l<>Qe)'0 Distillation, bcp* 196oX98^/Oo5 wa«f furnished the pure 
fiiketon© (91)t (l8o0go9 76$}*? Sop® 78"79*50 (ethanol)* (found c, 
73.3'3J5» H, 7.0J&, 0lt:Hl8O3 rsquireo C, 73.1$, H, 7.3$). ^ ^ 4  
174000.”^ sad 168200,^.
Treatment of th© dike tone (91l
acid^aestio acid<'«rr^wBa«**Bs*ei^i^*_-a«a5arac«Er^Si**-==£v
Th© diketon© (91) ($g*} was refined with conceatm&ed hydrochloric* 
acid (10 sin) acetic aeid (50 si*} for 24 hrs® and worked up 
in a- similar taannsr to the p^tolyX dike tone ($6) with the exception 
that the basic extracts ware acidified and the solid acidic product 
filtered, yielding 4«4£«» (88$) 9 A sample of this crude product 
was esterifisd (diasosotban®) for g.»3L©o analysis which showed the 
existence of a mixture of 45$ 4^(pc:“s®thosyphs?^l)«©yelohapt«5-^'s 
carhoayli© acid (93) and 55$ 4^(p^®tho^i?senyl)-cyelQhspt-=4«eae 
carboxyl!© acid (94) j> (2$ 3Mj0 at 150°*»' •* 14«5 ^nd X5«75 ®ia3o
respectively) p the structures being assigned by ©ospsrisoa of the 
go!*©* retention' time's with those of the related p°t©Xyloy©l@~ 
heptane acids® Eeerystallisation of the crude product from @ttai©X 
mis not successful but two crystallisations fro® hensea©«>petroi 
mixture® furnished material which was- readily reoxystallised from 
ethanolo '‘ &is treatment afforded an sffislytiosl sa"zple of 4«{p=~ 
aethosyphenyll^oyc^oheptH-^s^ carboxyli© acid (94)® 137^139^
(Found c, 72,8C$g H» J»W°o a* 73«14& H* 7o38$>-:
The lnfr&«r@d' spectrum showed absorption at J^OO^ sSoOosjo (acidic 
hydroxyl) and 1700cs«^ "(carbosyl)® The spectrum (CB01ff)
. •• . ■ • . j ■
showed the oleflnlo proton ■ at bb a triplet at 3*9$ *Y » A sample 
was esterified (dlasomothfine) for goleOo 'analysis (1$ F«60 at 150u
■ 15^75 ELinso)o
ThB neutral fraction, consisting of" 300 g£jB* of oil, » ©  shown to
coasiat of uaraseted iiketona (91) snd l&otoxsa (98) by 'toX.*®?
' ■' % 1 s' 
and ike iafra«r©d spectrum?. 1780cRe~ * IT^Oono19 ant c V ” *
^^Bio^tlgiaaiae^^^idtropgooioiihonowo Kvdrodtlogido. (9o)
This compound was prepared using the method of Hsxwell *" $ *yieldiBg4 , Q
65®7$ of the desired hydrochloride P* Bop* X82=.tSf « it wit© used 
without purification*
Attempted
syclo5intsnSei95)^^.sag-ariiKOawBfe^i’iPntiii»»,' r f \ » i r B T > w  j»
■ Tfe@ hydrochloride (96) was dissolved -in hot water,* then cooled in ie 
and baeified with 4K sodium hydroxide® Bther extraction feaishsd 
a red oil after washing with brine, drying and concentration® Hue
material showed -the characteristic dimethylaaino group absorptions 4
«=»! ■ 
at 2840, 2800 and 2750ctao in the infra-red cpeetesss?,' m d  was msm,
to b® 3**di3Bathyl8ffi4ao«=49 -nitsopropiophenone. The p> ^ mxm^etcsis 
.(X5&», O®068 s0) and oyclopGnt&none (17®tee 0a20 a®) ware stirred 
and refluxed for 20 radas®, evolution of diraethylaain® commencing 
at 80c \ : The cooled reaction mixture was neutralised with acetic 
acid, diluted with ether,.washed with water and dried {t%S0^ ),, 
Be&oval of the other sad. excess cyeXopentanoas furnished a dark 
oil which showed signs of solidifying hut efforts to crystallise 
it failed® ‘ Chromatographic filtration through silica provided 
material which formed m  amorphous solid on trituration with 
petrol „ Crystallisation from ethyl acetate gave a low recovery
of a solid mixture which resisted -further purification® ■ The infra­
red spectrum exhibited absorption at 1740©®-^ and 1690q®*^, $hs> 
latter being considerably more intense® This suggested that the
-Mxture consisted largely of’ the irikeione (99) os (1Q0}9 
together with some'of the desired diketone (95)« fMs material . 
vos imsd for father reaction (se®-below), without purifieatl&.-a 
since distillation yielded a dark oil which had obviously de»
composed^
/ .
Repetition of this preparation,was largely unsuesassful &u© to' 
unsatisfactory liberation of the.free bass from the hydrochloric!©
(96)« It is known that the Mannich bases of &ltEe<=aoeiopfc$ne&®8
£<f £fl
are not stable to has© ® 0. A amber .of alternative methods of
liberation using. milder basis conditions were also largely unsuocess^ -
fulo"''
fhe use of dimsthylsminoinetl^loyclopsntsssone ■ and p^aitroaoetopheaone 
in & jaolaa? ratio of 1$5 • at • 100° ,for. SU5 •hra« * fumishM-a dark 
viscous oil which crystallised on standing«» The excess solid p«
nitroaoetophenone could not, however, be removed either by crystallisation 
or-distillation, and this approach was abandoned*
’Rreataept of tho cggjfle aijrtoe of {9l i
1100T~with concentrated hydrochloric acid in acetic acid*
The mixture of (95) and (99)' or (100), (lg®)'was'sefluxed for 24 hrs*
with concentrated hydrochloric acid (2 mlo) and acetic acid'(6 mln)
- The*'usual work upusing chloroform furnished an acid!®- fraction (50
mgsHo) consisting of a gusa, contaminated with acetic acids which was
not invest!gatedo 'The neutral material consisted of-ether soluble
and -insoluble material 0 The small smotmt of- the- 'forsier exhibited
two spots on -toloOe and' had absorption of equal intensity.at JL?40csio 
w '■' *4 '" * '
sad 169eoffia in tfcs infra-red spectrum* This appasuntiLy existed
■Biely of weaotad m .katoaa (95) togathe* with 8cb»- •teifce*cB9„ -
Ths ether insoluble material m s  uareacied trikstcm (99).' or (100)
^iolo&o and i0^ 0)0
This compound was prepared as described by Knott ^  in 79$ yAoldg 
’139°9 used without purification, ”
Baeification of an aqueous solution of the hydrochloride (105), followed 
by ether extraction m d  drying (MgSO^) 6 yielded 2«®ethyl~3~dtmihyl^ 
aainoprepi@ph@non©o
M s  poaa&aofceton© (jleTgo, 0oX6®*) and cyclopentaaona (40go* 0*4$ m0) 
were stirred end reflated at 140e for 20 mis©? B then cooled, neutralised 
with acetic acid asd diluted with ether0 The solution was wsehsd w At'j
brine» dried (HgSO.) and the ether and ©r-cees© oyclopestanoB® distilled
■4
leaving 25Ago of residual oil* Distillation resulted in t m  fractions, 
th® lower boiling shoving five spots on t0l»Oo* a M  the m in fzastions 
b0jo lJ0-14O@/Oo 25 aBo, (17*9%«® 50$), which showed tv© spots attributed 
to th© diaatesfrBleoiseEic forms of the desired diketone (!06)» A 
s&aapl© of th© saia fraction was redistilled, b0p0 125^1^7^/0o 15 2^3r.
(Found Q9 TJojeA He 8al&$o % eiq°2 ^uir@s c, ?8,2^ H* 7 M f ),' 
lT®Ci4 174teo^, (cyclopentanone) and 1686cbo*'** (aromatic lesion©) <,
C#asO ■ -w-
Th© n0m0Vo spectrum had a broad multiplet centred at. 602 S for th® 
proton on Gg and two overlapping doublets ( &J ops,) centred at 8083 T' 
and 8a8? T  for- the methyl group,
acid^aeetic acid
The diketone (106) (2g«)« csmcentrated hydrochloric acid (2 sal*) and
acetic acid (5 ral«) ware mixed-and refluxed'for 8 days* Th©
usual work up. furnished' a neutral fraatlon (988 sag®*)'whieh showed
three spot® ob toloO*, 0a© ^rrasponding to the starting material*
ChroB&iogB&phy os fim  silica (lOgn) using 50$ •bansene is patrol
a© eluting solvent9 resulted in a partial separation* The least
polar material, 2«ph@^I~]Mnetlxylbieycl0~( 59 £ 9 l)«c©t^2«©n--8^sss
(lOf) was obtained in a purs state in low yield, bop, !CO«X05°/&»£ tm*
(Found C, -84--^ $, H, £|XBO$t> CLJL^Q requires C, 84087$, B, ?c6Q$}0 
00']) ?
V ^ g 4  1755<»« • ‘-h® EoSoS?* spectrum showed no olefinio proton.^ ,
a multiplet^(lH) at T<,16 Tfor the proton on G^g a multiple t» (21) 
at 7«45 T  for the protons on and a singlet, (JH) for the msthyS 
group at 8042T  ., •
Subsequent fractious contained the diketcne and tfesn Msturas • with 
a co3®p©und which absorbed at 'ItBQ&sk, ^ is the infra-red speotesa0 
To facilitate ehro&aiographi© purification of tills major laotoaio 
oosiponant, th© final fractions were ooahined sad treated with BQ&hm 
•berohydri&e in methanol P Th© product was chromatographed on si!i©a 
m &  elution with ‘b@mme furnished 3“ d^rasyv?»3^ ®e^ bgrl«4“P^©«yl 
oyoloheptane eerbcxyiic acid lactone (108) as a solid, ©ep« 90^92° 
(petrol;, (Found C, |8*23$? H, ?o83$ft -requires C9 78023$,
Ee ?o88$)P \f 2^4 1778cm* *“%  The SffQor® spectrum showed peaks at 
l°3~lc5 T  -(multiplet, 2B) for the protons on 0^  and- C^9 and at 8*8sT 
(singlet, JH) for the methyl protons0
Reflux of the reaction mixture.. for the usual 24 hrs* produced very 
little reaction (interred spectrum) 9 and extension to three days 
also resulted in incomplete reaction.
In m  early attempt tq obtain the lactone (108) in & pirns state 
th© crude reaction product \$m reduced with sodium bor©bydrid© 
prior to ehrom&tog&aplQfc As above * this simplified separation 
of the diketone and lactate* but th© reduction product of the 
bieyelo^ketone {107} could not be ©hromipgr&pked apart from th© 
lactoseo Shis lactone can be obtained more readily by reaction 
of the dikstohe- with toluene sulphpnio acid .and ethylene glycol* 
described below*
B^ MmethylaisinQ-pra^ lQishenose hydrochloride (109)
45
•This compound was prepared by the method of Maxwell in $2$ 
yield and used without purification* - •
^(2gf&gBg3!?5Bl!gB ^
^^ Bimetbylosiinopropicphenone (3»5S*» 0CQ2 m*)* liberated fro® tbo 
corresponding hydro chloride (109) is the usual manner* was aisrad with 
2c=methylpyclopsntfi2iose (5°%®$ 0*06 eu) and the stirred .solution 
reflursd at 140° for JO tains a ®ho cooled reaction mixta?© was
neutralised with acetic acid* diluted with other .and washed with 
brineo After drying and concentration* the excess 2*-a®ii*yleyei@e» 
pentanono was distilled on a water bath* b*p0 J0°/l0 mm* and th© residue 
crystallised from heassas/petxol laixtur©©* fk® solid material* 
however* showed two spots on tol9o<> (3^ & ethyl acetate in patrol) m£L 
consequently was subjected to distillation* hop* 13O^24®e/0oQS ®aos 
yielding diketone (10j) 3<»5&*» {!(%>) * HeexystalXisation imm 
ethanol afforded a sample* sa„p* 68-70®« (Found C* lBo2l$g 1* 8,,0^ £* ■ ^
C15Bl8°2 reo-uir3B a» T’88^), \ f ^ 4  17390a,”1 snd
l692csio~^ o. Th© n*m*va spsetrum showed the methyl protons as & 
doublet at 8^95^ (3*7 ©P®*) and the methylene protons adjacent 
to the aromatic batons function as a triplet at 6*$1 T(3«7 cps<>}
G.^ loOo analysis (XQ$ APL at 200°) of the distilled product showed, 
that before crystallisation^ the 2 ^ ‘^ substituted compound (105)
(S^ ■ 22 0 8 minsa) 
(B^ * 20o2 minso)
contained traces of th© isomeric diketons (114)
Treatment of the, diketone 
aoid~aceti© acid
A mixture of the dike tans (103) (8 JO agBo')-* concentrated ■hydro® 
chloric acid (2 o3L) and acetic' acid {3 ml?) was refiuscd for 24 
hrs0 in the usual manner* yielding 80 of aeidi© material aad 
740 sagiio of unre&cted starting material « • The acidic fraction was - 
distilled and a samp!© esterrified (diasome thane) for g^l-Oo analysis 
vhloh showed the presence of a major component together with
two impuritieso Redlstillation afforded 4o&ph€isyl<=3“Sio'thy3,oycl®^  
hept=4<=©n© carbaxylie acid (104)$ b0p_B 150f3L52°/0o25 sm*' (ifowad G0
7&o29&  H0 7?9#« O ^ g Q g  *oq«i*«e C9 7802^ ? H* 7a8Q&)<, The
inffca«red--spectrum showed absorption at 3500«2800oa0 (addio 
hydroxyl) and (Q&rboxyl)» The n.m.r* spectrum showed
no olefinie proton but a'vinylic methyl signal at 8/33 T (3H* singlet]
Attemntad preneration of aphexnrlprowl
eyelopentanone
(a) gha Method of Bohiaacta'
A solution of 2=B8thylcyolopentanone (l,6g<,) in anhydrous ®th©3?
(6 was added dropwiss to a stirred suspsasioa of sods^ 
aid® (0«55S«) ii anhydrous ether (10 silo) and the mixta® 
stirred for 3 hr«o at room temperature, tmdsr nitrogen*. 3^
BlmetbylaialnopropiophoaoEO metlilodld® (3o0go) was thea added 
in small lots over 1 hr* and the suspension stirred for a 
further If hr®* at room toaper&tee® 5he reaotion ©isrtee
was then neutralised with 61 hydrochloric* sold, .diluted 
with water and extracted with ether* £h® ertoota? wer® 
washed with brin©? dried (tSgSOg) - and ooaoentratsd, yielding 
a dark residue' which was dissolved in bensene s M  filtered 
through a short eolum of silica (3Qge)<>. treatment
felled to deeolousls® the product hut some.of the resultant 
gusl solidified and this material was washed with ether s 
distilled end reoxystailised with difficulty from ethanol e 
®>e infrared spectrum (001^) showed-absorption at Xfffcsz^ 
and this Q0H$ott8d was idmtioal to a sample of th© lactone
(115) (teloOo* geloOof &<>©•**) subs©qu«n$Xy obtained from th© 
dfketon® (114)o
*4dShe method of Hobs and Issvlue ** %
■ B f lw n w M W tw u T i n m w i n w a jw a e fr iw — w n w u i m m a i ' i m i.u * n * i  a :> r u * t « , i ; i n  * r,» ■ j ^.»i  11
3c°Blaetl^ ri®32lnopropiopli!&noj.‘©. bydrocsalos^ .d© (109) was subjected 
to steam distillation and the distillate eztraoted with ©ih®r 
and dried ($g$0^)o He&Gnral of ths ether under reduced pressur© 
on a ateam hath yielded a hard polyiasrls glass 0 Coaeeatratiea9 
hotfOver9 by rotary evaporation afforded a 40$ yield of pksiyl 
vinyl be tens ©
An ©th@r©al solution of 2c^ &tbylcyclt3®sntsaeas® (3*9%©f, 0c04m«} 
m s  treated with a catalytic quantity of ethaaolio potasslnas 
hydroxide followed by phenyl vinyl ketone (3o%oP 0*022iao) in
©x&otly the mamies -described for th© preparation of the 
aliplmti© aaaXoga© (42 )c Oc®ac«atmtioa and removal of th©
es©@ss 2^eifcyXcycXop©ntenon© furnished 4o4^o of as oil 
siMoh m e  distLXXe&o h*p0 i21«435°/Q»01 m&0 Sh© distillate
solidified on si&&dis$ and m s  recrystallised to yield 2®G4gfe 
of the desired diketens (114)0 &*Po 4^«42^ (©thasgaX and petrol) < 
.(itomA C, 77o87&. H„ 7e78&> 0* 7S®23& H,
7o8fl^)o X63$aB0‘n'vo 5?bs sum0r0 speeisatB
stased a singlet at ;S098 *T(|H) for the B&ibgpl groupc
S0Xo©o fiasljrsiff (XOfb iP&0 at 200°) of the distilled product 
showed that' it consisted otklj of 292c^isubstituted ecsrpoir&cl
(114) (®vv «* 20c2 S&&3p)o
Sr©at»nfc. of the diketone (134) with coaceatsated hydrcchlox&c 
a©lo«ae@t£o acitU
Th® dikotcae ( H 4) (500 agiSo)* concentrated hydrochloric aoid 
(1 nip) sad acetic acid (2*5 m£.0) ts®r@ missed sad reflimm fas?
24 hrs0 She nmol work up provided a a&atzal £ motion e?
320 mgs0 which consisted of two compounds (te,X0coe. g0Xo©e)o 
8@©iy staX Xisatie& afforded th© less polar cc&spmmdg, identified 
as th© laetone (1151c 2aepo X40»X41o5°o (Fxm&d C% 78«X4$* %  8o05&> 
^HjgOg 2®<sulx®s 0% ?e.23&  H„' 7„8ff/S}„ \/cS4 I'iTlm'T*'. Si® 
&<»iapr» apeotasim showed a singlet for the methyl protons at 0O?4 T  
(3H)9 fflttlttplets centred at B„l& T{SH>e ?073 T ( 2M# Cg) and 7P22T  
(1H0 04) and a aufesplit doublet at 5ol? T ( 1H9 J«7 cps09 0^)o 
Shis product m s  identical to that obtained by react ion of 2® 
m0t ^ “lQycl©peis.tsai©ne and phenyl viayl ketom® with. so&siaM©0
acidic jaateriaX (137 s®®*)* obtained from the ra&atioa as &&
oil, was shown by QotoCo analysis (10 A S Q at 280°) of tm
®st®rifi©& sample ((E&sosethsn©) to be a mistta^ e of two ©cntpeunds
(Et «* 14*75 X8025 sains© )o 3!tt®s© war© assigned th© structures
(116) asd (117) by analogy with tbs p>»toXylcyelchepi®ae aoids (73)
sad (7 4 ) 0  l'h© infm**2?9d apaciraa® showed absorption at 55Q0c*28Q0 
«X •
cxae and 1 7 0 0 cm0 o She »*iaero speoima of this sdstee bad a» .
singlet at 8©73 T  (3-H) for ths methyl protons and a triplet at 
4*1 T  for the ©leflnic proton®
and ossidatlcn of tbs sdsftuse of esters (182) and
Ste .aixtase of then esters (122) and (123) (2«4&*) 'was hydros
berated in an identical manner to the p^ tolylcyolobaptana
©stsrs (82) end (83), yielding 1 o3§<> **£ » orfbefcur© of diolsQ
43■This was oxidised with Jones reagsai p a© described previously & 
to yield 725 sgsa0 of acidic material^  which was esterifled with 
diaso®©thane„ She resulting oil (633 saga*) m ®  chromatographed 
on Hn© silica (lOg»)0 The fractions eluted with 405 45$ sad 
5 0  ether in petrol ware combined and reohrceaato^ eaphsd© flat®
furnished initially, a pure sample of l^ ii^ thoKyoarhoriyl^ ^^ ss^  
4“Phenyleycloh©ptan© (1194^^Po %3&™i3®°f®o02 ^ 0  (Found GP 
?2„575% E„ 7.43®. ■ Cf^gOj regains C, 73oi5& E, 7«37$ }
V  ®f*4 mccao"1 (®at sr) and lYXXoso^ (32St<sx©)o ®a©
epaotrua showed the C. proton at 604 ^  (3LS, multiple t) on which 
was superimposed the methyl ester protons at 6033 T  (3Ha singlet)0 
(Gftl0c0 * lt ** 18ftl stoo ©a 0  ?~6o/l$ S at SOD0)© Further 
©lution yielded l^setho2ycarbonyl«4raph©33yl®5**o^oeycl©heptan©
(1 2 0 ), m„p„ 7 2 =7 3 ® (patrol)o (Posad c, 75.Q2& H, 6 .9 T&,
?obomtion
requires C* 73eX5$* H- ?o31$)* ■^c2 4 i759°”r
(aster) and l?i.0coo (ltetone)„ i‘he n.nus,. spectrum showed the
0* proton at 6o4 T (1H9 multiplei) 5 partially concealed by th®4ester protons at 6»J6 ^"(3H0 singlet)- ( G * l v C yR* *  2 Q a2  rainsc 
on *$> F~6Q/2$ Z at 200°),
Conversloji_o_iL thel lactone Cl2l). to, 
oyolohept^ oqBj
A solution of the lactone (121) ^ (100 .asgBu) in dry tetrahydrofuran 
(l ol») was added to a stirred suspension of lithium elumin±%m 
hydride ( 2 in dry tetrahy&rofur&n (2 ©!.->) and the mixture
refluxed for 7„5 krso The work up described for reduction of the 
lactone (72)* yielded an oil which showed hydroxyl but no carbonyl 
absorption in the infra-red spectrum,- Treatment of this in 
acetone for 20 hra0 with an excess of Jones reagent ' afforded an 
acidic fraction which was ©stexified with diasomethane to yield 
the liquid k©to~eat®r (119) which had identical infra-red speetrua, 
tdloCn and golflC. (7$ F'=60/l°/o % at 200°f R^ -> 18©1 minso) to th© 
liquid,less polar, keto-ester produced by the hydroboratiOB procedure 
described above*
Attempted epoxidation of the mixture of esters (122) and (123)o■ wfinnrrrw iT wu.' f iwrnrrTnm >im»rrnnmigriimfrni.<ia. <uw< n-11 urn inrmrr r*1 ■ ■    .w -iw.g-nim. > i.mmi ■ .■»—■^l~.Tlf«vr.fl—
A mixture of the asters (122) and 123) (i*8go), dissolved in 
chloroform (60 ml*)* was cooled to 0°and the stirred solution treated 
dropvdse with m«chloroperbensoic acid (3L8ga) in chlorofcsrm (20 iaL)o 
The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature? for !<,§ hrs*.,
then treated slowly with a I0 f aqueous solution of sodium sulphite*. 
The organic layer was separated, washed with sodium sulphite, sodium 
biaarbonate, brine and dried (%S0.)« Concentration gam  2g* of
ol “1an oil which showed absorption at 5500 cm* (hydroxyl) and 
(eater) in the infra=>red spactrum mid which had a complex t«loCo 
pattern* Th© oil was distilled into three fractions* (a) bop- 125- 
135°/0»Q5:am<>» (b) 135«U0p/O»O3 m 0 and (©) 140~X60°/0o0$ m c 5
0*1 oCo analysis of (a) showed that it contained the major product 
in BOfi purity* The infra-red spectrum showed no hydroxyl 
absorption * Fraction (b) was a mixture of this compound and the 
keto-estars (119) and 120) and (o) consisted of these compounds 
and more polar amteriaX©* This fraction showed considerable 
hydroxyl absorption In the infra-red spectrum* Longer reaction 
times increased the amount of the higher boiling material at the 
expense of the lower boiling fraction* Thus it appeared that 
fraction (a) was largely a mixture of the epoxides (140) and (141) -
The n»©or* spectrum of fraction i (a) confirmed the epoxide structure 0 
Th© proton on the epoxide ring appeared at 7«X5Y(lB, multiple) t. 
the ©star protons at 6*37 T  (JH, singlet) and the aromatic protons 
at 2*77 Y  (5Sf singlet)* M  further attempts war© made to 
characterise this mixture* Fractions (a) and (b) were combined 
for further reaction,
j ^ m p t e a r g a * ^
eftho- ©st©rsvf22j ^ nd(lg57o^  '*
(e) Boron trlflwcfide atharata.
Treatment of a ©elution of the distilled material from th© 
previous reaction (500 ago*) in bensene (5 ml0) with boron 
trifluoride etherate (5 ml*) at reflux for 1? bra* was shown by 
go!*©* anaylsis to have induced no reaction*
103.
00 SsiPteia aeia,
fh@ crude product from •sp02d.ds.ti0n of the esters (122) sad -
(123} (5o%o) va@ cooled in ice, stirred and treated over
20 s&ns© with concentrated sulphuric acid (56 ml©)©
fh@ resultant solution was stirred at 0° for 10$ mins©*
poured onto ice and 'water and extracted with ether© fha
extracts were w&ahed with has® (sat © KaHGO^), brine and
dried (%S0,)f yielding l'©7fe of oil on sencestraiiosio 
4 f ■ «
@ol©o0 analysis of the- oil (7S& Z at 2G0 ) showed the’*
predominant produet was thek©to=ester (119.)., (B* * 18*3. alas*) 
and that a small Quantity of the isomer (120) (H^  « 20©2 
sins©) and a nmfomt of impurities were also present* As. 
improved recover was obtained by modifying the procedure 
in the following oaxmero
th© qvtx&q egccddsticm product was dissolved in
methanol (5 al») end the cooled end stirred solution treated,
dxopuise with concentrated sulphuric acid (10 sal*), and th©
mixture stirred at room temperature* Aliquots removed
after 5 sad 10 fers© wore shewn by goloO© analysis to contain
increasing quantities .of rearranged product but considerable
starting material remained* • After 2? tes© the reaction
mixture was poured oat® ie© and water and the aqueous solution
stirred for 2 to©* prior to extraction with other© $h©
Ci4 extracts were washed with base (sat © HaHGOx)r brine and
dried (HgSO.), yielding 3«7s» of .a dark coloured oil on 
4
concentration© -Shis vao distilled to yield l*3g0 of almost 
■ colourless ..@11$ b0p© 125°/O©01 ma99 which consisted mainly 
of the jMcftto«a8ter (119)® A oasall quantity 'of th© 5»k®t®= 
ester (120) ®nd some unreaotod s osrting mSiterial were also 
detectable by toioC© and goloS© analysis. Careful ehrom&»
togr&phy fia@ -8l3.ieE separated the rearranged products 
from starting material end rechromatogr&pby furnished pure 
I'-methor^earboi^l-J^^^^^phenyleycleheptane (119) aad & 
small quantity (100 mgm8) of 'l«®ethosycarbo2^ X«^*phenyl«*5 
oxooyoloheptana (120)* both identical with samples obtained 
from the hydroboratior^cksidation sequence (toloOap goI.->^ o ?, 
infra-red spectruat) 0
Action of methyl magnesium iodide. on J^ 8thoryparbcaarl«»3“OKtiwn m>nw» «i miwriiiiiinrrn nwmiT)iMiiiiiii»«i*iiinfii rn ■iinm »i>nTiJi^ .Tiii nrr~iiirriiiiiri mrtu mrrt-rfrn—' m ~~rm—f  ~t— i 111 “ m i—■'tnr~r' - r ~  r *I- ’•fi—*~~rf *T -—
Jfi   ___ _ _ _ _ _ _  «4 » L .  A_ _ _ _ _   /  <Q HL
A stirred solution of the keto®ester (119) (56 ®ga») in anhydrous 
other (5 sffu}*, under nitrogen^ was treated dropwis© with an ethereal 
solution of methyl m&gnes&ia® iodide [from magnesium (29 o&u) m-id 
methyl iodid® (220 mg®*} in anhydrous ether (2 al0) ] then 
diluted with a further quantity of ©the? ( 3 ®lo)e fee mixture was 
stirred • and' reflused in a water hath for 45 ®inse» than cooled 
and'' treated with 6® • hydrochloric - aoid (12 aln)3 fee two phase 
system was refluxed with vigorous stirring overnight, the other 
rapidly evaporating* T m  cooled reaction mixture was extracted 
with ether and the organic solution extracted with 4$ sodium 
hydroxidey washed with brine and dried 0%SO^)* .Removal of the 
solvent yielded 39 ngffi® of an oil which rapidly solidified* G*lcOo 
analysis showed the product consisted almost entirely of 3“hycfrmy« 
3^KOthyl^4c,phenyicyclohept2me carboxyl!c acid lactone (108}»
R®ery3talii sat2on from benaene/petrol mixtures afforded a pur® 
sample, sup* 90«>92% identical in all respects to material prepared from 
the diketone (I06)e
fhe basic ©attracts were acidified (6f ECS.}, extracted with 
ether and the organic solution washed with ferine and dried 
{Mg30^)e Concentration yielded 10 agnb of acidic material 
which was eetexifled with diasosatfeane* 9«1oQ3 analysis 
showed that this m s  identical to the starting ooeipound (119)-
Action of r*■af»«rr y-.pt
A stirred, ethereal solution ©£ the keio-este? (120) ($0
was rase ted with methyl magnesium iodide at reflux for 2*5 ies,- 
hydrolysed and worked up as described above for the isoseric 
cospoand, yielding 45 sgs® of neutral and 20 jssga* of acidic 
material. 2k© neutral material was shown by g*i»o« analysis 
xto b© a ©espies fixture consisting mainly of two unidentified 
productss A sample of the acidic fraction was esteriiled 
diasosethane to yield an oil shows by gol®«8 analysis to consist 
virtually entirely ©f the methyl ester- of 4-|&enyl-$-methyX« 
cyclohept-4-ene carbosylic acid (lC4}o fhis acid had an 
identical infra-red spectrum to that of a sample prepared from 
the diketone (103) by reaction with hydrochloric and acetic 
acids«
Reduction of 2-p-tolylbic.yolo-(5o2ol)-oot-S-en-8-one (84)«
(a) Sodium borohydri&e/sa© th&noi
The ketone (84) (3c0go§ O0O24 dissolved ia methanol 
(80 sale) was treated with sodium borohydride (lo02ge, 0C.02T
aad allowed to stand overnight at room temperature® Tha
reaction mixture was acidified with 6$ hydrochloric acid,
diluted with water and ether extracted-* %h® etbosoal
solution was washed with brine, dried (%S0^) and concentrated
to yield 5«0$ of &sx oil vihich showed one spot on v*le©<*
Analysis by goloO® (&)§£ PEG A at 190°® H. » 19 <>7 0ics*)%
indicated that <ma-pure epimer of 2«pcatolylhiQyolo»{5»S»l)« 
oct-2“@n--8«ol (124) was the ©sly product formed® J&still&iiea 
gave 4o3go* (88^) ♦ of th© eyn^ isoiaqt of th© alcohol (124&) 
as an extremely viscous oil, b®p» 110°/0*06 mtat which resisted 
all efforts at crystallisation® • (Found Q$ 8$o51?>, 8«59^*
Oi^isO requires 0? 840Q1^ t H? 8® 47^)0 Th© infra-red
spectrum (CCi.) shewed.three, absorption bands in the hydroxyl
4 . ■* 1 ^
reg ions a t  2626©&0*’~ (free hydroxyl)55870®®**  ^ ( i& tra s & le o u l& r ly
c p  *4
bonded hydroxyl) and 2490oao (intexmoleoulsrly bonded iiydroayl) 
fha sunur* spectrum showed peaks at 5»39*Y {triplet, J<s4 opsfl,
IS) and 4 915 'V'(multipiet, IS) assigned to the protons at Qg 
and Cj respectively®
Sodium borohydride/proidine<>
The ketoaa (84) (l«9g=j 0.009 n.) and sodipm horohydrifis 
(0.55s.» 0.M4 *.) in anhydrous pyridine (60 salo) were reacted 
using the procedure described by Foote and Woodward yielding 
l?775g? of an oil which 9xM.bi.ted hydroxyl absorption in the 
infra-rad spectrum and was transparent in the carbonyl region0 
T*l«e« showed the presence of two compounds, the less polar 
having similar to that of the gyn^isomsr of the alcohol 
(124a). O.l.e. analysis of the mixture (10$ PEG A at 190°)
xo?
confirmed that it consisted of 6*^ * of the syn«isoaor of 2«p= 
tolylbicyol>{3^gl)«oetT=2-eE*8«ol (124a) (H^ * 29«? iains0) 
and 33$ of another compound (H^ • 25»9 minso) assigned 
the structure of the anti-isomer (224b) by comparison of 
its goltGo retention times with those of a pure sample 
prepared by- another route®
j^ 2-Qo|^ 2-iIMfeJ^^h„co^ogntrat< 
acid®
'a)' Aoetie acid -as solvent*
11?.® sy&«&leohql (124®.) (720 mgrne®)* concentrated hydrochloric 
acid {2 ml®) and acetic sold (12 ml*) 't/ere mixed and refluxed 
for 5 hrs.- then cooled9 basified (4H HaOE)y diluted with water 
and ether extracted* The ethereal solution was sashed with 
4 1  sodium hydroxide m d  brine and dried (MgSO^ )c Heramr&i of 
the solvent, yielded 8 1 0  mgs* 'of an oil exhibiting hydros-g?! 
absorption and a carbonyl peak at l?3Gcm0 " in the iiafra-red 
spectrum® Od-loC® analysis (10$ H3S A at 190°) of1 the oil 
showed four components* 2^« of the ayn^seeiaie (2 2 7a)
14*4 sains®)* 68$ of the antl~ae©tate (l2fb} {&*» 160? ains»5*
4$ of the syn»alcohol (124&) (H. » 29a? miss®) and 23$ of theI*
anti-alcohol (124b) (H.v © 26*0 sdns*)® % e  acetates were '<6
readily separated from the alcohol fraction by chromatography, 
and distillation furnished a samp?,© rich in th® anti^ieomer 
(127b)* bop® 130«235®/0«5 B5®o (Found 0* ?9«49$* H* 7 0 8 4$* 
®l7^2(Pg re^ rQS Eg ?0 8 5 ^ ) 0 The infra-red
spectrum (001^) showed absorption at and 1242cm
The noSior* spectrum had peaks at-8,03 T  (singlet* 3H)S. 4 * 9 7  *y 
(singlet* 1H) and 4 * 3 8  'T (triplet J«30?5 cps®* IE) attributed
to th© protons on th© acetate group* C>g and G« respectively 
The preeeno® of the ayn«as©tat@ (127a) •m& a*mS%2BE£& by 
comparison of its retention times on a mmkoT of #®X®©* 
coXusans with those of an authentic sample prepared from the 
syn»alcohol as described below®,
(b) Megan m  solvent *
The syn~alcoh©X (224&) (2595s»),concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (XO ml*) and diogm ($0 ml*} mse' refined for 19 'hrs*
then cooled*- diluted with water* basified (4$ IfeOH) arid 
extracted with ether* After washing with brine and 
drying (%S0^) the eolvont -was removed- yielding 2*%*
• ©f an oil which solidified on standing® Gelo©* analysis 
of the reaction mixture (10$ PEG A at i$Q®} shfl&od two 
components* 8^C of the anti«alcohol (X24b) (B** sins®} 
and 17$ of the ©ys«ale©h©l (124&) (Ba » 19*? rains*)*
. Boerystallisation from acetone and patrol gave 2«2gs f. (?«§&} 
of stnti-*2«potolylbicyclo«(5*2,1 )-*cct-2^on«8^ol (I24b)ta *p* 
106®108*5°?
Hydrolysis of 0nti«§^ aeeto2Ly g^ (^p«t©lyl}'^ bic^ cl©-(5fr2*
Th© antd^seetate (l2?b) (60 mgm«), obtained fr©?s the ayn~ 
alcohol (124&) by hydrochloric acid/acetic acid reflux* was 
allowed to stand overnight at room jtemperature dissolved in a 
solution of potassium hydroxide (150 sagas®5 is, methanol' (;• al0}0 
The solution was acidified (6H HCX)* diluted with water and 
extracted with other* ethereal solution was washed with
brine* dried ($g30,) a&d concentrated yielding 50 ragm* of an 
oil which solidified on- standing* • 'Eecrystallisation fz-om
acotoft© furnished a sample of the anti^leemer of 2»p®is»2yl~ 
bicgrol©™(3,29l)«oet«2=>0a«S«ol (l24b)9 aap, 1O6«108o5°o {Found 
c, 8j«7¥* S» 8 P15Sl80 requires 0» 8 4 *0 *$* a, 8.479»)»
The infra-red spsotrum (CC1 „} showed absorption at 2633os 0°^
(free hydroxyl) and 5490csae,~ (interaolecularly bonded 
hydroxyl)» The lunar* spectrum had peaks at $©88 T* (ginglstt©
IS) jead 4®38 y  (triplet J®3©?5 eps<>* XH) assigned to the protons 
on Cg and 0^ respestively© This compound had identical g*X©©c 
attention tiEss to the by-product of the sodium borohy&ride/ 
pyridine reduction of (84) sad to the product of hydrochloric acid- 
dioxan treatment of (124&)«
S:^-8~aceto%Y^ 2~i3«toXylbic.TciQ«»( 3« 2*l)«>oct«»2~ane (127a) ©    >iiMi^m^HMMrthririi«iiin«wi t*i -i^ n-innnmiViiriifT-ir -Tin'riffiiffiiii «r  i • n'Trtrr -t-r-nrnr i n-r min -n t-mi mmirifvii i--^n 
The syn^ a-Ieohol (X24&3 (450 mgm*)» acetic anhydride (2© 5 sa£«) ®nd 
• anhydrous pyeidisa.(6 ©1©) were mixed and refluxed. for 1.5 hrs90 
then allowed to cool and poured onto ic© and water© ethereal
extracts of this aqueous solution were washed with 6H 
acid© brines saturated sodium bissrboasts solutiong  brine and 
dried (KgSO,.)©" Concentration yielded 5 2 5 mgm® (97?Q of m  oil
' S3 i ' v
shomn hy-g®5Uc« (l<^ HSI A at 19$ ) to consist only of ih© desired 
ayn-acetat© (127&) (R^ ■ X4®4 miaso)$its retention time being 
identical to th© minor acetate component of hydrochloric sold/ 
acetic acid treatment of th© syn-aloohol (l24a)c Dietillatian 
furnished a sample for analysis0 bop© ll8-4S^o/0o05 (ibund 
79*49^  Hf 7.9#« Gif2Q°2 7M5& H* 7o85$)*\ffe4
^740cmoro^  and X2 4 4 osa0 \  The M w r *  spectrum showed a singlet at 
80O4 y  (3®)* assigned to the acetate group3 & triplet at %if! T  
(J « 4cp8*i> XH) for th® proton at Cg and an ill-defined triplet at 
4®21 y  (lH) for the olefinic proton at G*©
j
A stirred solution of the syn^alcohol (124a) * (219 m@&9) As* 
acetone (8 ado), cooled to 0°p wa© treated dzopuise with 
Jones reagent ^  until the red colouration persisted® Th© 
reaction mixture was then diluted with water and -s&tracted
with other® The ethereal solution was washed with brina9' 
dried (iSgSO^ ) and concentrated yielding 170 sgma of an 'oil 
which solidified on standing* This material was shown to be 
th® expected ketone (84) by comparison of its infra-red 
spectrum and g*l®c® retention times with an authentic sample «>
Treatment of the anti ^alcohol (124b) (460 mgon*} in a ostone 
(50 euL) with Jones reagent in the usual maimer resulted 
in a considerably slower oxidation than occurred with the eyn- 
isomer® Th© ketone (84) (373 mgo«) was recovered6 following the 
work up described above®
jgactiyi^ QiLooilfigBto acjAjdth the
(&) Aceticacidaa^QteM^.
Th® anti^alcohcl (124b) (3^0 mgs*), concontraisd hydrochloric 
acid ( 1 ralo) and acetic acid (6 ml®) were reflured for 5 hr©® 
The procedure described for the syn-isomer furnished 3 6 4 mgm0 
of an oil which g®l*e® analysis (10$ PSG A at 190°) shewed 
to consist of the four products obtained by similar treatment 
of the ayn-isomer (124&) and in comparable ratios, i<»®, 
th® syu-and anti-spi meric alcohols (1 2 4a) and (124b) and the
e©x»respondiag acetates (127a) and (127b)a
(b) Moxan as solvent*
The anti<">&XcohoX (124b) (X00 raga*) was .dissolved in dioxon 
(5 ffllo) containing concentrated hydrochloric acid {la5 2a!*) 
and refilled for 19 fcrs® The reaction mixture was then 
cooled5 diluted with water* basified (4$ H&0B) and extracted 
with ethar<> T m  ethereal solution was washed with brine9 
dried (I%SO^) aad concentrated yielding 80 sgaso of oil 
which rapidly solidified* 6*l«Oo analysis (XCf£ MS- A at 
190°) indicated that the reaction mixture consisted. of 
8($> of the starting aXcohoi sad 20^ of th© sya i^sosaer (X24a)«
2»p*»go3tyX»8c»aiQ thcgybi qy olo« ( ^ 2*1) «oo
(a) Hydrogen chloride/methanol e'  ^  r»nTin'fTTiif»— »OKr>i — rrinTMMniminiatr i^iyr-rt«—
The sy&^aleohol (124a) (550 mgm0) and a saturated solution 
of hydrogen chloride in methanol (10 ®%0) were reflwx&d for 
19 hrs0p cooledp poured into water and extracted with other*
The organic solution was washed with brim and dried (MgS0^}9 
yielding 540 isgSo of m  oil on concentration* (10$
ethyl acetate in petrol) showed the presence of a major product 
with a slightly more polar impurity* Sbick^layer bhxoosatograpl^ r 
©f the mixture provided a separation and the major product $ 
the sntiHsetfcyl other (I2$b) w m  further purified by distillation^ 
hop* 14O°/O<»05 »fio (Femd '0C 84* H0 8*7^* aM £ U ,0
requires Cc 8401^ 9 H§ 808^)* The inf&a^rad spectra.® (001J
4"
col
showed absorption at 2854 (matfacogri) * and
th© a*m»r«> had singlets at 6*70 T  (3H5s> and 6*3^ C^ K) 
attributed to the methoxyi protons end the proton on 0g 
respectively? The oleflnic proton shoved as a poorly defined 
triplet at 4*37 T  «
The impurily was identified as th© 8sm=«tbyl ether (129®.) 
by comparison of its Eg on t«i«6o and retention times ©n 
g*loC* with a sample obtained by treatment of th© ©yn« 
alcohol with toluene sulphonie acid and methanol * described 
below*
p~Toluan& aulphoaio atdd/metfaanolo
The eya^alcohol (124a) (438 ®g&o)B p«toluene sulphonie- aoid 
(430 mg®a) and methanol (5 ml*) were mixed end ref toed for 
4 hr a ©s* cooled and poured into & solution of potassium 
hydroxide (500 mg®©) in water (30 ml©) end allowed to stand 
for 15 miiis* The basic solution was then extracted with 
ether and the organic layer washed with brins and dried 
(KSgSCL) * Concentration yielded 434 of oil which exhibited 
four spots on t*!©e* the most polar having similar Rg to th© 
anti*»alcohol© The oil was dissolved in petrol and chromatographs 
on fin© silica (lOg®)® Elution with 5^  ethar In patrol yielded 
in the fourth fraction a mixture of an unidentified Impurity 
and th© antl®sa©thyl ©thor (l29h}$ in the fifth* a mixture of 
th© aati-sad agwapimors and in the next three fractions pure 
syn-methyi other (129a) « . Combination of thes© fractions and 
distillation furnished a pure sample of the predominant syn - 
©pimer (l29a)„ b*p0 120=122°/b°3 sm© (Pound C9 8309§C He
113*
C ^ O  requires C„ 84«1G &  H, 8*83^) * The laf!c&°
red spectrum (CCX^) showed absorption at 2829 ond 1X22©®^ 
(methoxyl) o ^he n®a0r<, spectrum showed a singlet at 6*70 T  
for the mothoxyi protons and triplets at 6<>30Y(J»4 cpso) and 
4*20T (J»5a7$ ops*) for the proton on Cg and the olefinic 
proton respectively*
The fourth and fifth fractions from the column were r©« 
chromatographed, elution with ether in petrol furnishing 
a pure sample of the anti-epimer (X29b) identical with the 
major product from the hydrogen cteXarid@-methass.ol reaction 
described ahove*
Quantitive analysis of these mixtures by g«X*e* was not 
possible due «& the small separation obtained between the 
peaks for the syn-aad anti-©pi®ers«
Rapid decomposition of both ©pisaers occurred* kdtonio 
absorption appearing in the infra-red spectrum*
MtlQ8_o£_g°toluang sulphttnlc solA/acetio aeid op, the agn-*laohol (igiif
The ayn»alcohol (124a) (20 mgm)9 p^ioXuen© sulphoaio acid (20 mg9b) 
and acetic acid ( 2 ml*) were mixed and icfluxed for 4  hre»4 than 
cooled and poured into water and extracted with ether* Th& 
ethereal solution was washed with 4^ sodium hydroxide s 5B.teyfejc= 
chloric acid and brine and dried (S%SO^}* Concentration yielded 
18 mgfflo of product which was analysed by g*X*o* (IfljS PBG A at 
X90°)o A sioilar product distribution was obtained to that 
from the hydrochloric acid«seetic acid reaction* vis the predominant 
product was the anti»acetate (l2?b)0
The bicyolc^ketone (84) (500 mg&o) said water (10 mlo) were 
mixed and refluxed for 2 6 hrs* then cooled end extracted with 
ethero Th© organic solution was extracted with 4 ® sodium 
hydroxide 0 washed with brine* dried (MgSO^) and concentrated9 
yielding only unchanged starting material0 Hormal work up of 
the basic extract furnished no material of an acidic nature*
Similar treatment of the ketone with water ( 8 ©1U) and dioxan 
(6 fl£L) in a hoseogenscms solution failed to bring about any 
reaction*
Attempted decomiigaitioa of the bioyolo-ketone .(84).. ftg. alow
di9tj.Ilatj.en.-, ,
Slow distillation of the keton© at 0*1 mm* resulted in a 
crystalline product on cooling* The infra-red epectsum and 
t*l«c» showed that the starting material had been recovered 
unchanged*
gxeatoent of_ the, MtjKoio^etona (84) with &$ Ba&wJw$xoxl&&°-
She bicyclo-katooe (84) (500 aga,), 4H sodium hydroxide (5 alo) 
and dloxan (10 ml*) were reflured for 24 hrs* as a two phase system* 
The reaction mixture was diluted with waters acidified (6H HOl}0 
extracted with ether and the extracts washed with brin© and dried 
(!%S04) * Concentration yielded a mixture of solid m d  liquid 
material shown by tol*Co to consist of unchanged starting material 
with a number of unidentified impurities*
. 4aMsa^£_aejitajipij.e
Th® bicyelo~k®ton© (84) (Xg®) was dissolved in & solution of 
potassium hydroxide (lga) in anbydrcma methanol (25 sal *5 snd 
refluxed for 26 hra0 ■ After ooollng?dilution with water and 
acidification with mineral acid,the aqueous solution was extracted 
with ether,' and the extracts washed with brdno and dried (HgS04)o 
Concentration yielded an oil (Oc95go) shown by tdc-e, and g.X*c0 
to eons let of uareaoted starting material and a loss polar compound* 
SYaotien&l distillation failed to separate the two components*
To facilitate ohromatographic separation* e. msthenolio solution 
of the mixture was treated with sodium herebydrid© in the usual 
manner, the resultant ell showing no carbonyl absorption in the 
infra-red spectrum* G,l*c<» indicated that the unidentified 
compound was unchanged by the reduction procedures, A seaple 
of the oil was dissolved in petrol and chromatographed on fine 
eiliea* Biution with 5$ ©th«sr in petrol initially afforded 
the new product and subsequently mixture® of this compound and 
the syn-alcohol (124a) ®‘ •' Mstillatidn of the ’combined early 
fractions yielded a pure sample of 2^ p«tolyl«*8»8«dimetho3cyb.leyclo^
(3»2 51)~oct~2~ene (130) positively identified by comparison of 
its infra-red and n*m?r* speetra9 its H.? on t«l*c* and its retention 
iime& on a number of g«l8c» eoXumhs with an authentic sample 
prepared by the action of p-toluene sulphd&Lc aoid and methanol 
on the bioycl o-ke tone (64) o
i
Action of BQdium methoxide on the bieyclo-ketone (84)
w*tm iW H  — ii w iw mi mu m —iwimiim ■<! iwianaiii m pfciwHH i l  n i^ x fc u w p M m w i i i i nm ii in r i  rirnwn»~ mrunniwn %imnir  •|m T »m jrmii ifiMTTri(l  i r iiiin i^ o i j m 4~|p i^
A solution of tbs Meyelo-keton® (84) (lg*)‘'ih anhydrous methanol 
(5 ml®) was added to a methasaolAo solution of sodium xaethosido
1X6
[from sodium (Xg©) and anhydrous methanol (30 mX„) ] and the 
mixture refXuxSd for 26 hrs© $hs work up described shove 
yielded lgo of oil shown "by and g0%0Co to he essentially
similar to that obtained from potassium hydroxide in methanol0 
More concentrated sodium mathoxid© solutions and extended reflux 
times failed to increase the quantity of the ketal (130) forsiedo
TEpeatment of the bicyclcwsetona (84) with p«»toluenQ sulplionic .
TMSihti^nweiMMrT i r n i wiir i-iM ii igiiii m u n m n m K n i n ¥ i n <inniuinB'i i r r r <n in n M n 1 f  ■ i ‘ t  1 a,,iii*yK trP rjlMI  ....... '■11................ ^■mMtPin^riimin ■
acid/methanol c
(a) Four hours rei 
oot^ g^ enQo (130)
®ie bleyclo~ketoae (84) (Xg*)* p-toluene sulphonio acid
(0«95g») end methanol. (10 ml0) were mixed and refluxed for
4 hreaj then cooled and poured into a stirred solution of
potassium hydroxide (ig©) in water (10 sd»)a She basic
solution was extracted with ether and the extracts- washed
with brine and dried (Mg$0.)o Concentration yielded X0X5go
•»!of an oil showing absorption at 1730®0 in the iafra**re& 
spectrum and one spot on t0X©ec G®Xcc0 analysis (10$ PEG- A 
at 19C0) of the product however indicated that it me a 
mixture consisting of the cyoloheptene esters (82) 9 (lA «
14 minse) end (83) (B^. * 15o75 mine©) and a n m  compound 
(H^  * 8 mine*)©
®ie reaction was repeated on similar quantities and after 
4 hr So reflux a solution of potassium hydroxide (Xg©) in 
water (2 ml©) was added and refluxed for 1*5 hre0 ’Bs© 
usual Wojk up yielded 425 mgm0 of 2-p«tolyl«8? 8»dimethoxy~ 
bicyolo->(3f 2 # 1 )~oo t~2«»sn© (130) after distillation* b©pa 
U0°/0o04 nm„ (Found C, 16^1% H„ 8.4X& OjAgOg
' mouIc m Cv 7910^, Hr B 30J6) The infra«red spectrum
(CC14) showed absorption at 2850ora<,” 9 1115cm«" and lOSScm*"
. (methosyl) and the nftmar0 spectrum showed two singlets at 
6085 T  end 6*78 T  aitxlbu^ed to the protons cn the methosyl 
groups and * triplet at 4o2? T  (J«*3«75 ops0) for the olefinic 
proton*
(k) Long reflux. She eaters (82?. and (85)0'  ~ a M M N M M lH M tB IM e M M M  n W llh H ll im m iil i i l  >1111111 t WHIIIill III III I llfcll I l l  Mill HIM <1 ll ■ lITlimVrnrlM
Bloyclo»ketoas (84) (510 mgm*), p-toluene eulphonic acid (500 ogn/o 
aid methanol were ztifluxad for 19 krs<><5 cooled then poured into 
& stirred solution of potassium hydroxide (500 mgs*) in water9 
(10 mlo)o usual wozk up furnished an oil shown by g0loC«
analysis to consist of 85$ of the mixture of esters (82) and 
(83) and 15$ of the ketal (130)0 The oil was submitted to 
a further 19 hrs0 reflux yielding 450 mgm* (76$) of a mixture 
of the cycloheptsne esters (82) and (83)0
Tgaaa~ketallsation of the ketal (130)o
The ketal (130) (110 ngn*)* p-toluene sulphonic acid (20 mgs*) and 
acetone (10 mlo) were mixed and r©fluxed for 3 hrs0ff concentrated 
under reduced pressure and diluted with ether. The organic solution 
was washed with a saturated solution of sodium carbonate and brine and 
dried (MgSO^)* Concentration yielded 80 mg®** (89$) 9 of the bicycle** 
ketone (84) whioh solidified on btending0 Secrystallisatlon from 
ethanol furnished a pure sample® m*p« 66-68°0 Fixed melting point 
and comparison of g.l.o. retention times established the identity 
of the product*
Treatment of the tityele-ks tone. (84) with galBkggtc aeid/methasigl
Thd bleycXo-ketoce (84) {X|?*}* coventrated sulphuric add 
(0*5 ®X») and methanol (15 sOU) were nixed sad, rafluxed for1 
20 hre»e then cooled* diluted with water and extracted with.
©tbsr* The- ethereal solution m e  washed with or ins* 'dried 
(%SS4) and cmeeatmted yielding l«05g* of an oil shows ty 
gdoCo analysis (10$ ?S& A at 1 9 0 °). to q.cesiai of equal quantities 
of the,, oyoloheptene estera (82) and (83 )•
Treatment of the diketone (66) with sulphuric acid/methanol*
Concentrated sulphuric 'acid (9 slU) was added dropvis© to a 
solution of'' the diketone (66) (18g0) In methanol ( 5 0 0 22X9 ) end 
the mixture refItsxed for 60 fcrs* 55»r usual'. work up ftasishsd ex 
oil which was distilled, b*p> X28oX30°/0eQ5 sio* 82 *7$) r,
Colo Co analysis showed this i to be a mixture of equal qBaatitis-s cl 
tiie eyclohepte&e esters (82) and (85)0
ColoCo analysis of a similar reaction sefXuxsd .for _ 19 brs* shewed 
the preaonoo of the two esters together with a small quantity 
of til© Mcyclo-ketal (.130) e
Treatment of... the dihBioia (106) with coneeatrated sulphuric acid 
in fo©tbaaalQ
The diketose (106) {2g# )# dissolved is methanol (30 mla)9 was 
treated with concentrated sulphuric acid (lo5 ado) sad the solufeioz 
refluxed for 4 days when as aliquot was taken -and jerked up in. tae 
usual manner* $«l*c* indicated that the reaction had not gone 
to cos5?letiQaf see© non-polar material as mused to be the cycle* 
heptea© methyl ester and the dimethyl ketal of, .the bicycle-* 
ketone (1C?) hewing been fbxsaed but large quantities of tfc
dikefcon© remained unreaeted* Reflux for 10 days failed to 
provide complete reaction and this method was abandoned*
Treatment of the Moyolc-ketQne (84) with p^tolmne . eulphoalc
The bicyelo-k©ton® (84) ($$*9 0«0X4 ffl®5» p»toluene sulphoaio 
acid (2o85g«<> 0*015 a*) end ethylene glycol (8*68g«® 0*14 &») 
were mixed and heated, on a steam bath for 1*5 hre*® then cooled 
and poured Into a vigorously stirred solution of potassium 
hydrosdd® (2o5g«) ia ioe and water (20g«) and loft overnight*
The basic solution was then extracted with other and the extracts
washed with brin© and dried (HgSO,)* .Concentration afforded an
4 ; ’
oil which showed two spots on to3Ua;«fi a compound with similar 
to the starting keton® and a very polar materialo The infra.« , 
rad spectrum showed absorption at 3500 otz^ (hydsoayl) and 173O m ^
e»3
(carbonyl)* The absence of the XTSOsmo** carbonyl absorption 
typical of the bicyclo-keton© suggested the least polar compound 
was. th®.ethylene ketal (132) and the other material an ethylene 
glycol ester formed by bridge fission* Accordingly a sample of 
the reaction product was refluxed for 1’ hr* with a aeth&nolie 
solution of potassium hydroxide and worked up in the usual manner* 
Th® neutral fraction from this hydrolysis yielded only the less 
polar material ho a solids identified as 2«{p?tolyl)«8^othylene«> 
dioxy'bioyoloc3(5&2fll5«oct«2^ en® (132)* m0p* 67*5-69° (ethanol)* 
(**a4 C, 79.3#. Ht 7.91^. C1?Ha0O2 requires C, 7%6*$, H, ?„8^)„ 
Th@ infra«r«d spectrum was transparent in the hydropsy! and carbonyl
•ft
regions and showed strong absorption at X109om? (ethyXene^ &iossy)'* 
The n9m»re spectrum showed the olefinic proton at a® a triplet 
at 4*30 T  (J « 3-75 ops-) and th© methylene protons of the ethylene^ 
dioscy group as a singlet at 6 . 1 0 T ,
The acidic material recovered from the hydrolysis was treated with 
dlasomethane and analysed by g*l*o» which showed the product to 
he a mixture of the eyoloheptene methyl esters (82) and (83)0 
On the basis of this result and the infra-red spectrum of the 
crude reaction mixture, the polar product was considered to be a 
mixture of the ethylene glycol esters (133) and (134) 0
Treatment of the diketone (66) with p~toluene sulphonic acid- 
ethylene glycol*
A mixture of the diketone (66) (2g«) and p«toluene sulphonic 
add (2g<.) in ethylene glycol (10 ml*) was refluxed for 2 hrs*, 
allowed to cool and poured into a solution of potassium hydroxide 
(2g«) in water (20 ml*)* The basic solution was extracted with 
ether and the extracts washed with brine and dried (SSgSO^)* 
Concentration yielded 1.7g» of an oil which showed three spots on 
t«loc« Chromatography afforded a sample of each compound*
The least polar was identified as the ketal (152) (toLco« lor*)* 
The other two components both showed absorption at 5500cm* 
(hydroxyl) and 1730®®*"^ (ester) in the infra-red spectrum and 
both yielded a mixture of the esters (82) and (83) on basic 
hydrolysis and esterlfication with diasomethane* It was assumed 
that the less polar spot comprised the ethylene glycol esters 
(133) and (134) and the more polar the corresponding diethylene 
glycol asters.
Treatment of the diketone (106), with p-toluene sulphonic acid-
(a) A mixture of diketone (106) (lgo),p-toluene sulphonic acid
(lg*) and ethylene glycol (5 mle) was refluxed for 1 hr- then
oooled and poured into a solution of potassium hydroxide 
(l«3s») to water (20 ml*) and allowed to stand at room 
temperature for 30 mins« The solution was diluted with 
water, extracted with ether and the extracts washed with 
brine and dried (MgS0^)o Concentration yielded 760 mgm^ 
of an oil which showed three spots on t»loC» Chromatography 
of a benzene solution of this material on fine silica (l3go) 
afforded 350 raga* of the lactone (1 0 5 ), some starting material 
and then a compound which showed absorption in the hydroxyl 
region and at 1 7 4 0 c ® i n  the infra-red spectrum« This 
compound was identified as the ethylene glycol ester (136) 
although satisfactory analytical figures could not bo obtained 
due to a small impurity which could not be separated* The 
a«m.r, spectrum had peaks at 8*52 T  (singlet, 3H) for the 
methyl function* 6«2?T (multiplet, 2H) for the methylene 
■ protons on the hydroxy Shearing carbon and at 5 <>88 T  (multiple 
2Hj for the methylene protons adjacent to the ester group* 
Reflux of the reaction mixture for 16 hrs* furnished a 53$ 
yield of lactone after chromatography*
Acidic hydrolysis of the crude reaction product*
Th© diketone (106) (lg*) was refluxed for 1 hr* as described 
in (a) above and then cooled, treated with a solution of 
concentrated hydrochloric acid (l ml*) in water (3 ml*) and 
th® resulting two phase system refluxed for 17 hrs* After 
cooling, the reaction mixture was extracted with ether and 
th© extracts washed with 4H sodium hydroxide and brine.
then dried* Concentration yielded 900 sagm* of contaminated 
lactone which was readily purified by recryst&lXlaation from 
petrol to give 800 (80$) of the lactone (108)9 »*prt
90-92°,
(c) Basie hydrolysis of the ^ rude reaction products
Similar treatment of the diketone (106) (Igo) at refIns
for 1 hr* followed "by addition of potasdum.igrdrosd.de (2g»)
la water (4 ml*) and subsequent ref luring for 2 hrso? yielded
950 fflgm0 of neutral and 4^0 0®bu. of acidic material* . She
neutral fraction was shown by t«lc>Qo and its infra®red spectrum
to consist mainly of the lacton© (108), together with some
blcy oXo^katone (10?) or ket&l (IJS)* ■ ^ 0  addle material
* ^
solidified and was re crystallised from petrol« 9&*9Se
(Found C* 77»93S£» H* 7o.55$- C.^gOg requires C* 78*211. H, 
7*88$) * The infra-red spectrum showed absorption at 3!?00- 
23000®*“  ^(acidic hydroxyl) and IfOOom*^ (carboxyl)« The 
nam0r0 spectrum showed no ©lefinie proton signal but a vinylic 
methyl at 8*36 T~ (singlet^  3H)« G42Uc., analysis of an estorified
sample established the purity of th© acidic producto
Treatment of the dikatosie (48) with p»toluene sulphonic acid in
■nn n > » » M T m r M n « * M n ft r r t n >nrti n i i i i n in r >r i i i i »nn» n « i » r w i i n  m i n i m i *  i n n f r  f *  1 1 *' 111 '  - « * « * ' ■ — . T  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
® f?Xyoo3» o
A mixture of the diketone (48) (l*2go)9 p-toluene sulphonic acid 
(l.,2g„) and ethylene glycol ($ mlo) was refluxed for 1 hr* A 
solution of potassium hydroxide (2g0) in water (4 ale) was added 
and the basic solution• rafluzod for 2 hr&o.* then' cooled9 diluted 
with water9 acidified (6$ EQ%] and extracted'with..other•' Extraction 
of the ethereal solution with dilute sodium hydroxide, furnished 
64!? -mgra® of acidic material after the usual work up* G0loC* analysis 
of an esterified sample (.diasomsthanc) 9 showed 80$ of a major 
product contaminated by two compounds* Distillation furnished bicycle-
(fj^ena^^arboaylic aoid (34)0 bop*.122-125'^/
0*13 aaa«. (Found 0* 75«08$9 &* 8099$? ®xi®)6®2 r@^ 12ir8S
?3«30$, H, 8,99$). The infra-red spectrum showed - absorption
*1at 3500-2800cm® and ITOOcnu => The ftosur* spectrum confirmed 
the tetra-substituted position of the double bond by th© absence 
of a signal for an olefinio proton*
A neutral fraction of 370 lagffle of an oil was. recovered which 
consisted of the lactone (51)» (infra-rod spaetruiru
galoC*)* .
Treatment of the dike tone (103) with -p-froluene sulphonic aoid ix\ 
.ethylene glycol, < *
The diketone (103) ()l*4£h-)c toluene sulphonic acid (ig*) and 
.ethylene glycol (10 ml*) were mixed and refliaxsd for 17 hrs* 
then allowed to cool and a solution of potassium hydroxide 
(l«5g») in water (5 ml©) was added* • This mixture w&a. refluxed 
for 3 hra. and after cooling was ..diluted with water., acidified 
(6H HOI) and extracted with ethea?f The extracts wore washed with 
42?- sodium hydroxidee then, brine and dried (%£Ck) 'yielding ISO mg 
of unreacted starting material* The basic solution was acidific 
with mineral aoid and worked up in the..usual maimer to yield l-.ll 
of the desired*acid (104)« identical to the product from the 
hydrochloric acid-acetic acid reaction*
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A recent synthesis  ^of eight and nine merabered caphosycles 
by cleavage of the one~oarbon bridge of bicyolc«*(3*3*X)«acman® 
and bioyel©~( 4 * 3»X )^dse&ne derivatives* utilised an extremely 
facile* base catalysed* p  -elimination of the tosylo^y gr©up of 
(X)« Treatment of a mixture of the epimeric tosylates (2 ) 
with sodium ©thoxide afforded the eycl©«©etene diester (3) and 
unchanged starting material *■ Ssemlsation-of models showed that
the equatorial ©pirner was suitably aligned for /^elimination 
as shown in scheme (a)* while the axial epiaer was not* and it. 
was assumed that a considerable difference in reactivity existed 
between the two forms* re suiting in-recovery of'the axial ©pissr* 
This was verified by the failure of sodium etteid® to promote 
any reaction of this epimsr even on prolonged reflux*
It was felt that application of this reaction to the bicyolo« 
(3*2*X)«*©ctan© system might provide further information about the 
apparent disparity in reactivity between the episers* in addition 
to affording an alternative route t© a oycloheptene acid* such 
as (4 )« The previously.prepared aldehyde-eater '(5) (®s® Part I* 
P0 2 4 ) * was ohomn m  starting material and cyolisatihn t© the 
alcohol (6) w&e studied by a~ amber of methods* • -
Beaction of the aldehyde tester (5 ) with concentrated hydrochloric 
add* acetic acid and water on a steam bath for 4*5 hrs* yielded 
a mixture of acetate (?) and alcohol (6) similar to that obtained 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid«acetic acid mixtures at room 
temperature (see Part 1)* Concentrated sulphuric acid produced 
a complex mixture and concentrated sulphuric acid in ethsnol
produced a mixture of the alcohol (6) with two less polas? . 
compounds , thought to he the corresponding epimorio ethyl ©there 
(8) « p^ TolttGiie sulphonie acid in bensens also produced the
©pimerio aloohols together with two other oosrppimds tentatively 
identified as the corresponding tosylates (9) by comparison of 
their on t.l*©. with that of authentic samples9 prepared 
later*
Although these acid catalysed ring closures produced the desired 
compound p the formation of byproducts required tedious chromato- 
graphic separation, since distillation at water-pump. pressure 
resulted in partis! decomposition of the alcohol (6) to the 
aldehydlc precursor* The formation of small quantit5.es of the 
desired alcohols in the preparation of the aldehyde-estor (5) 
suggested that more vigorous treatment with triethylesdxie. vould. 
provide an alternative preparative method* Kefluxing the 
aldehyde-ostsr (5) in benzene with triethyXamine for 48 hrs. 
yielded mixtures of the alcohol and aldehyde after neutralising 
end washing the feensen© solution. The rather poor recovery from 
the reaction led to chloroform extraction of the washings which 
afforded^contaminated alcohol in reasonable quantities. 
Chromatographic filtration was used to purify this material.
The total yield of-alcohol was 60^ » Comparable yields could 
be obtained by preparing the alcohol (8) directly from 2-earbethoxy» 
cyclopentanon© without isolation of the aldehyde **qs ter* Wo
estimation of the ratio of the epimsr® me possible nor were 
equilibration studies considered profitable since galoC* analysis 
like distillation, caused considerable retro^ aldolisationo
Careful chromatograph of the ©pimerie sdscture on fins mesh 
silica afforded pare samples of each epimer0 analogy with 
the relative polarity on t®l©ee of the related episseric‘alcohols 
(1O) 0 ^ the less polar was tentatively assigned the equatorial 
configuration ($&)« This assignment was later confirmed (see 
po132 ) hgr study of the nBm0r0 spectra of these and derived empomflB
fh& infra-red spectrum, of. both ©piusers exhibited hydrosyl and - 
. carbethoxyl(.1735c®®'absorption together with'the high \£ A 
(1760cm <,a>') typical of Mcyelc^C^f1)--©ctanoses with the hetonio 
function at C0« ®fce a8a0ro spectra provided further confirmation 
••of the alcoholic structure® fhe ethyl ©ster appeared in both 
•epimsrs as the typical .triplet (8„jsr>, quartet (50.82 T) patten; 
The hydro^lie proton and the 0  ^proton found.at 5»42*Yand 
6oOTi» the equatorial compound and at 6e5?'Y and 3*7 IT ia tho 
axial eplmer, the latter pealt in both being partially obscured by 
the ester methylene*
Sine© analytical data for the alcohols were not obtained because of 
their thermal instability., the 0«ae©tate of each X4&& prepared by 
treatment with acetic anhydride in pyridine* These compounds 
wer® found to be identical with the acetatss isolated, from the 
reaction of the aldehyde-s-stsr (5) with hydrochloric acid and asstie 
&eld0 (infra-red sper3tmm9 t«l«c«9 ,goloc0) (sss Part t9 p.025)o
Treatment of a small quantity of each .alcohol with p-toluen© 
sulphonyl chloride in pyridine failed to yield crystalline 
products although the infra-red spectra and tal0c« suggested 
that in both eases the tosylate had formed* However, treatment
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of 4.ho aldehyde-es'ces? under these conditions* brought about 
both cycJ-5.sa.T6ion and tosy1stion* aad yielded a solid mixture 
Of two compounds (tc.lc.Co) separated by chromatography* The 
infra-red spectra of these ©pimsrie compounds showed that both 
had the tosylate b true to© (9) flf 1575cm*"1 and 1175ca*"•*■)..
This was confirmed in each case by the n4sa<.r« spectrum which 
exhibited the typical AB quartet at 2a63, T  end 2015 T  fox the
phenyl protons of the tosylate .group and the tosylate methyl at
7o3 T  o The. proton appeared at 4 <>94 T  in one epin©s? and 
5o34 T  ii'i the other.'
Three related epimeric pairs wore now available* the less polar 
alcohol having been converted into the less polar acetate and 
tosylate* The configurations of these compounds were established 
by examination of the 0^ proton signal in the n«m0r.> spectra (see 
51ge l)0 In each eplmerie pair* tk® proton of th© loss polar 
epimsr absorbed at higher field than that of the more polar 
compound and in accordance with known principles "‘6 the former 
were identified as having the axial proton and thus th© substituent ws 
in the equatorial cozifiguration0 In addition to the considerations
X
discussed by Jackman 9 in this ease the axial proton also lies
closer to the shielding cone of the 0Q ketone*
More conclusive evidence to support these configurational 
assignments in this rigid structure* was made available by inspection 
of the breadth of the multiple'?; for the G^ proton, A3 discussed 
by Hassner an axial proton* coupled with adjacent axial and 
equatorial protons* should result in a much wider band than an 
equatorial proton coupled with adjacent axial and equatorial 
protons* In the alcohols (6a) and (6b)* although the G^  proton 
was partially obscured by the ester methylene* this was found to
ba the oaae and it was confirmed la the acetates (7a) and (To) 
and tosyletea (9a) and (9b) where the proton signal was 
clearly visible, as shown tn Hg* lo • . Measurement of the half- 
band widths of the multipXets showad that they lay within 
■the limits quoted ^  for axial and equatorial protons (See fable 
1 below)*
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The configurations of the alcohols and tosylaies having been 
established5 attention was directed to the preparation of tha 
latter in quantity® A3.though the tosylates had been prepared
from the alcohols and also from the aldehyde~ester (5), the 
simplest method of preparation was found to bo direct conversion 
of 2-carbethoxycyclopontanon® to the alcohols (6) find trsatrrent 
of this crude reaction mixture with p-toluen© sulphonyl chlori de 
in pyridine® The dark viscous oil obtained by this procedure
was stored in a refrigerator until it solidified and then washed 
with ooId ethos? to yield a crystalline mixture of the tosylatoe* 
Fractional crystallisation from ethanol afforded initially tbs 
equatorial (9a) and subsequently the axial ©pimer (9b) o
An examination of model© revealed that the equatorial iosylate 
group was suitably aligned to undergo baso-catalysed ^ -elimination 
with simultaneous cleavage of the bridge at the Cg position as 
shown in scheme (b), while it m s  thought that the axial would 
only yield the olefin (12) by expulsion of tbs tosylate group* 
outlined in scheme (o)0
The equatorial toeylat© reacted oozsplstely .after 15 mins® reflux 
with a slight molar excess of ethanolio sodium ©thoxid©, to yield 
an oil which, after distillation, was shown by g0l*co analysis to 
consist of not less tJban 9^  of the gss^diester (ll)<> This c-caapotmd 
was identified by the absence of uitm-voilei absorption, by the 
carbonyl absorption of 1752o3n»**^  and by double bond absorption 
at 3022 cm*'*’3, (001^) and 6840010"* <0Sg) in the infra-red spectrum* 
the latter value being dhsraeteristic of a oie~disubstituted double 
bond® The ©xtrsms simplicity of the n0moro spectrum of this confound 
oould only be explained by such a symmetrical molecule « The 
typical ethyl ester pattern of a 6-proton triplet at Qoil'll* 
and a 4-P^ Gtoft quartst at 5-86 T  was evident, together with a 
singlet for 8 protons at 7083 T  and a finely split triplet at 
4o37T for the two olefinie protons* The methylene protons on Cg 
and Cj have identical chemical shifts due to the Symmetry of the 
molecule as do tbs protons on and O^o The occurrence of all 
eight protons in a singlet* however* also requires the protons on 
C2 and Cj to have identical chemical shifts0 Consideration of
Shooloxy5 s fsul©s indicates that a methyl©no group appearing at 
8047lr Ik moved downfield 'by th© prssenc© of two ft ~ earbettay 
functions to ^ loS^'T © ®h© ally H o  protons are also oxpeot©d to
appear in this region at ^ 8*0 T 0 Thus on the basis of these 
©(Qpirlb&lrules it appears feasible that all the methylene protons 
may have identical chemical shift* lamination of models confirms 
that the Og and 0^ protons lie only in the deshieldiag semes of the 
ester functions (13).and thus a downfiold shift would be expocte&o
The only other.gcuqpotmd formed (<10$) was subsequently identified 
as the,isomeric. til sates? (14.) 'hy g«l«o« analysis®
Methanolio potassium hydroxide hydrolysed the gem-diester' (13.) to 
the corresponding diacid Ci5)» which also had a simple n*3ur» 
spectrum showing a singlet for eight protons at ?*60 'Yand a broad 
unresolved singlet at 4*20 Tfba? the olefinie protons®
Attested thermal decsrbos^lation of the diaeid (15) yielded an 
oil which appeared from study of the infra-red spectrum* to 
consist of an acidic .compound and a lactone, presumably (16)* k 
more satisfactory procedure irs.vo3.ved reflmcing the diacid with 
copper ponder in pyridine for 40 minso® which yielded more than 
80^ af oyelohept-»4ui,®S!® ccrboxylic acid (4)* A slightly injure 
sample of this compound, supplied by Professor Stork * had 
similar H0po and infm-red spectrum to this material and the 
corresponding methyl esters •(diascmethon©) had identical retention 
times on g0l0c* As a result of the destruction of the symmetry 
of the molecule* the spectrum showed a methylene complex
from 8®4T-»704'T and a finely split triplet at 4c23 T for the olefinie 
protons*
The buccoss&A degradation of the gam-diestor (3.1} to the known 
compound (4) confirmed the relationship of the carboxyl group and
the double bond suggested by the nomor0 speeteua0
The isolation of both the equatorial and axial tosylates provided 
the opportunity of verifying the gross disparity in reactivity 
noted in the related epimerio tosylates (2) tinder similar 
reaction conditions (see p©12$)0
Treatment of the axial toayl&t© (9b) With ethanolio. sodium 0iho2d.de 
at reflux for 15 sdnB0) yielded 88$ of the unsatur&ied dies tor 
(14)9 which shewed double carbonyl absorption in the infra-red
n H
spectrum at 1759c©©** (ester) and rjfllcm0~ («*■ -unsaturated ester) , 
absorption at )\ 225m)t(6,a8,000} in the ultra-violet speetxiua*
sad a slightly subsplit triplet at 2*93 T  (1H) for the olefinie 
proton in the n„mer0 spectrum6 ‘M s  also showed the different
environments of the ester groups, the .methyl protons occurring as 
two overlapping triplets at 80?7 T  and. 8074T  and th© methylenes 
as overlapping quartets centred at 3 »91 Or sad 5 ©8? T 0
Two possible mechanisms for the formation of this product can be 
visualised* (a) ^-elimination of the tosylate group to yield tba 
olefin (12)9 followed by bridge-iUssiea and double bond migration 
in & manner similar to that described by Cope * as in scheme (&). 
or (b), cleavage of the )3»-keto-©st©r system followed by j&> -elimination 
of the tosylate group as outlined in scheme (©)o The former 
path sees© unlikely sine© the axial tosylate (2b) failed to react 
under conditions<* thus eohame (©) represents the coxreot
mechanismo The failure of (2b) to undergo any reaction can best
b© explained by assuming that bridgs-fission did,in fact,occur 
but that the presence of the methyl group rendered ^ -elimination 
of the tosylate impossible0 Consequently a transannular reaction 
of the type oemmon in this eight mexabered ring system 0 resulted 
in reformation of the starting material,as indicated in scheme (f)c
GqXoQ? analysis of th© products of ‘base o&t&lysed reaction 
of both tho ©qia&toxdal cmd ?;x£al tosylatee showed that the 
impurity present in the former was * in fact, th© dieator (14) 9 
which was obtained as the only product from the lattes.** This 
may have resulted from traces of tbs axial epimor not detected 
by t*l.c* in the starting material 02? more probably by initial 
bridge^f ission of the ©qu&tori&X tosylate and p  •elimination 
of the tosylate group occurring as a competing mechanism*
St should be pointed out at this stag© that in theory* the 
equatorial tosylate could ha w  yielded the ssm© product as the 
axial opimer0 $hat it did aot9 established tbs disparity is 
reactivity tdxich was pnsvicasfty postulated \  However* it 
is now dear that th© successful and tsooomplicatod ©emission 
of tbs mixed ioayXat©& (2)— * (3) depended not so much on th© 
gross disparity la reactivity between the axial and equatorial 
episaers as on the fact that the stereochemistry of each favoured 
separate reaction paths and that one of these paths was hicoked 
by the presence of the bridgehead methyl function0
Hydrolysis of tho cC ^-.unsatarated ester (14) with xaathanolic 
potassium i5rdr02d.de yielded the diaoid (17)» which was stable 
to the conditions that produced decarboxylation of the isomeric 
gea^diacid (15)o It had absorption A m3£ 225m/*. (€ ® 3*2X0) 
in tho ultraviolet spectrum and showed an olefinie proton at 
2«95 T  in the xum?*' speetsaz&o
Eha aoid was found to h© identical to that obtained in 50$ yi©X& 
from the action of msthaaolio; potassium hydroxide on the aldehyde** 
©ster (5) (Part 1, p0 76 )0 Ttde stepXe two stage synthesis of
Xt 5~^carboxycyc lohop t “X«en© (17) from S^ earbsthoxyoyclopentanona 
can be envisaged mechanistically as occurring by ring closure and 
hydrolysis of the aldehyde-ester (5) to the alcohol (6) followed 
by cleavage of the bridge and ^  <*clim4mi&o» of the hydroxyl 
function* The poor leaving-group potential of the hydroxyl 
function in basic solution rendered unlikely the p  -elimination 
of the equatorial hydroxyl with concomitant br idg@~fi & si on and it 
was cons id ©rod that both eptors followed the same route <> This 
would account for tbs absence of the gem-diaeid (15) in the product
(go IoCq )o
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(a) Bilute hydrochloric acid/acetic acid*
A solution of the aldehyde-©s ter (5) (l5go) and concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (15 mlo) in acetic acid (120 mX&) and water 
(40 mlo) wae heated on a steam bath for 4«5 hre* then allowed 
to stand at room temperature overnight«, After neutralieation 
with a saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate* the aqueous 
solution was extracted with ether and chlorofcgafe The organic 
solutions were separately mshed with brine and dried (HgSQ^) 
before combination* Bs&oval of the solvent gav© a yield of 5«3%o 
of oil which had similar infra-red spectrum and taX*e«» to the 
crude product obtained using concentrated hydrochloric acid at 
room temperature (see Part l)P i0e0 the reaction product consisted 
of a mixture of tho desired ©pimeric alcohols (6) and the 
corresponding acetates (7)0
(b) Concentrated sulphuric acid*
The al&ebyda-ester (5) (5»7go) was treated dropwise with 
concentrated sulphuric acid (llg0) at 0° and the resultant 
solution was allowed to stand overnight at room temperatures 
The solution was poured into ice and water* neutralised with 
sodium bicarbonate and extracted with ether* The ethereal 
solution was washed* dried (MjgSO^ } and concentrated to yield 
l*28g* of an oil which was shown to be a complex mixture 
containing the desired alqohols (t0Xac*)s
(c) Sulphuric acid/ethanol
A stirred solution of tho aldshyde-eater (5) (igo) in ethanol 
(25 mlo) at 0° was treated with a solution of concentrated
sulphuric .add (1 vAo) izx ethanol (25 ml.) and allowed tf& 
stand for 40 hra* at room temperature* !Ch© reaction mixture 
wad powed onto water and extracted with chloroform0 The
organic solution ms washed with 4fif eodiuin hydroxid® and 
brim 9 dried (%S0^) and concentrated^ , yielding X«02go of 
an oil 'which was shown by t0l©e« to consist of the desired 
alcohol (6) as a mixture of ©pirn era together with two less 
polar products 0 Chromatography on silica effected a 
separation of the alcohols from the lees polar impurities 
which were tentatively identified as the corresponding 
ethyl ethers (8) because of the lack of hydroxyl absorption 
in the infra-red spectrum and by analogy with the results of 
Jtatin ^ o
(d) p-'foluen© sulphonic aoid/toluen®** *wwmiiaaPWMi<w>iiM»iiuwM|w j iit i iataKti/ir<uccs>»degas^Sgy«ag»gflhBaK iTOewq?psMii«CM*w»*r»ir»
A mixture of p-toluene sulphoziic acid (0o5&«) sodiusi«». 
dried toluene (25 mlo) was refluxed for 1*5 bsrs* with a water 
separator* When reflux subsided the water separator 
was drained and refilled with toluene and tbs aldehyde^ester 
(5) {!&<>) in toluene was rapidly added to ‘the reaction adxtu»®0 
Heflux was restarted and continued for 5 h r t h e n  cooled and 
the solution neutralised by the addition of anhydrous potassium 
carbonate0 Filtration and removal of the toluene afforded a
yellow oil sham by t0loe« (40$ ethyl acetate in petrol) to 
consist of the desired alcohol (6) as a mixture of epimers 
together with two less polar compounds which had similar 
on toloCo to samples of the ©pimsrie tosylates (9)? 
prepared later0
(0) TriethylaaAne/frcaigetto*
A solution of the aldeby&e-oster (5) (SOgo) and triethylamine
(20 mlo) 1st anhydrous bens one (200 ml*} was mfluxed for 
43 hrs*e then cooled and neutralieed with acetic acid#
Uhe reaction mixture vias washed with, brine * 4$ sodium 
hydro side e brine and dried (^S04 )© Tte® combined brine 
washes war© extracted with chloroform and dried (WgS04)o 
Removal of the bonsai© gave mi oil shown by t«l«c» (40> ethyl 
acetate In petrol) to consist of the spimoric alsohols («) 
and the aldobyde^Gster (5 )e Chromatography on silica 
initially afforded mixtures of the three components and 
subsequently mixtures of ths ©pimerlc alcohols, Th© ehloro>» 
form solution, on concentration yielded only the ©piaeric 
alcohols which were purified by chromatographic filtration0 
l‘hs total yield of the alcohols obtained was 12o5&o (62<,5$) o ■..
Comparable yields of the alcohols were obtained by reacting 
2«*carbethosyeyclopentanon© and acrolein as described in the 
synthesis of the aldohyde»$ster (5) and then treating the 
crude reaction mixture with additional, trietbylamin© for 
48 hr So at reflux in the manner detailed above« Th&za
appeared to be no advantage in isolating and purifying 
the aldehyde-estsro
Separation and identification of the epdmerio
A pure sample of each opimeric alcohol was obtained by careful 
Ghromatographye . 2he epimeric mixture of alcohols (lg<?) were 
dissolved in ether and chromatographed on fine mesh silica {5®Sq )<•• 
Elution with ether afforded initially the pure equatorial isomer 
(6a), (280 mgnio) then mixtures of both ©pimers and finally*’ the pure 
axial isomer (6b) s (440 mgm0)o Attempts to distil these compounds
for analysis resulted in e&eh ease in a mixture of both epimers* 
together with aXdehyde«est©r (3)e Similar retro^aldolisation 
and iscmerieation occurred during attempts at g0Xec« analysis®
The equatorial episier (6a) had absorption in the infra-red spectrum 
(OCX,) at 3629cmo***1 (free hydroajyl}, a bread band-at 3440“3340cma^ ’
m.1 «,/?
(tocded hydi'OKyl), 1760ca,“” (ketoYie)s 1733raSo”' (esies) sad ■‘bands 
at 1294(a), 1268(s), 1252(a) 8 1198(a),, ll?5(s), 1095{m), 1070(S),
and 1015cm A(m)e The nunur* spectrum bad significant peaks at
5o42 T(poorly defined singled* XH) assigned to the fcydrosyl proton
and 6*0 T(muliiplei * XH) on which was superimposed the methylene
protons of the ester function. This maltipXet was assigned to th®
axially situated proton on (i,,0 The axial eplmer (6b) showed
absorption in the in£ra~rsd spectrum (002v ) at 3620cmo^ “ (free
«>3
hydroxyl)9 a broad band at 3420~2540em<T~ (bonded hydroxyl) 1761cm*'* *■ 
(ketone)* X733ceft"’*1 (ester) 2nd bands at 1295{m)* 12?2{s)s 1241(m)* 
1198(0 • 1174(e) f llll(m)* 1096(a) B 1066(a) 9 1044(a)9 1017(a) and 
943eaoW (a)« The nea»£* spectrum showed significant peaks at %7'f 
(multiplet* XH)* largely concealed by the superimposed methylene 
protons of the ethyl ester group end a somewhat broadened s&sglot 
at 6o57T (1H)o The former peak is attributed to the equatorially 
situated proton on the carbon substituted with the hydros^! function.* 
and the other to the hy&rosyl' proton® The peeks in the spectrum 
of both splisers attributed to ike hydroxyl protons were verified 
%  BgO exchangeo
Sfouatos&aX l^ethor:?carbomrl«4.-acetosyMeycle-^C 3 «.2o1 )<*ocian»&* 
one (7a)
The less polar equatorial alcohol (6a) (280 mgrn#) was refluxed for 
1 hr® with acetic anhydride (2 ml0) in pyridine (6 mX0)» After
cooling* the reaction mixture was poured'onto ice and water.and
extracted with etker-o The ©thcreaX solution was washed with
62? hydrochloric acid and brins and dried (HgS0.)* lemoval of
4
th© solvent yielded 270 isgra® of the equatorial acetate (7a) which
was distilled for analysis b0p0 122«*128°/0o8 mm® (Found C*
&U35&, H* 7®23$* ^ 5 ^ 0 %  rQquires 0, 61.4196# H, 7oX4$)* The
infra-red spectrum (001.) esdiibited a broad carbonyl region with
**3. *»3
two peaks at 1762os0 and 1736esi«*~® Other notable peaks occurred 
at 1302(h), 1298(h), X2?0(sK 1233(s)9 X22l(s)* 1187(h), 1173(g)* 
1052(g)* lQ28{m) end 1019©3u*’*1(m)o Ths ncm«r0 spectrum showed 
peaks at 8o01 *Y (singlet*.. 3H) for the acetats group, ’and a broad 
zzrultipist centred at 5*07 T* attributed to the proton on 0^o This 
peak had a half-band width of 20 04 c ^ 0 indicating the axial
A
environment of the proton thus proving that this compound is the 
equatorial acetate (7a)«, This -compound had identical infra-red 
spectrum and on t0X©c& to the less polar of the acetate .products 
of hydrochloric.'acid-acetic acid treatment of the aldehyde-ester (5), 
@0l«c0 analysis confirmed that these products were identical.®
Axial l^thoryoarbonyl®4.«aeetosrf'bicyclc-gC3*2.1)-octan-8-onel7b)®
1 1 Fi»TTrTirrrMwiriH <nwmi.ffim in * * frfu runvmriin unwii-mi im rrnrrinr* mi m -rrif -nr f^ irm ~t —i rrn-, rii r^ tr^ TirtS,,r“>Tfr--yfi-^ --Trvt~rr -t  Tim-rT---------
Similar treatment of'the mors polar axial'alcohol {6b) (350 mgm0) 
fuznishod, 180 sgm® of the axial acstats (Tb). BeC^stallisatien 
of ths solid reaction product from b eussns^petroX mixtures gave 
an analytical saiapl© m0po 7?ct??o5^ (Found 0* 6X»76^9 H0 to35fae
requires C* 6io41$» 7*14$)o The ia£r&»red spsctrum (GGl^)
shewed absorption in 'the carbonyl region as a broad band with three 
peaks at rS'oScm®"1* 1746cme*1 and 1735cm®*1. Other bands ware 
recorded at 1295(^5* X2?5(s)* I235(s)s 1204(s)* U74(m)» 1135(a)? - 
1115(a)* 1095(a)» 1055(a), X03?(m) end 100$an,~*(s)« The n,me3?0
suectrua showed a singlet* (3H) at 7*98 T  for the acetate function
and a multiplet at the proton on 0^  0 She hsli^ bciiel •
width of this peak was 9 o*p«s** typical  ^of an equatorial proton 
indicating the axial nato© of the ace tat© function* Shis . 
compound was identical (infra-red spectrum* tdoCe) to the sor© 
polar ©cetate formed in the attempted hydrochloric aoi&cootie 
acid ring closure of the al&eby&e^ester {5)0 Similar g*3Uc0 . 
retention times were recorded for both compounds«
l»&thofficafft» l^»4«»to syIexyMcyeie«*( 5 » 2,1) »qotatt»8«»ane( 9 ) *
(a) Free g^ethoayearbonyloyclogaentanon©
A stirred solution of 2«©tho33r@asbonyl0yclop«ntanon@ (lOOgo) 
and tristhylamin© (7<>5 *sl©5 la anhydrous b©h$©h© at 0°.ms 
treated dropwio© with acrolein (50 ssX0) and stirring continued 
for 24 hrso at room t sap era tare * A further quantity of 
iriethylaEiin© (80 ml*} was added and the reaction mis tare 
reflused for 48 hrs* She dark solution was then cooled to 
0° and a solution of p-toiusne sulphonyl chloride (78g0) in 
anhydrous pyridine (150 21X0) added dropwis® over 3^ sins*
After standing for 4 days the ia:brciirs was poured onto ios 
and left for 24 &£&•» diluted with bensen© and the organic 
• layer washed repeatedly with 61 hydrochloric aoid0 then 
saturated sodium bicarbonate and brine end dried (FgSO^) Q 
Besoual of the tfolatil'es yielded ISGga of a dark oil which 
solidified after storage in a refrigerator* Addition of 
ether furnished a colourless solid mixture of the epimeric 
tosylaies (9)* Fractional crystallisation from ethsnol 
yielded substaiitiaX quantities of each. .©pimsr* fhe equatorial 
tosylate (9a) m0Po 95o5“;9^ o5° (othasiLol)o (Found 59<>0^
ia£ra~r©& apsoirtim (001,,) showed absorption at X766eja«»'M*!J
(k®ton©)^L733€®o^(ester]i375 sad 117$cm0‘“2' (tosylat©)©
She n0®o2?© epa'etrum had peaks consistent with the tosylate 
and ethyl osier functions together with a multiplet at 
5* 34 T  (half hand width of 18 c*p0sft) attributed to the 
proton On 0^  in an as&aX environment
.She asial tceyXsi© (9b) recrystallised from. ©ihauol9m0ps 95^
• 96.9° (Found S» 59 a23& H0 6
59oOl^f S0 6o05/i)o She infra-red spectrum (Cd.) of this 
material showed absorption at .17^6omc,",s’ (ketone), X736®Bo"*~ 
(ester)v 1375 and 1175®® o***’ (tosylate) and the nes«r« spectrum 
showed a suXtip3,et at'4-94 T(half “band width, 9 Q$rP»So) assigned
* A
to the proton on C, which is equatorial 0‘
4
$h® equatorial mimm: (9a) is the less polar compound on 
tcloCo (40$ ethyl acetate in petrol)*
(b) From tbs alclehydG«*9ster (Slo
She aldehyde*ester (5) (4.24So 9 0o02mo) was refluxed in 
pyridine for 4 brs* then cooled to 0°, stirred and treated 
in a dropwis© manner with a solution of p-toluen© sulphonyl 
chloride (6«0g»9 00G3&o) in pyridine (15 al0 5 ®bs reaction 
mistusre m s  stirred for 4 days at room temperature then 
pour©d onto ice a m  water and left for 2 days* S&e csysisllins 
iosylat© mixture m s  filtered and washed with ether yielding 
' 4algo* 56$* Separation of tfc© equatorial (9a) and asial 
(9b) epirsers was achieved by chroioatography os. silica0
(e) From the alcohols' (6&) end (6b)c9 *  «esiftfl3ma»;xiMj:, w is»aES»!ggt6gg«a ^ o ? K ffrtti» :s»fta j p U b g ^ ^
Ebob. ©pimer of the alcohol (6) (100 mgs©) was treated separately 
in the Visual manner with. p»iolue3i& sulphonyl chloride in
.pyridine* Heiiksr reaction mi^iare afforded eryst&Hihe •
material imi t0X0c® and in£r&**re&- spectroscopy conflaaaad 
that tosylation had 'taken place* former icebniqu©
showed that the less polar alcohol yielded the less 
polar’ tosylate*
Ipl^l^etho3gfc^bq^loyolo3ae^t«4*fa® , Cll)0
A solution of the equatorial tosyl&te (9&) (ioQ3&o& 0o005 a«) 
in hot snfcydrcns ethanol (l0r?lo) was added to a solution of 
sodium ©thosld© ^£&ea sodium (0«15ga« Q0OO65&0) anhydrous 
©than©! (20 s&o)*j at 60° and the reaction mixture stirred ©ad 
reflxoesd for 13 fidot*» then cooled, poured onto iceg acidified 
(61 E01) sad ogtx&cted with ether* She ethereal solution m s  
■washed with 'teines dried (BgSO^ ) and the - solvent evaporated 
yielding of an oil consisting- of th© desired disster (11)
together with *10$ of ■the iscmerio compound (14) identified 
%  it© g©loSo retention iiz&30 Bistillation afforded an 
analytical, sample of (11)* b0po 120°/G®6 mm0 (Found C» 64*55%$
H0 jB»09$p requires C0 64o93^s H, Q039$}o “She iafsa-
red spectrum (COX.)■ showed absorption at 3G22ca<>~A (double bond) 
and 1734csi® “ (ostex) and in- carbon disulphide- solution at 684cm* 
(cis double bond)* fbs- neffiPr* speetnm nfcosMkl gash© at ©07? T*
(6E¥ triplet, ester methyls)® ?o83T(8S? singlet, @gP 0^? 0^ and 
0^ methylenes}*•.5oQ8 Y(4H* quartet, ester methylenes) and at 
4o37T(2H9 finely split triple t9 olefiuic protons)*
lftl»3Uosrbo^ 42&'cloh9pt«=4®Gn0 (15 )Q
She diesier (11) (780 mgsio) was dissolved in a solution of potassium 
hydroxide (2&) in methanol (50 Hilo) and allowed to stand for 18
•-7
»{?
b r s *  @.t r o o m  i s ® p s r a i u r G o  {I'bo ’m e t h a n o l  w a s  r e m o v e d  u n d e r
reduced pressure, the residue diluted with mior* washed wi'th. 
ether® • acidified (62? HOI) and srrte&otsd with ether* 33te other 
solution'ms washed with water and dried (3%80^) yielding 5$9 r£s0 
(81$) of the di^oid (15) on eottecatxaiionu Bec^stsllisafcion
ethanol afforded an analytical sample m0p0 152-159° (de-compcjo
0* 38o92$« H* 6o62^0 requires 0, 58©69$» H9 6<>57$)o
She &a£m**:s©& sp-aetsoxa (ICO! disc) eaMbited a broad hand at $500™ 
2500<sa©“^  (acidie hydro ay l) and a broad carbonyl absorption with
«sl '
two peaks 1720 and 1700am 0 ~o t o  &offi«3?o spectra (triflwroaeeiis 
acid) showed psaks at 7o6OT(8H0 s&a&Xot, ring msthylsncs) and 
(2E9 broad mr&aolvsd singlet® olefinio protons)®
Xteeasbosqrl&tiaxi of the diacid (35) by heating at 180° with hopper* 
powder for 90 ®insa yielded a dark oil showing absorption in the 
infra-red BgsaissBt at 33(X)»2600asio|a*i‘ (addle hydsosyl), X?40es>.©'*"‘ 
and I720offlc-'“*q ■ She eszbaayl absorption at 1740cm0 * m e  incase 
and this was'attributed to formation of a lactone -expected. to tero 
the structure (3.6). Smaller quantities of this -impurity m m  
fcwod by the following prseedux-©* •
She diacid (15) (X®76gc)s copper powder and pyridine (50. sQU) wane 
reftaced for 40 sins* fhe pyridine m s  removed imdei? ratoed 
pressuree the residue diluted with ©thax and extracted with 4$ 
sodium hytoxidsc t o  basic extracts were acidified with mineral 
acid* extracted with ether and the oxgsnie solution, washed with 
tela® and dsded (HgS04). Gcn0®it3?atdsa affoxdad the aoid {4) C-ofe-o 
B3o3$)« •' Sec^otallisation from petrol fomishsd a sample isr*p0
'h*
6605-69o3 (lifc© ? siop0 65«*67°)© (found 09 6Qa60f% Ee 8e85$*
CgE^pOg ajaqairos C* S’So55$i> H* 8©63$}e t o  infra-red spectrum 
(OCl j) skomd absorption at 5540 and 330&*28Gtei 0*^ (aoidio hydroxyl}* 
30225ssa5 (SoalJlo boaS}8 1755 m d  (acid carbonyl}* l.n
esrbos dl3ulpM.de solution the carbonyl absorptica showed a broad 
band at 17XO*»!70Ocmo and a peak at 632cm© for ths double bond,,
She a0n ^ o spectrum (00!^) showed peaks at 4*23 ’1" (triplet® 2H) for 
the olofiaic protons® at ^2#03 T  for the carboxyl proton and a 
complex tead at 8<4*»?o4 T (9H)© A slightly iispure* authentic ssmol© 
of this compound, kindly supplied by Professor S^ork bad on 
identical iaf2&«se& spectrum and its methyl ester bad similar retention, 
times oh a number of g*X6c* colmsss to the above', material0
i^3mMetb.Q2arcarsonylcyolohQpt^l^GaQ (14) © .
the- aad.al tosylat© (9b) (XoSJj&op ©oQQSteo) dissolved in hot 
@33%dxouO ethanol (x© si©) m s  added to © solution of sQdixsa 
etixosida [frc® sodium (0,25g»» 0©0065m©) is anhydrous ethanol (£3 mi*,?] 
&t 60° and the resulting1 suspension stirred and ref!uxsd for 1:3 mins© 
Ifsing til© procedure described for the pr^aratdcm of the isoma-rigi 
diestes (11}® 0©C6g«1)(88„3$) °f p-uro disster (14/ w*as obtained* 
Sistillaiion gave a colourless oil t>*p. 95v/©o5 suap (Found 0, 64«72$0 
11® 8o39$«» ^‘*3^ 00^4 requires 0® 64o98$* --e 8o39$)o She infrared
eroeotrum (001 sho&red absorption at 1739^ © ^  (ester) and 171!cs«'^ ■ 
id 9 j?«*msate?&ied ester)© She n«a*r© spsotmB exhibited triplots 
for the protons of the methyl groups of the ester- functions -at 8 *777  ^
and 8 0f4 T a s d  quartets at 5© 91T  and 5q8? T  for the ester s&thyXeqo 
pro tens© She olefiaic proton appeared as & eubsplit triplet at 
2093To 53ie ultra-violet speotaaiai showed abscsgption Xaas© 223 mjhL©
( 6 ® 8 e000)o
fh©wunsatussatcd dioste* (14) (300 za$a«) was dissolved :ln a 
solution of potaosiua hydroxide (400 4$&a) is methanol (6 slo) 
end water (2 sX«) end r©£Lus©& for 9'05 tea* She usual procedure 
yielded 0a2Xg® of the diaold (X?)0 BcosystaXXisation fros 
ethanol ©cd bsnso:a®«p®t2?o! mixtures gave an analytically pur© 
sssapl©* a*p© l($2<*X65°tf (ltoan& 0S 58 o48$® H® 6©35$0 CgB^gOg 
requires Gp 38069$$ E0 6<$?$|o 2to infra-red spactruQ) showed 
absorption at 530&*230Oe2so~ * (acidic hydamsorl) and an imrosolved 
band at X720«*168£'ObT*' (carboxyl)© She n9mftr.© epoetnsa (dimethyl 
sulphoslde) staged a triplet at 2*S5Yfor the olefinic proton and the 
ultraviolet spectrum had a msz&sam absorption of \iu@& « 225 m'fi..
(£ - 5*210)„
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